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·Th~· subject ~f u;.f{ book. h~i ·the de~.pest ~igri[fi:c~h~e: {;); .. 
all Communists G'nd miiltahf ";orkE>-rs:· 

"'\Vhen the word "philosophy" is mentioned, workers oitrn 
think the subject referred: to· is abstrac.t;.·rerriote, ··ario abon· 
their heads; and.that in any ca~e· it is·a subjecLtoo· diffi.Puit 
for them to master. . · 

The elementary eourse i.n philosoph;1~. ~ontained .. in thi~ 
book, for which we -arc indebted to the. Communist Party of 
France. will prove to our .adYanced Australian workers that 
although there are difficulties, these riced not prev.ent .. any 
worker from studying ancl ma;otering the theoretical principles 
of Marxism. · 

Dinleetical and historieal materialism constitute the \\'orld 
outlook of the Communist Party. 

Our aclrnnced workers will be able to see their way ahead 
and fight out the issues right through to the e~tablishment of 
working class power only to the extent that they master these 
theoretical principles of Marxism and learn to c\pply these 
principles in the daily struggle. 

Naturally, this elementary course is only a rJC·girm~11g, but 
without doubt it is a yer}· good beginning. 



M. Politzer, a leading propagandist of the French 
Communist Party, was murdered by the German 
fascists during the occupation of France. This book 
was prepared by his students from notes of lectures 

given by him before the war.· 

The following letter, written by Gabriel Peri 
during his last moments, nobly expresses the outlook 
of M. Politzer, who met a similar fate:-

"The prison chaplain has just informed me that 
I am going to be shot in a few moments as a hostage. 
I beg you to apply to the Cherche-Midi authorities 
for my belongings. Perhaps some of my papers will 
serve my memory. 

"Let my friends know that I have remained 
faithful to the ideal I have held all my life. Let my 
countrymen know that I die so that France may live. 

"I have examined my conscience for the last 
time. I have no regrets. That is what I should like 
you to tell everyone; if I had my life over again I 
would follow the same road. 

"TQnight I firmly believe that my dear Paul 
Vaillant-Couturier was right when he said that Com
mm,isrn was the regeneration of the world and that 
it would prepare the way for the radiant dawn. 
\V"ithout doubt it is hecause Marcel Cachin wa> my 
good teacher that I face death with fortitude. 

''.Adieu! And lnng live France! 
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PART I. 

PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS · 

. .. ' - " ~ 



INTRODUCTION 

1. Why should we study Philosophy? 

2. Is the study of Philosophy difficult? 

3. What is Philosophy? 

4. What is .Materialist Philosophy? 

S. \Vhat are the relations between Materialism and 
.Marxism? 

6. Campaigns ·by the bourgeoisie against Marxism. 

1. Why should we study Philosophy? 

v\·e propose, in the course of this \VOrk, to present 
and explain the elementary principles of Materialist 
Philosophy. \i\Thy? Because Marxism is intimately 
related to a philosophy and a method : those of Dialec
tical l'viaterialisrn. This philosophy and this methoEl 
must therefore be studied in order to understand 
·Marxism weli, to refute the arguments drawn from 
bourgeois theories, and so be able to carry on an effec
tive political struggle. In fact, Lenin said: "Without 
a revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary 
movement." That means, first of all: Theory must be 
united to Practice. 

What is practice? It is the act of realisation. For 
example, industry and agriculture realise (that is to 
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say, tliey bring into reality) certain theories (chemical, 
physical or biological theories). 

What is theorv? It is the lmoiclcdge of things that 
we want to realise. One can be merely practical, but 
then one realises_ by routine. One can be merely 
theoretical, but then what one conceives is often in
capable of realisation. There must therefore be con
nection between theory and practice. The vvholc 
question is to know what this theory must he and 
what must be its connection with practice. 

We consider that the militant -vvorker must possess 
a method of analysi"s and of correct reasoning in order 
to be able to carry out correct revolutionary action. 
He needs a method that is not a dogma supplying 
ready-made solutions; but one which takes account of 
facts and circumstances which are never the same, a 
method which never separates theory from practice. 
reasoning from life. Now, this method is to be found 
in the philosophy, Dialectical Materialism, 1vhich we 
propose to explain. 

2. Is the study of Philosophy difficult? 

It is generally thought that the study of Philosophy 
is full of difficulties for the workers, requiring special 
knowledge. It must be confessed that the way in which 
bourgeois manuals are composed is well suited to con
firm the workers in this idea, and can only repel them. 

Y.l e would not dream of denying the difficulties of 
study in general and particularly that of· Philosophy. 
However, these difficulties are perfectly surmountable: 
they arise mostly from the fact that vve are dealing 
with things that are new to many of our readers. 

At the beginning, for the sake of precision, we 
will review certain definitions of words distorted in 
current usage. 
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3. What is Philosophy? 

Commonly. a yhilosopber is understood to be eitl~er 
ont: - \\ho ln:es m the clouds, or. one who looks on 
th~ good SICle an cl does not make a fuss. - .'.\' o1v 
qwte. ~he c01~trary, the philosopher is one vYho want; 
to gn e precise ans\\·ers to certain questions and . f 
one r~members that Philosophy wants to giv~ an e~
planat1011 of the problems of the Universe (where do 
the world . come from? \Vhere are we aoing? etc es 
;1~e s~fes, :n consequence, that the philos~pher. busi~~ 
~1~11se with many things and contrary to what is 

sdid., he i:1akes a great deal of fuss. 
\\r ~ \\·ill say, then, in order to define Pbiloso h 

that it wants to ex11lain Natt1r·e the U . 1 p ~, · . 7 - . · " , rnverse, t 1at 1t 
is ! ie study of the most ,r;rneral problems. The less 
ger~eral pro~Jlems are studied by the sciences. Thus 
I'h1los~phy is an extension of the sciences. 

vY_ e mterpolate immediatelv that Marxist I)hil . l 
furmshe 1 · - osop 1y 

. s a. so ut10n to all problems, and that this 
solnt1011 spnngs from what we call "J\fateriali sm." 

4. What is Materialist Philosophy? 

. He\: a~ain there exists a confusion which vve must 
immec iate y men~ion; commonly by materialist i" 
n~~ant _one who t~mks of nothing but enjoying material 
p (as111es. h Pl~ymg on the wore] materialism. whicl1 
contains t e · I t . . - \\ore n:a ter, people have come to o·ive 
'.t a ~1111te. tal~e meanmg. \Vhile studying material~m 
l!1 t ~ SC1ent1fic sense of the word, we will CYive it 
hack .its. true meaning_: and we• vvill see that'°' beina 
~11a_tefnah~t pr:vents no one having an ideal and fiaht~ 
mg or its tnumph. "' 
. vV e have already said that Philosophv I .. 

"Ive an . 1 t" J ( esues to 
"' exp ana wn of the most general problems of 
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the vvorld. However, in the course ut history, these 
explanations have not always been the same. 

The first men sought indeed to expiain nature, the 
world, but they could not succeed. In fact, what 
enables the world and the phenomena that surround 
us to be explained, is the Sciences: but the discove1·ies 
that have given progress to the sciences are very recent. 

So the ignorance of the first men \vas an obstacle 
to their seekings. That is why, in the course of 
history, because of this ignorance, we see arising 
reliaions which also desire to explain the \vorld, but 

b . 

by supernatural forces. There you have an anti-
scientific explanation. Still, as little by little, in the 
course of centuries, science develops. men attempt to 
explain the vvorld by material facts arising from scien
tific experiments and it is from this desire to explain 
things by the sciences, that Materialist Philosophy is 

born. 
In the succeeding pages, we are going to study the 

question, "\iVhat is Materialism?", but henceforward 
we must remember that materialism is nothing else 
than the scientific explanation of the universe. 

While studying the history of Materialist Philosophy, 
we will see how bitter and difficult the struggle against 
ignorance has been. Besides, it must be observed that 
in our days this fight has not yet endecl, since material
ism and ignorance continue to exist side by side. 

It was in the course of this battle that Marx and 
Engels intervened. Understanding the importance of 
the great discoveries of the 19th century, they caused 
Materialist Philosophy to make enormous advances in 
the scientific explanation of the universe. Thus dialec
tical materialism \Yas bori1. Next, they were tbe first 
to understand that the laws which rule the world give 
also the explanation of the march of society: thus, they 
formulated the celebrated theorY of Historical 
Materialism.. 16 · 

We p~opo~e in this work to study, first Materialism 
next ?i~lect1cal Materialism, and, finally, Historicai 
Mate~1ahsm. At the moment, however, we want to 
establ:sh the relations between Materialism a d 
Marxism. n 

5. What are the relations between Materialism 
and Marxism? 

Vv e can summarise them in the following. manner:-

b 
1. !he P~ilosophy of Materialism constitutes the 

ase ot Niarx1sm. 

. 2. Th!s ~aterialist Philosophy which desires to 
give a scH:nt1fic explanation of the world's problems, 
advances m the course of histo1·y at th t" h S · e same 1me 
~s t e oe1'."ces; c?nsequently, Marxism has sprung 
throm the Sciences, 1s based on them and evolves with 
t em. 

. 3. Befo~·e Mar~ and Engels, there were at several 
Iirne~ and 111 varymg forms, materialist philosophies. 
. n t e 19th ce~tury,. however, with the sciences mak
mg a _gr~at stnde forward, Marx and Engels shaped 
Matenahsm anew basing themselves on ti d _ . ' 1e mo ern 
sciences, _and ~ave us modern materialism, which is 

f
called !=>ralectical Materialism, and constitutes the 
oundat10n of Marxism. 

By these explan_ations, we see that, contrary to what 
pe~ple ~ay, th~ P!11l?sophy of Materialism has a history. 
This h1st?1-y is mhmately bound up with the history 
of the sciences: Mar~ism based on materialism did 
not ~ome. from the bram of one man alone. It is the 
cor:tmua1t1011, the fulfilment of ancient materialism 
which_ w~s already very advanced· with Diderot' 
Marxism is the blo_ssoming of the materialism developed 
by the encyclopecl1sts of the 18th century, enriched by 
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''I· ·1·xi-;rn .... · .. ,, ·h,19th ce1ilury. "'a._. 
the great chscoYene::; ot ~- t t ·hO\v immediately hovv 
is a fo:ing theory. In or er o ~ . to take an example 
. . . l l . \\T are oomg l 

it envisages pro) ems: · oblern '0[ the class strng~ c. 
that evervone knows, the pr l . ·t1·011 ~ <.:;ome thmk ' - l · k t 11s ques · ~-\Vhat do people t 1111 . on . . . . with the need 

- l · 1 ead does awa\ . 
that defence ot t 1eir JC~ h' . tl1ink th~t street figh~mg 

1. · 1 t o·cr le 1t er s · t i or po iuca s ru,,,,,, . 1 ssitv of orgamsa iu1i. 
a: . t ncl clenv t 1e nece - 1 is SU111Clen ' a . h l.t.cal stn10-ule on Y can · 1 sert t at po 1 1 ' · ,_,,.., · Yet again. ot 1ers as., . . 

-·d' . a. solution to this question. 
prov I c , · cr le compnses: 

For the j\farxist, the class stru,,,g 
(a) The economic struggle. 
(b) The politica_l struggle. 

( ) The ideological struggle. 
c h f e be posed si 11wlta11eo11sly 

The problem must t ere or 

on these three groun~s. for bread (economic strug~le) 
(a) One c:ann?t fi,,,ht ( l.t. al struo·o-le) and ·w1th-
1 fi ht no- \or peace po I ic "'"' 

wit1ou! g. I "'· .. (. l Joo-ical struggle). 
out cletendmg hhc1ty l~c-eowi~h the political struggle, 

(b) The same ho s ''eritable science: one - M . - has become a • · · which smcc . a1 x . , { T th the economic pos1t1on 
is obliged to tak~ account o 10 

and the ideolog1ca~dtrelnd~. l st1·ug·o-le which takes the 
A th eo oo-1ca "' 'f · ( c) . s to e l "' t take into account, I . it 

. f o-ancla one mus 1· . l form o propa,,, f"' . . the economic and po 1t1ca 
. cro1· no- to be e tectn e. 
JS "' ,_, 

situation. 
1 11 these problems are closely 

'vV e see, then, t 1at a ot take a decision on 
th . and so one cann 1 bound toge er, ' 

1
. t problem-the c ass 

, 1 tever of t 11s grea l + 
any aspect :v 1a . k. . . t "Consideration eac 1 aspec. 

·le-without ta mg 111 ° 1 strugg l l ·oblem as a who e. 
of the problem anc t 1e pr . bl to wao-e the battle 

h . . . t is he who is a e "' . 1 
T ereto1 e. i . -·1·1 . . the best leadership to t 1e 

on all fields ,vbo w1 gn e 
n1ove111ent. 
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That is how a Marxist understands the problem of 
dass struggle. 

Now, in the ideological struggle that we have to 
engage in every day, we find facing us problems diffi
cult to solve: The immortality of the soul, the existence 
of Goel, the origin of the world, etc. 

It is Dialectical Materialism that will give us a 
method of reasoning, that will permit us to solve all 
these problems and also indeed to unmask all the cam
paigns ·of falsification of Marxism which pretend to 
complete and refashion it. 

6. Campaigns by the bourgeoisie against 
Marxism 

These efforts at falsification rest on very diverse 
foundations. Some seek to array against Marxism the· 
socialist authors of the pre-Marxist period (before 
Marx). Thus one very often sees the "Utopians" 
used against Marx. Others utilise Proudhon; still 
others base themselves on the revisionists of the pre~ 
1914 period, who were refuted in masterly £ash.ion by 
Lenin. But what must above all he emphasised is the 
campaign of silence that the bourgeoisie conducts 
against Marxism. They have in particular clone every
thing possible to prevent Materialist Philosophy in its 
Marxist form being known. Especially striking in this 
regard is the whole of philosophic teaching as it is 
given in France. 

In the secondary schools, philosophy is taught. But 
one can complete all the courses without ever learning 
that there exists a Materialist Philosophy elaborated 
by Marx and Engels. When, in the manuals of Philo
sophy, Materialism is spoken of (for it has to be 
spoken of), it is always a matter of Marxism and of 
materialism in _a separated way. Marxism is presented, 
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in general, solely as a political doctrine and when His
torical Materialism is mentioned, the philosophy of 
materialism is not spoken of in this connection; finally 
the whole of Dialectical Materialism is ignored. 

This situation exists not only in the schools and 
colleges, it is exactly the same in the universities. The 
most characteristic fact is that in France, one may be 
a specialist in philosophy, armed with highest diplomas 
of the French universities, without knowing that Marx
ism has a philosophy, which is materialism, and with
out knowing that traditional materialism has a modern 
form \vhich is Marxism, i.e., Dialectical Materialism. 

\Ale therefore will demonstrate that Marxism implies 
a general conception not merely of society, but also 
of the universe itself. It is then useless, contrary to 
what certain people pretend, to regret that the great 
defect of Marxism is its lack of philosophy, and to 
want, like certain theorists of the Labor movement, to 
undertake a research for the philosophy that Marxism 
lacks. 

Nevertheless, despite this campaign of silence, 
despite all the falsifications and precautions taken by 
the ruling classes, Marxism and its philosophy are 
beginning to be more and nm.re widely known. 
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CHAPTER I. 

THE BASIC PROBLEM 
PHILOSOPHY 

OF 

1. How should \Ve begin the Stud f r::ih·l -
7 T , d . Y o 1 osophy : 
-· "o mo es of explamino- the nro 11 3 ]\;~ b YV r (. 
· J.atter and Spirit. 

4. ibat is lV~atter? What is Spirit? 

5. he ~uest1011 or Basic Problem of Pbiloso h . 
6· Idealism or Materialism. p )' · 

1. How should we begin the studv of Ph1"lo-
sophy? J 

In the introduction we said - - . 
the Philosophv of Dialecti I ~n se:e~al occasions that 
of Marxism. · ca atenaltsm was the basis 

Our purpose is to st cl . l . . 
to do this, we must pass t~1!ro~1~~ philosophy; howe_ver, 
we speak of Dialectical M t "'. rveral stages. When 
us two words. 111at·ec •· ~l. a ena ism, . we have before 

• . , 7 z.a ism and d l . l 
means that materialism is. d. 1 . ia ectica' which 

· 1. 1a ectrcal W k matena ism existed bef _ M · e now that 
they, with the help of t~~ e r arx ~nd Engels, but that 
ce:itury, transformed thi~ rsr~~ver~es. of the nineteenth 
Dialectical Materialism. . atenahsm and created 

" ~ater. on we will examine th . 
dialectical " -h · h cl . e mearnng of the word 

. . ' w rc es1gnates th cl · 
materialism. However . h e mo ern form of 

' smce t ere were materialist 
21 



phil~sophers before 1Iarx and Engds (for_ exam pl~, 
Diderot in the eighteenth century), and :::;11~e the1 e 
are points that ~re common to. ~11 mater~ahsts,. _w~. 
must study the lnstory of matenahsm before tadJm,,, 
Dialectical Materialism. Equally, we mus_t unders~~nd 
,vhat are the concepts that people set up m oppos1t1on 
to Materialism. 

2. Two modes of explaining the World 
We have seen that philosophy_ is th_e "s_tudy of tl_ie 

most general problenis" and that its object is to explam 
the world, nature and man. . 

If we open a manual of bourgems Jill'.ilosophy _we 
are bewildered by the multitude of chffe~ent philo
sophies that we find there. They are d~sig:1a~;.d br, 
numerous more or less complex words en_dmg 111 ism, 
e.g., Criticism, E·rnlutionism, ~ntellectua:ism, etc. And 
this multitude creates confusion. Besides, t~e b?ur
o-eoisie have done nothing to clarify the situation; 
but indeed, exactly the contrary. How~ve_r, ·w_e m~st 
at once sort out all these systems, and ~istmgmsh two 
oTeat currents, two concepts, that are m sharp oppo
"' sition. 

(a) The scientific concept of the world. 
(b) The non-scientific concept of the world. 

3. Matter and Spirit 
\Vhen philosophers try to explain the ·world, nature 

and man. in a word, all the things that surround i.:s, 
they at once find themselves called on to ~ak_e. di:
tinctions. We ourselves observe that there are th111g5, 
objects, that are material, that we see and touch. Then 
there are other things, that we do not. see, and that 
we cannot touch, nor measure, like our ideas. 
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· So· \\·e class _things thus-on the one hand, things 
that- arc material, on the other. those that are not 
m_aterial and which. belong to the domain of intelligence, 
ot thought and of ideas. 

Thus it is that philosophers found themselves in the 
presence of l\fatter and Intelligence (or spirit). 

4. What is Matter? What is Spirit? 

~Ve have .i us t seen,. in a . general 1va y, how people 
have been led to classify thmgs according to whether 
they are 1:1a~ter. or ~pirit. 1!ow~ver, we must specify 
t~at the chstmction 1s made m different forms and in 
chfferent words. 

Thus it is that instead of talking of spirit, we also 
speak of Thought, of our Ideas, of our Consciousness. 
of, the Soul, just as when 1Ye speak of Nature, of the 
\:Vorld, of the Earth. of Being. it is with matter that 
\ve are concerned. 

~ngels, in his book Lud-zuig Feuerbach. speaks of 
H~n;ig and Thought. Being is matter. Thought 1s 
sp1nt. · 

In order to. define Thought or Spirit, and Being or 
Matter, .we will say: Thought is the idea of things that 
we fashion for ourselves: some of our ideas come to 
us or?inarily from our ~ensations and correspond to 
n~aten~l objects; other ideas, such as those of God, 
ot Philosophy, of the Infinite, of Thought itself do 
not correspond to material objects. c 

The e~sential thing that we must grasp here is that 
vve have ideas, thoughts and sentiments because we see 
because of our sensations. ' 

~atter or Being is what our sensations and per
ceptions sho-vy us and present to us. N arnelv, in a 
~·eneral '"·ay, all that surrounds us: what i; called 
· the outer· world." For example, my sheet of paper 
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is 1vhite. J\.nowing that it is white, is an idea, and 
it is my senses that gin: me that idea. The paper 
itself is matter. 

That is why, when philosophers speak of the 1:e~ations 
between Being and Thought, ot between Sp1~·1t and 
:Matter, or between Consciousness and the B:am: etc., 
it all involves the same question-namely. which is ~he 
most important, which is dominant, and finally, "::~1ch 
came first? Matter or Spirit. Being or Thought? l hat 
is what is termed:-

The Question or Basic Problem of Philo
sophy 

Everv one of us has wondered what becomes of us 
after death. whence comes the world, how was th.e 
earth formed . . . And it is difficult for us to admit 
that something has always exis~ed .. There is a .ten
clencv to think that at a certam time there ex~s~ed 
nothing. That is why it is easier to believe what rehg10n 
teaches, "The Spirit hovered above the Darkness . · . 
then came .Matter." In the same way we wonder 
7ehere are our thoughts and thus is posed for us the 
problem of the relations between Spir~t and M;i.tter, 
between the Brain and Thought. Besides, there are 
many other ways ?f posing the qu_estion. For e~a~}!e, 
what are the relations between Will and Power. \i\ 111, 
here. means Spirit, Thought : and Power is that which 
is possible-that which e~ists, is Being, ~fatter. \Ve 
also often meet the quest10n of the relations between 
"Social Consciousness" and "Social Existence." 

The fundamental question of philosophy, then, pre
sents itself under different aspects, and one sees how 
important it is to ahvays recognise the manner in wh~c? 
ihis problem of the relations between Matter ancl Sp1nt 
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jg posed, for we know that there cau be only two 
answers to this question :-

(a) A scientific answer. 

(b) An unscientific answer. 

6. Idealism or Materialism 

Thus it is that philosophers have been led to take 
their stand on this important question. 

Primitive men, who vvere entirely ignorant, with 1to 
real knowledge of the world or of themselves, attri
buted all that surprised them to supernatural beings. 
In their imagination, stimulated by dreams in which 
they saw their friends and themselves as living, they 
came to the conclusion that everyone had a double 
existence. Disturbed by the idea of this "double," 
they came to imagine that their thoughts and sensations 
were not activities of their "bodies, but of a distinct 
son! which inhabits the bodv and leaves it at death" 
(Engels, Ludwig Fezterbach.). Hence was· born the 
idea of the immortality of the soul and of a possible life 
of 1 he spirit outside matter. 

It 1 ook men verv rna1JY ce11turies to \1·ork oul thl" 
problem in that w<~y. I1; reality, it is only since the 
time of Greek philosophy (and in partiettlar, sine\'· 
Plato. about twenty-fiw centuries ago) that they 
clearh· opposed matter to spirit. 

No doubt they had for a long time imagined that 
man continued to live a ft er death in 1 he form of a 
"soul," hut they pictured this soul as a kind of light. 
transparent body. not in the form of pure thought. 

so tl1ey usecl to believe in god, in beings more 
powerful than man. hut they pictured them in the 
shape of animals or men-that is, as material bodies. 
It was only much latt'r that Souls and Gods (and then 
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the on,e•.:Go(}: who ha~.:;l.'Cp,~.Ced .. ,tl1'~ g0s )., -canw,,:t.oc: b\:!, 
conceived as Spirits with no nw.t~ri.at~dn;i:i_xtl1re. -_ -

Then the idea came that .. thei:e a_i;-e .r~aJly. Sp~tjts 
who have a quite specific life, ·coi:iipletely independent 
of that of the body, anJ-\vho have• ilo· need of a 
body for their existence. 

Consequently this question was· '.posed in ·a more· 
e.xa_c_t 1\~ay in rel~tion to religion, as follO_\YS: 

"Did God create the, world, _or has the \¥orld 4een ju 
_ existenc,e eternally? . The answei·s which the philophers 

gave to this question split them into f\YO great camps.'' 
(Engels, Li.idwig Feucrbach.) 

· Those \Yho, adopting the non-scientific explanation, 
admitted the creation of the world by God; that is to 
say who asserted that Spirit had created Matter, these 
formed the camp of Idealism. 

The others, those who sought to give a scientific 
explanation of the world, and who thought that Nature, 
Matter, -vvas the principal element, belonged to the 
various schools of Materialism. At the beginning, 
these t\rn expressions, Idealism and Materialism. 
meant nothing more than that. 

Idealism and Materialism are, then, two opposite. 
contradictory answers to the fundamental problem of 
philosophy. Idealism is the non-scientific conception. 
Materialism is the scientific conception of the world. 

Further on you will see the proofs of this affirmation, 
but we can say here and now that we can indeed 
observe from experience that there are bodies without 
thought, such as stones, metals, earth, but that the 
existence of thought without body is never observe<l. 
- To end this chapter with a conclusion that bears 

no trace of equivocation, we see that in reply to. the 
question _"How comes it that Man thinks?" there can· 
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be only two ans-vve1·s, each entirely different and utterlv 
opposed to the others :- ~ 

1. First answer : Man thinks because he has· a soul. 

2. Second ans\ver: l\Ian thinks because he has a 
brain. 

According to the amyer we give, ·we \vill be led 
to give different solutions to the problems arising from 
this question. 

According to our answer, we are Materialists or 
Idealists. 

RECOl\Il\IENDED READING 

F eurrbaclz. Enge]s:__Chapter 2. 



CHAPTER II. 

IDEALISM 

1. Moral Idealism and Philosophical Idealism. 

2. \\'hy sf1ould we study the Idealism of Berkeley? 

3. The Idealism of Berkeley. 

4. The results of "idealist" reasoning. 

5. Idealist arguments. 

( 1) Spirit creates matter. 
(2) The world does not exist outside of our 

thought. 
(3) It is our ideas which create things. 

1. Moral Idealism and Philosophical Idealism 
We have already exposed the confusion created by 

current language concerning Materialism. \!\Te meet 
the same confusion with regard to Idealism. 

In fact, Moral Idealism and Philosophical Idealism 
must not be confounded. 

Moral Idealism consists in devotion to a cause, to 
an ideal. The history of the international working 
class movement tells us that an incalculable number of 
revolutionaries, of Marxists, have devoted themselves 
even to the sacrifice of their lives for a moral ideal, 
and vet thev were adversaries of that other idealism 
which is te(ined Philosophical Idealism. 
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Philosophical Idealism: 
Philosophical Idealism is a doctrine the basis of 

which is the explanation of matter by the spirit. 
It i_s the reasoning which answers the basic question 

of philosophy by saying, "It is Thought which is the 
principal ~leme~1t, the r~1ost important, the primary." 
And Idealism, m assertmg the primary importance of 
Th_ought, ~ffirms that it is Thought that produces 
Bemg, or, m other words, that "it is Spirit which pro
duces Matter." 

Such is the· primary form of Idealism. It found 
its full development in the religions which assert that 
God, ''pure spirit," was the creator of matter. 

Religion, which claimed and still claims to be out
side_ philosophical discussions, is, on the contrary, in 
reality the direct and logical representation of Idealist 
philosophv. 

Now a~5 Science inten-enecl through the centuries. 
it became necessary to explain Matter, the \vorld and 
things otherwise than solely· by God. For since the 
sixteenth century, Science was beginning to explain the 
phenomena of Nature without taking God into account 
and without using the hypothesis of Creation. 

The better to combat these scientific. materialist and 
~thei~t expla.na~ions, it then became n~cessary to push 
1deahsm a bit !urther and to deny the irery existence 
of Matter. 

· . . i\.t the beginning of the 18th centurv that was 
midertaken by an English bishop, Berkel~y, who has 
heen called the Father of Idealism. 

2. Why should we study the Idealism of 
Berkeley? 

Clearly the goal of his philosophic system was to 
destroy Materialism. to attempt to demonstrate that 
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the material substance does n?t exist. 
the preface of his book Dialogues 
Philonous. as follows:-

He ·writes in 
of Hylas and 

. . t d and regarded as true, 
"If these pnnc1ples are accep eS .. - are with one 
it follows that Atheism ~nd ob~c~;~Cl:oblems clarified, 
stroke completely felled, t e 1 d and the rnen who 

1 t · oluble problems reso ve ' ,, 
a mos ~ns d b ght back to c©mmonsense. 
delight m para oxes, rou ' 

'fl - th for Berkelev. what is true is that n_iatt~r 
1u::i en, J · d · l t amtam 

cloes not exist and that it is para oxica o m . 

h t \iHe are uoing to see hovv he sets about 
t e con rarv. 'v t> - · • t 

:' th t I think however, that it is no 
demonstratmg a · ' . 1 -· -h to studv 
without value to insist that tho~e '" :o \\is Berkelev;s 
Philosophy must give deep consideration to _, -

th;o~~ow well that Berkeley's theses will make som_e 
eo le smile. but it must not be forgotten that w~ om -

p 1 p l' - . . the ?Oth centurv and that we ha' e the 
se ves ne H1 ·. -~ · ·• . · · · ·\rid v;e will 
b fit of all the studies of past times. 1. 

. =~\esides when we. come to study. Materialism and 
~ts history: that . the l\Iatc:_rialist philosophers of o1cl 
also have their ridiculous sid~- . l b { flfan;: 

It must bl':'. known that Diderot, \\. ~o. ·. ~ ore',. _-

E 1 - th o-reatest of the Maten ah st thmke1 s. 
and nge s v\ as . e "' · · . B k 1 'Y's wstem since 
clid attach some unportance to . er e c _ ' - - . 

he describes it as a 

"Svstem whicb, to. 
os~phy, is the most 
absurd of all." 

the ·shame of. human \yit and phil-· 
difficult- to combat. although the most 

Lenin himself in his book, lvfaterialis111 and Empi.rio
to Berkeley's 

Cri~£cis-n1;: - devoted numerous pages . 
philosophy and wrote: 

. 1' l ·1 ophers have brought "The .. most modern idea tst , . p 11 os. . : . . . , . find 
. . . h .. "1 t. . .. l"_ t« 11·0 aro·ument that one .ca11n.ot .. _ ag_;pnst. t e. _iv a ena ,1,s __ ._ . , .. "' . ·.:.. . · 

; 11 ·wshlip Berk~ley. 
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.. .Ei-nallv. bere.is.a1.1-.aµpr:eciatiou. .. of :Berkeley's, im
i1;iiteriaif;11i. ~ ~'. ~Jai1;;a:1 of '.the Ri~tory "q( Philosophy, 

-\~hich -~n joys. a -~vjd~-~ir,st11~tioii .. to.~day ~n the coJfeges,: 
. .-·_,\ tJ:i<i9ry tl;tat i.s, ~9-'µbtless st,ill)r.n:Pe.r-fect, yet is a,dmi:rab!e 

·' .: arid:. should destroy f9r ev·er' iri :philosophic minds the 
bdid. in. the existence (..if ·a" material" :Subst:i.i'ice." . '. .,, . 

There you have the importance of Berkeley's:1)hikF 
sophic ·reasoning-.. -

3. · ._The ·. ldealiti'rn of Berkeley 
The aim of this syste1i1 t:oi1sists theri. in deinon-

strating. that matfer does not exist. Berkeley says: 
"Matter is not \vhat v:e believe when we think that it 
exists outside our minds. \Ve think that things ·exist 
because we see them. because we touch them: it is 
because they give us· these sensations that we . bel-icve 
in their existence. 
"But our sensations are merely ideas that we !Jave in 
oiir minds. The objects, then, that \Ve perceive by our 
senses are nothing else than our ideas, and ideas cannot 
exist outside our minds." 

For Berkeley, things exist;- be does not deny their 
nature and their existence, but he asserts that thev 
only exist in the shape of the sensations which make 
ns kno1y them and concludes that our sensations and 
the objects are only one ancl tbe same thing. 

That things exist is certain, but ·a.1il hin us, he says, 
in our mind. and -they have no substance outside our 
mind. · . -

'vVe conceive of things \vith the help of sight; \VC 

perceive them ·with the help of touch; the sense of smell 
informs ns on their odour; the palate on their taste; 
hearing on sounds. These different sensations give us 
ideas which, combined together. lead ns to give them 
a common name and ·consider them as objects. 

'_'Thus, for example, a certain colour, taste, smell, shape 
and consistcncy-;-having been observed to go together, are 
accomited one distinct thing, signified by th.e ·name 
apple . . . Other collect;ons of ideas constitute a stone, 
a tree, a book and the like sensible things.''-JBerkeley). 
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\!Ve are then victims of illusions when we think 
we know the world and things in general to be external, 
since all this exists only in our mind. 

In his book, Dialogues of Hylas and Philonous, 
Berkeley demonstrates this thesis in the following 
manner: 

"Is it not an absurdity to believe that the same thing at 
the same moment can be different? For example hot arid 
cold at the same instant? Imagine then that one of your 
l!_ands be warm, the other cold, and that both be plunged 
at the same moment into a vessel full of water which 
has an intermediate temperature; will not the water 
appear warm to one hand, cold to the other?" 

Since it is absurd to belieYe that a thing at the 
same moment mav differ in itself, we must then con
clude that this thing exists only in our mind. 

\i\That then does Berkeley do in his method of reason
ing and of discussion? He strips objects, things of 
all their properties. 

You say that objects exist because they have a 
colour, an odour, a taste, because they are large or 
small, light or heavy? I will prove to you that that 
exists not in the objects, but in our minds. 

Here is a piece of cloth; you tell me that it is red. 
Is it really so? You think that the red is in the cloth 
itself. I~ that certain? You knovv that there are 
animals who have eyes different from ours and v,;ho 
will not see the cloth as red: similarlv a man with 
jaundice will see it as yellovv ! Then ~vhat colour is 
it? That depends, you say? The red then is not in 
the cloth, but in the eye, in us. 

You say that this cloth is light? Let it fall 011 an 
ant and it will certainly find it heavy. vVho then i~ 
right? You think that it is warm? If you were 
feverish, you would find it cold ! Is it, then, hot or cold? 

In a word,- if the same things can be at the same 
moment for some red, heavy, warm. and for others 
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exactly the contrary, the fact is that we are victims 
of illusions and things exist only in our minds. 

By depriving objects of all their properties, one 
comes thus t? say that the former exist only in our 
thought, that is to say, that matter is an idea. 
· .Already, before Berkeley: the Greek philosophers 
said, and correctly, that certam qualities such as flavour 
and sound vvere not in the things themselves but in 
JlS. 

. However, what is new in Berkeley's theory is pre
cisely that he extends this remark to all the qualities 
of the objects. 
.. Th: s;re:k philosophers had established the follow
mg chstmct10n between the qualities of thinas :. on the 
one han~, the Pr~11wry qualities,· that is to b say those 
that are m the ob.iects, such as weight, size, resistance 
~tc. ; on the other hand, the secondary qualities, tha; 
is to say those that are in ourselves, such as odour, 
taste, warmth, etc. 

Now Berkeley applies to the primary qualities the 
same argument ~~ to the secondary qualities, to wit, 
tha.t all the qualities, all the properties, are Jf in the 
ob;ects but in ourselves. 

!f we look at the sun we see it round, flat and red. 
Science ~ells us that we are mistaken-that the sun is 
not flat, is not. red. v\T e th~n, with the help of science, 
~nake abstract10n of certam false qualities that we 
imp~1te to the sun_, but \vithout on that account con
~ludmg that it does not exist! Yet such a conclusion 
1s Berkeley's final achievement. 

Ce:ta~nly_ Berkeley was not ~vrong in showing that 
th~ di_stmct1011 1:1ade by the ancients did not withstand 
?c1entific an~lys1s, but he commits an error of reason
mg, a sophism, in drawing from these observations 
consequences that they do not warrant. In effect he 
shows that the qualities of things are not such as' our 
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senses show us, that is to say that our senses deceive 
us and distort the material reality, and he concludes 
straight away that material reality does not exist! 

4. Consequences of Idealist Reasoning 
The thesis being "Everything exists only in our 

mind," one must draw the conclusion that the external 

world does not exist. If we push t~is reasoning to its conclusion, we will 
come to say: "I alone exist, since I know other men 
only by my ideas; since the other men are for me, 
like material objects, only collections of ideas." This 
is what in philosophy is termed Solipsism- (which 

means to say only myself). 
Berkeley, Lenin tells us in his book already cited, 

defends himself instinctively against the accusation of 
supporting such a theory. One observes indeed that 
solipsism, the extreme form of idealism, has not been 

sustained by any philosopher. 
Thai!: is why, when engaged in discussion ·with 

idealists, we should endeavour to bring out that the 
agreements which really deny the existence of matter, 
to be logical and consistent, must go on to that absurd 

extremity, Solipsism. 

5. The Idealist Arguments 
We have summarised as simply as possible Berke-

ley's theory because it is he who has displayed most 
frankly what philosophical idealism is. It is certain 
that to understand these arguments, which are new 
to us, it is indispensable to take them very seriously 
and make an intellectual effort. 

-We shall see further on that if idealism is presented 
.in a more hidden fashion, under cover of novel words 
and phrases, still all the idealist philosophers· do no 
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more_ than take up a . "old B ... ( Lemn). < gam erkeley s argumentS 

vVe shall see also how the id . . 
has dominated and still d . eahst philosophy which 
of _Philosophy: bring with ~;1~n~tesh the official history 
:vh1ch we, are impregnated ha 1et od of thought with 
mto us despite our entirel '. s !been able _to penetrate 

The basis of the } seen ar educat10n. 
sophers being foun~r?tunB~nlts of all the idealist philo-

·11 m IS 1op Berkel ' .. ·we WI now, as a sumrnar , f . ey s reasonings, 
to extract the main aro-u } o this chapter, endeavour 
to demonstrate. <> ments and what they attempt 

1. Spirit Creates Matter. 

Here we ha Ye, as we kt-10\v tl . d . 
the fundamental quesf f' 1~ I eahst ·answer to 
prir?ary form of ideal~~; o l .P~ll?sophy;. it is the 
vanous religions in which .t ·~_11c IS reflected in the 
created the world. I b asserted that the spirit 

This assertion can bear t\vo . . 
E~ther God has created the w:eamngs: 

outside of us Th. . rld and It really exist-

h 1 
· is Is the ordin ·cl · " t eo ogiesI. ary 1 ealtsm of the 

Or God has created th ·11 . 
giving us ideas which e I us10n of the world by 
th "" correspond to noth. Th. 

e 1mmaterialist idealism" f B" mg. 1s is 
wants to prove that Sp . . L • o h ishop Berkeley, who 
b . !flt IS t e 0 I r emg a product fabricated b Sn J'. :ea ity, Matter 

That is whv th .cl r· y our pmt. - e I ea ists assert that: 

2. The wo1·ld d · · · · -oes not enst t "d . , ou si e our thought. 

That is what Berkelev d . d . , . 
us by asserting that - es.Ire to demonstrate to 

P 
. we err m attr"b t" 

ropert1es and qualities . I u mg to things 
these latter onh· exist . as bel?ngmg to them while - m our mmd For th .d 1· · e 1 ea Ists 
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benches and tables do not exist, but only in our thought 
and not outside us, because: 

3. It is our ideas which er eat e things. 

In other words, things are the reflection of our 
thought. In effect, since it is the mind (spirit) which 
creates the illusion of matter, since it is the mind which 
gives to our thought the notion of matter, since the 
sensations which we feel from things do not arise 
frm:n the things themselves but merely from thought, 
the cause of the reality of the world and of things 
is our thought, and consequei1tly all that surrounds 
us has no existence outside our mind and can only 
be the reflection of our thought. As, however, accord
ing to Berkeley, our 1nind vrnuld be incapable of 
treating these ideas by itself, and as besides it does 
not make what it wants (as would happen if it created 
1. Theology is the "science" ( ! ! !;l which deals with God 

and divine matters. 

them itself) it must be admitted that there is another 
more powerful Spirit who is their creator. It is God 
then who creates our mind and imposes on us all the 
ideas of the world that we vvill meet there. 

These are the principal theses on which the idealist 
doctrines rest and the answers they give to the basic 
question of philosophy. 

It is now time to see what.is the answer of Material
ist philosophy to this question and to the problems 
raised by the above theses. 

READING 
Berkeley-Dialogues of Hylas and Philonous. 
Lenin-:Materialis1n and E1npirio-Criticism (pp. 1-20). 
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CHAPTER III. 

MATERIALISM 

-
l. Wh}r n1ust . ·· \\e study Mat .- 1. 2. Wl " ena ism ? 

1erc does Materialism come f . o 

3. How and why~ has M t . . rom ' 
4. Wh . • a eriahsm develope I? 

at. a~·e the principl . . c . 
.Materialists? es and arguments of the 

(i) It is Matter whi ·I d 
(ii) Matter e . t c 1_ pr:o uces mind 

(iii) S . xis s outside all mind 
c1ence bv means of . . 

knovv thi1{gs. experience allows us t-0 

1. Why must we study M t . 1· a ena ism? 
~ e have seen that t l . . . 

rel_at10n_ s bet,_veen beino·oat d1e tlquest1011, "\Vhat are the 
be t · <> 11 1ou o-ht 0" tl wo answers which are o . <> ' wre can only 
" In the last chapter we st~~~sed an~ co~tradictory. 
an? the arguments pres. . . d the idealist answer 
philosophy. \Ve mt;st .. ented 1:1 defence of idealist 
t tl · · now exarn111 tl 
. o . ns tun~amentaI question (th e .1e_ second ans\ver 
rei:eat, which is to . be f l e quest10n. allow us to 
philosophy)' and see :v\·hat~~:nc at the root of every 
ism bnngs to its def . . . e the arguments Material~ 
as M · · ence. And so l . atenahsm is ver i _. muc 1 the moi·e 
philosophy of Marxisi~. mpo1 tant to us,. for it is the 

Consequently it is . d" . . . . 
Materialism w;ll I c1·111 ispensable that we knoyir 
the concepts of tl;is pl~~l~spe7sabl:, above all, because 

sop 1y ai e very poorly known 
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and have been falsified. Indispensable also because 
by our education, by the instruction that has been 
given to us, whether in the primary or in the higher 
schools, by our way. of living and of reasoning, we 
are all, more or less, without our being aware of it, 
soaked with idealist concepts. (In later chapters, be
sides, we will see several examples of this and why 
it is so.) 

It is then an absolute necessity for those who wish 
to study Marxism to know its basis, Materialism. 

2. Where does Materialism come from? 
. Vv e have defined philosophy in a general way as an 

effort to explain the world, the universe. But we 
know that according to the state of human knowledge, 
its explanations have changed and that two attitudes 
have been taken in the course of Man's history by 
those who have attempted to explain the world. One, 
anti-scientific, making appeal to one or several higher 
spirits, to supernatural forces; the other, scientific, 
basing itself on facts and experience. 

One of these concepts is defended by idealist philo
sophers; the other, by the materialists. 

That is why, from the beginning of this book, we 
have said that the primary idea that we must form of 
materialism is that this philosophy represents the 
"scientific explanation of the Universe." 

If Idealism was born from the ignorance of men
and we will see how ignorance was preserved and 
fed in the history of society by the forces which shared 
idealist concepts - Materialism was born from the 
struggle of science against ignorance or obscurantism. 

That is why this philosophy has been so fiercely 
fought, and why, even in our day in its modern form, 
Dialectical Materialism, it is little knO\•m; if not ignored 
or miscoi1ceived, in the official educational world. 
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3. How and wh h M . 
Y as aterialism developed? 

Contrary to what th , · l .ose claim who comba• this h"l 
sop 1y and who say that this doctrine h L p i o-
over twenty centuries. the histo . as n?t. evolv_ed 
closes to us in this . hi! ry of M~tenahsm dis
always in motion. p osophy somethmg alive and 

In the course of centurie M ' . . 
ledge made roar • s, ~n s scientific know-
of thought fn "'G es,,_. At t?e ?egmning of the history 

' recian antiqmty · t'fi kn 
was extremely sli ht and ' so~n i. c O\vledge 
philosophers be g ' . . h the first scientists were also 

. ' cause m t at epoch Philoso h 
nascent sciences were o Ph ·1 1 ? y and the 
extension of the science~'1e, i osop 1y bemg only an 

Subsequentlv. as the sc~en b. l 
tions of the p-henom fees h roug 1t exact explana-
which disturbed and ena o t e ".'orld, explanations 
idealist philosopher~ :v~~ ~?~trad1cted those of the 
sophy and S . ~, n re arose between Philo-c1ence. · 

The Sciences beinu- j , t d' . 
Ph .I l "' n con ra ict10n with the offi . 1 

I osop 1V of that ao-e i h d era 
they sho~ld be. sepa"'rat' dt fa b~come necessary that 

. e rom it S "Tl nothmg more uraent fo ti . . o . 1ere was 
h "' r 1e sciences th f · t ernselves from the pl .1 h" an reemg 

leaving to the philo 1~osop ic medley of trash and 
order that they shoul~op e~s the vast ?ypotheses, in 
problems, those ripe fora:~ : c~ntact 'Ylth the limited 
made this distinction bet - ary solut10n. Then was 
(R. Maublanc.) ween SCiences and philosophy." 

But materialism born with h . 
connected with them a d d t e soences, mtunately 
d- n ependent th 

a vanced and evolved with th on em, has 
modern materialism that f Mm, to succeed with 
uniting anew Scien~ o . arx and Engels, in 
Materialism e and Philosophy in Dialectical 
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Later we will .study further t_his history ~nd ev~f 
lution which are connected with the pro"'rdess_t . 

. b - ~·lreadv an 1 is · T f Howeyer vve o serve « J' 
c1vi 1sa 1011. . . k this in mind, that exceeclinoh important to eep . h l 
Material~i;1 and the Sciences are bound t::ige~ er am 
:tlfaterialism is absolutely dependent on Science. 

It remains to us to establish and define _the ba~es 
of Materialism, bases. common to al~ philosoph1:s, 

1 . 1 . 1 - cli"fferent aspects proclaim themselves w 11c 1 unc er · 
1i1aterialists. 

4. What are the principles and the arguments 
of the Materialists? 

· t tl ba 'ic question To answer this, we must return o 1e °' . . o-

f 1 ·1 o hv that of the relations between bem"' O p 11 OS p J , . • . .• • • ) . 

and thought; which is principal. . ,· 
The materialists at once assert that there is a speufi·: 

relation between bei1ig and t'.10ught, betvvet:i 1 n~at~~l 
and spirit. For them, it is bemg, matter, w uc_1 _is 1e 

rimordial element, the first thir:g. and t_he spm:, the 
~1i11d, which is the secondary thmg, comrng after and 
dependent on matter. · . . 

For the materialists, then, it is not the 1!111:cl ~r 
Goel who created the world and matter, but_ it is tne 
world, rlature, matter that have created the mmcl. " 

"Mind itself is merely the hi~hest pr~c;luct of m~tter.._ 
(Engels, Feuerbaclz). That is why iL \\·e aga~~ as; 
the qt1estion that we put in the seco:1d_ chapter, ~o t 
comes it that man thinks?" the matenali:jts an~wer 1\1~ 
man thinks because he has a brain and that t 1oug ~ ~s 
the product of the brai~1. _For them th:re canno e 
thinking without matter, without a body. 

"0•·1r consciousness . ai1d thinking, however supra-
' h d t f a material, . sensuous they ·may seem; a·re t e pro uc o 

bodily organ. the brain." [Engels (idem).] 
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Consequently, for materialists, matter, being, are 
something real, existing outside our thought, and have 
no need of thought or mind to exist. Similarly, mind 
cannot exist without matter, and there is no immortal 
soul which is independent of the body. 

Contrary to what the idealists say, the things which 
surround ~is exist, independently of us; they give us 
our thoughts; our ideas are only the reflection of things 
in our brain. 

That is why, regarding the second aspect of the 
question of the relations between being and thinking:-

"In what relation do our thoughts about the world sur
rounding tis stand to this world itself? Is our thinking 
ca.pable of cognition of the real world? Are we able in 
our ideas and notions of the real world to produce a 
correct reflection of reality? In philosophical language 
this question is called the question of the identity of 
thinking and being." [Engels (idem)]. 

The materialists say: Yes, 1ve can know the world, 
and the ideas 1ve form of the world grow more and 
more correct since we are able to study it with the 
aid of the sciences and these prove to us continually 
by experience that the things Yvhich surround us have 
indeed a life which is peculiar to them, independent 
of us, and that Man can already in part reproduce 
these things. 

To sum up, we \vill say then that materialists, facing 
the basic problem of philosophy, assert : 

1. That it is matter which produces mind and that, 
scientifically, mind has never been seen without matter. 

2. That J1attcr exists outside all 1llind and that it 
has no need of mind to exist, having an existence 
vvhich is peculiar to it, and that, in consequence, con
trary to what the idealists say, it is not our ideas 
which create things, but it is the things which give 
us our ideas. 
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3 Tlzat we are capable of knowing the world, that 
the ideas that we form of matter ~nd th~ world are 
becoming more and more correct, smce with the help 
of science we can make exact w?at we alr~ady know 
and discover what we as yet are ignorant ot. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

WHO IS RIGHT, THE IDEALIST 
OR THE MATERIALIST ? 

l. How must we pose the problem? 

2. Is it true that the world exists only in our thinking? 

3. Is it true that it is our ideas that create things? 

4. Is it true that mind creates matter? 

5. The Materialists are right and science proves their 
assertions. 

1. How must we pose the problem? 
Now that we know the theses of the idealists and 

the materialists, we are going to attempt to discover 
who is right. Let us recall that we must at once 
note that on the one hand these theses are absolutely 
opposed and contradictory; on the other, that immedi
ately one defends one or the other theory, that theory 
brings us conclusions which are exceedingly important 
in their consequences. 

In order to know who is right, we must refer to 
the three points 'vith which we have summed up each 
discussion. 

The idealists assert : 
1. That it is mind which creates matter. 
2. That matter does not exist outside our think

ing, that for us then it is only an illusion. 
3. That it is our ideas which create things. 
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The materialists assert the exact opposite. . 
To facilitate our \rnrk, \Ve must study first th~t which 

falls under common sense and that which is most 
astonishing. 

1. Is it true that the \vorlcl exists only in our 
thinking? 

2. I~ it true ti1at it is our ideas which create things? 
These are t,~-o arguments defended by the 
"irnmaterialist" icleahsm of Berkeley, whose con
clusions lead. as in all theologies, to our third 
question: 

3. · Ts it fri1e tbat mind creates matte!'? 
Thest.' are very important questions since _they arc 

related to the fundamental problem of philosophy. 
(:qqsequently it .is in discu?sing them tl:at we are g~ing 
to discover \yho is right; and the quest10ns are part1cu
larl v intercstino· to materialists, in the sense that the 
ans~vers they ~ive tu 1J:cse questions arc common to 
all materialist philosophies·. · · 

2 .. ·I~ it true that_ the World exists solely in our 
thinking? 

··Before studying this question, ·we must establish two 
philosophic terms "-hi ch vYe are c~lled upon . to use 
a:nd which ·we will very often meet 111 our re~dmg:. 

Subjectii•e Realit}• (which means reality which exists 
onlv in our thinking). 

•Objective Rcalit~y (reality which exists outside our 
tbnking) . · . . . 

The idealists say tl1at the world 1s not an objectrve, 
but a subjective reality. The materialists say that the 
world is an objective reality. __ 

, 111: order to demonstrate that the world and thmgs 
exist only in ol11· thinking, Bishop _Berkeley, resolves 
them in.to theit properties (colour, size, density, etc.). 
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He demonstrates that these properties, which vary 
according to the individuals who perceive them, are 
not in the things themselves, but in. the mind of each 
of us. He deduces from this that matter is a collection 
of properties which are subjective, not objective, and 
consequently it does not exist. 

If ·we take again the example of the sun, Berkeley 
asks if we believe in the objective reality of the reel 
disc, and he demonstrates. with his method of discus
sing properties, that the sun is not red and is not a 
disc. Therefore, the sun is not an objective reality, 
for it does not exist of itself, but is a mere subjective 
reality, since it exists only in our thinking. 

The materialists assert that the sun exists none the 
less, not because we see it as a flat reel disc. for that 
belongs to naive realism, that of children and.primitive· 
men who had only their senses to deal with reality; 
but they assert that the sun exists by calling science 
to their aid. Science permits us to correct the errors 
which our senses lead us into. 

Still \ve must, in this example of the sun, pose the 
question clearly. \Vi th Berkeley, we agree that the 
sun is not a disc and is not red, but we do not accept 
his conclusion, the negation of the sun as an objec
tive reality. 

We are not discussing the properties of things, but 
their existence. We are not discussing whether our 
senses deceive us and distort material realitv but 
whether this reality exists outside our senses. '' 

Now, the materialists assert the existence of this 
reality outside of ourselves and furnish arauments 
which are Science itself. b 

What do the idealists do in order to demonstrate to 
us that they are right? They argue about words, make 
long speeches, write numerous pages. 
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Suppose for a moment that ~he~· are correct. If the 
world exists solely in our thmkmg, then th~ world 
did not exist before men? We know that 1s false 
because science proves to us that man appeared at . a 
very late date upon the earth. Certain idealists will 
tell us that there were animals before men and thought 
could have dwelt in them. But \Ve know that bef?re 
the animals there was an uninhabitable earth on which 
no oro-anic life was possible. Others will tell us that 
even ff the solar system existed alone and. m~n was 
not in existence, thought and mind would exist 111 God. 
So we come to the supreme form of ideali.sm. We must 
choose between God and Science. Idealism cannot be 
sustained without God and God cannot exist without 

idealism. 
There, then, is exactly how the question of idealism 

and materialism is posed. Who is right? God or 
·Science? . 

God is a pure spirit, creator of matter, an assertion 
without proof. . . 

Science will prove to us by experience . and. practice 
that the world is an objective reality, and 1t will enable 
us to answer the question. 

3. Is it true that it 1s our ideas which . create 

things? 
Take for example an omnibus which passes at the 

moment we are crossing the street in the company of 
an idealist with whom we are discussing whether 
things have an objective or subj~ctive re~lity, and 
whether it is true that it is our ideas which create 
things. It is quite certain that if we .do not want .to 
be crushed we will have to pay attention. In practice 
then the iclealist is compelled to recognise the existence 
of the omnibus. For him, practically speaking, there 
is no difference between an objective omnibus and a 
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subjective omnibus, and this is so correct that practice 
provides the proof that idealists in actual life are 
materialists. . 

On this subject we could cite numerous examples in 
which we would see that the idealist philosophers and 
their supporters do not disdain certain "objective" 
base actions in order to obtain what for them is only 
subjective reality! 

Moreover, that is why one no longer sees anyone 
assert, as Berkeley did, that the world does not exist. 
The arguments are much more subtle and more covert. 
Consult for an example of the idealists' style of argu
ment the chapter entitled "The discovery of the elements 
of the \vorld" in Lenin's book, ~Materialism and 
E mpirio-criticism. 

It is then, according to Lenin's phrase, "the criterion 
of practice" which will enable us to confound the 
idealists. 

These latter, moreover, will not fail to say that 
theory and practice are not alike and that they are two 
entirely different things. Th.at is not true. Practice 
alone, by experience, will demonstrate to us whether a 
concept is correct or false. 

The example of the omnibus, then, shows that the 
world has objective reality and is not an illusion created 
b!' our minds. Now it remains for us to see, it being 
given that Berkeley's theory of immaterialism cannot 
stand up against science nor resist the criterion of 
practice, whether, as all the conclusions of the idealist 
philosophies of religions and theologies state, the mind 
creates matter. 

4. Is it true that mind creates matter? 
As we have seen above, the mind, for the idealists, 

has its supreme form in God. He is the final answer, 
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tbe conclusion of their theory, and that i.s :vhy tl:e 
problem Mind - Ma~ter ;~n the last ~naly~;s. is set m 
the form of the question God or Science, i~ ~e are 
to know who is right, the idealist or the :natenahst. 

The idealists assert that God has existed from a.11 
eternity and that, having unde.r~one no chang.e, he is 
ever the same. He is pure sp1nt for whom time and 
space do not exist. He is the creato:- of matter. 

In order to uphold their affirmation of God. there 
again the idealists present no argument. In order to 
defend the Creator of Matter, they have recourse to 
a lot of mysteries that no scientific mind can accept. 

·when one goes back to the beginnings of. science 
and sees that it was in the depths of- their great 
ignorance that primitive men framed in thei~ mi:1ds 
the idea of God, one .also observes that the idealists 
of the 20th century continue, like the primitive men, 
to ignore all that patient and persev~ring labour has 
made known. For, in the final reckonmg, God, acco:d
ing to the idealists, cannot be explained and he remams 
for them a belief without proof. 

\Vhen the idealists wish to "prove" to us the neces
sity of a creation of the world by saying that matter 
could not have always existed, that it must have been 
born. thev explain to us that God himself has never 
had ~ beginning. In what wa'y is this explanation any 
clearer? 

To sustain their arguments, the materialists on the 
contrary avail themselves of science, which man has 
developed in proportion to the extent in which he has 
pushed back "the bounds of his igno:-ance." . 

Now does science permit us to thmk that mmd has 
created matter? No. The idea of creation by pure 
mind is incomprehensible, for we know of nothing such 
in oi.ir experience. For that to be possible, it would 
have been necessary, as the idealists say, that mind 
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existed afone before ri1atte1", while science demonstrates 
to us that fhat is not possible and that there never is 
mind ·without matter. On the contrary, mind is always 
united to matter, and \Ve observe in particular that the 
mind of man is bound to the brain which is the source 
of our ideas and our thought. Scie1ice does not permit 
us to conceive that ideas exist in a void. 

So the spirit God, in order to be able to exist, must 
have a brain. That is whv we can sav that it is not 
God who created matter, a'nd therefor~ man but that 
it is matter, in the shape of the human brain', that has 
created the Spirit-God. 

Further on we will see whether science o·ives us 
the possibility of believing in a Goel, or in ~nythino
on ~hich time will have no effect and for which Spac:, 
mot10n and change would not exist. From now onwards 
we can conclude that in their answer to the funda
mental problem of philosophy: 

5. Th.e Materialists are right and Science proves 
their assertions 

The materialists are right in asserting: 

~· Against the idealism of Berkeley and against the 
philosophers who hide behind his immaterialism, that 
the world and things on the one hand reallv exist out
side our thinking and that they have no 1{eed of our 
thinking to exist; on the other hand that it is not 
?u.r icl~as wbi~h create things but that 'on the contrary 
1t 1s thmgs \vh1ch give us our ideas. 

~· Against all the idealist philosophers, because 
their conclusions encl in asserting the creation of mat
ter by the mind, that is to say in the last analvsis in 
assertir:g the. ~xistence of God and in supporting 
theologx~l religions, the materialists, basing themselves 
on the sciences, assert and prove that it is matter which 
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. cl 1 th ' 1 ave no need of the 
creates the mmd an t 1at _e; . 1 . f atter 
"hypothesis of God" to explam the creation o ~ .. 

NOTE - 'vV e must pav attention to the fash10n m. 
· . . ' h bl ms They assert which the idealists pose t e pro e . . . 

that God created man, whereas we have seen lthat it 
is man who has created God. They assert a so, on 
the other hand, that it is mind that has created matter, 
>vhereas we see that it is in truth exactly _the contraq· 
There you have a way of turning the picture ups1 e 
down that we must expose. 

READING 

L 
. . Materialism• and Empirio-criticism. Sections, 

emn · · ?" d "Does man 
"Did Nature exist before man · ; an 
think with his brain?" 

Engels: Ludwig Feuerbach. Section on "Idealism and 

Materialism." 
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CHAPTER V. 

IS THERE A THIRD PHILOSOPHY? 
AGNOSTICISM 

1. Why a third philosophy? 

2. Arguments of this third philos9phy. 

3. vVhere does this philosophy come from? 

4. Its consequences. 

5. How we should refute these arguments. 

6. Conclusion. 

1. Why a Third Philosophy? 
It might seem to us, after the pi:eceding chapters, 

that, all in all, it ought to be sufficiently easy to find 
our way in the midst of all philosophical arguments 
since there are only two great trends, to one. of which 
theory must belong: idealism and materialism. And 
that, moreover, the arguments on the materialist side 
are definitely convincing. It would appear then, that 
after some examination we have found the road which 
leads to the philosophy of reason-Materialism. But 
things are not so simple. As we have already indi
cated, the modern idealists have not the frankness of 
Bishop Berkeley. They present their ideas 

"in a much more artful form, and confused by the use 
of a new terminology, so that these thoughts may be 
taken by naive people for 'recent' philosophy." (Lenin, 
Jvf aterialism and Empirio-criticism). 
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\Ve have seen that to the basic question of philo
sophy one can give two answers which are totally 
opposed, contradictory and irreconcilable. These two 
answers are very clear ar,id do not allow of any con-
fusion. ·· 

And. in effect, about 1710, the problem was set 
as folkJ\vS: On one side, those who affirmed the exist
ence of matter outside our thinking, they were the 
Materialists: and on the other side those who with 
Berkeley denied the exis.tence of matter and claimed 
that it only existed in u&, in our mind; they were 

the Idealists. 
A little later, the sciences advancing, some other 

philosophers then intervened. ·who attempted to abolish 
the division between the idealists and the materialists, 
by creating a philosophic current vvhich should cast 
confnsion among these two theories, and this con
fusion finds its origin in the search for a third 

philosophy. 

2. The Argunient of this Third Philosophy 

The basis of this philosophy, which was elaborated 
after Berkeley, is th::t it is useless to seek to know 
the real nature of things, and that we will always 
know only the appearances. That is why this philo
sophy is named Agnosticism (from the Greek a, 
negation, and gnosticos, capable of knowing; therefore, 
"incapable of knowing"). 

According to the Agnostics, it cannot be known 
whether the world is at bottom mind or nature. It is 
possible for _us to know the appearance of things, but 
we cannot knmv the reality of them. 

Let us again take the sun as example. · \Ve have 
seen that it is not as pri1nitive men thought, a flat 
reel disc. This disc was, then, only an illusion, an 
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a~pe~_rance. ( ~ppearanc~ is the superficial idea we have 
0 , ! mg~, it is not their reality). 

1 h~t ~s whr, considering that the idealists and the 
matenahsts dispt~te \vith each other vvhether things 
ar~ ~'.1aUer or mmcl, vvh~ther they exist outside our 
thmkmg or not, whethe1~ it is possible for us to know 
them ?r not, the agnostics say that one can know the 
appea1 ance, but never the reality. · · 

_O~ff senses, they . say, permit us to see and feel 
tlun,,,s, to know then external aspects th . , 1 c < , eir appear-
ar:ces; t 1ese. appearances then exist for us; the con
stitute what is called in philosophic lanauaae the ~'r· I . 
for ts" H "'<"' 1mg 1 . mvever, we cannot know the thing . cl 
P1en~l.en~ of. u~, \Vi th its own reality, which is ;~lleed 
t 1e th mg m 1 ts elf." 

The ideali~ts and materialists, \vho aro·ue incessantly 
on these sub1ect · l l "' l 1 s, a1 e com para J e to two men one with 
) ue. glasses, ~ne with red, \\·ho are walki~a in the 
snovv and argumg as to its real colour Let "' that the ' · us suppose 

. . y cannot remove their glasses. Could the 
!l\ e1 _ lmo~v the real colour of the snow? No. \i\T el 
the ~cleahsts and. m~terialists who argue with each 
othe~ a:. to who is nght, wear blue and reel aJasses 
They will never know the reality Th -·11 "'h . 
l·no ·l l f I . ey w1 ave a 
' w ec ge o t 1e snow ''for them " each . 1 . 

fashio1 ] t tl -11 ' 111 11s own c: 
1 

~' JU 1ey w1 never know the snow "in itself " 
,_ uc 1 is the argument of the agnostics. . 

3. Where does this Philosophy come from? 
17~he founders of tl:is philosophy are Hume (1711-

6)' who was English, and Kant ( 1724-1804) I 
was Gern B l ' w10 
and mate:i:~-sm oJ.r1 att_emptecl to reconcile idealism 

. . . e:e is a passage of Hume's ar 'l1-

~~:71~;is~:~:cl by Lenm 111 his Materialism and Empi:io-

"It seems evident that · t. men are carried by a 11 t I 
ms met or prepossession, t a ura 0 repose faith in their senses; 
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and that without any reasoning, or even alm~st ?efore 
the use ~f reason, we always suppos~ an ebt:rna l~1v:~i~ 
which depends not on our percept10n, u woub t 
thou h we and every sensible creature w~re a sen. . or l·1 ted But this universal and pnmary. opm1on 
a~n alt amen .is. ~oon destroyed by the slightest ph1losopl~, 
~hich teaches us that nothing can ever be pres~t to t e 
mind but an image or perception, and that . t e senses 

r on! the inlets, through which these .images .are 
a e dy "ti · t bet"nrr able to produce any mtermediate 
conveye , wt 1ou "' b · Th t bl 
intercourse between the mi?d. ':Ind the 0 l ect. ef ~h:; 

l . h we see seems to d1m1111sh as we remove ur 
~vr~~ it: but 'the real table, which exists indepen~ent of 

suffers no alteration. It was, ther~fore, nothmg bhut 
1;1s, · hich was present to the mmd. These are t e its image, w ., 
obvious dictates of reason. 

\Ve see that Hurne admits straight away what falls 
under common sense: the "existence of an :xter~~l 
universe," which does not dep~nd O? us. But, n:i~e l

ately, he refuses to admit this. ex1s~ence as. bem,, . an 

b . t' reality· For him this existence is nothmg 
o 1ec ive . , h' h b this 
but an image, and our senses w ic o ~er:re 
existence, this image, are incapable_ of estabhshmg _any 
relation whatever between the mmd and the o_b1ect. 

In a word, we live amidst things ~s at the Cl!:iema 
••;here we observe on the screen the ima~e of ob1ects, 
their existence, but where behind th: una~es them
selves, that is, behind the screen, ~here is nothmg. "And 
'f t to ki1o"'' how ciur mmcl has knowlecl,,e of i we wan " · cl 
objects. that might be clue "to the energy. of. t?e mm 
itself, ~r from the suggestion of some 111v1s1b~e and 
unknown spirit, or from some other cause still un
known to us." (Hume.) 

4. Its consequences 
There you have a seductive theory w~1ich moreov~r 

is verv widespread. In the course of History, we will 
find it again under different aspects and, in our days, 
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with those who claim "to rernam neutral and maintain 
a scientific resene.'' 

\Ve must now examine whether these arguments are 
correct and what consequences flow from them. 

If it is truly impossible, as the agnostics assert, 
for us to know the veritable nature of things, and if 
our knowledge is limited to their appearance, we cannot 
then assert the existence of objective reality, and 
we cannot know if things exist of themselves. 
For us, for example, the omnibus is an objective 
reality; the agnostic tells us that it is not certain, one 
cannot tell whether this omnibus is an idea or a reality. 
So it is not possible for us to maintain that our thought 
is the reflection of things. We see that there we have 
an entirely idealist reasoning; for between asserting 
that things do not exist or merely that one cannot 
know whether they exist, the difference is not great! 

We have seen that the agnostic distinguishes between 
"things for us" and "things in themselves." The study 
of "things for us" is therefore possible; that is science; 
but the study of "things in themselves" is impossible 
because we cannot know what exists outside us. 

The result of this reasoning is as follows : The 
agnostic accepts Science; he believes in it and he wishes 
to build it and, as one can only construct science on 
the condition of expelling all supernatural forces from 
nature, concerning science he is materialist. 

But he hastens to add that, science giving us nothing 
,but appearances, it does not prove that there is not 
something else than matter in reality, or indeed that 
matter exists or that God does not exist. Human 
reason can know nothing of this and therefore should 
not meddle in these matters. If there are other means 
of knowing "things in themselves" such as religious 
faitll., the agnostic does not want to know it and does 
not give himself the right to @iscuss it. 
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The agnostic then is, as to the _co;1duct of life _aI)d 
the building of science, a matenahst ; . but h~ i_s a 
materialist who does not dare to assert his matenahsm, 
and who seeks above all not to get into difficulties :vith 
the idealists, nor to enter into conflict with relig10ns. 
He is a "shamefaced materialist." (Engels.) 

The result is that, distrusting the profoun~ va~ue 
of science seeino· in it nothing but illusions, this third 
philosoph; prop~ses that we should not a~tribu~e any 
truth to science, and that we should ~ons1der it per
fectly useless to seek to know anythmg, to attempt 
to hasten progress. 

Tlie ao-nostics sav: Formerly men saw the sun as 
a flat dis~ and belie~'ed that such was the reality; they 
were mistaken. To-day science tells us that the s~n 
is not such as we see it and it claims to explam 

everything. . . 
We know meanwhile that science 1s often mistaken, 

destroying in the morning what she built the night 
before. Error yesterday,- truth today, but error to
morrow. So, the agnostics affirm, we cannot know; 
reason brinas us no certainty. And if other means 
than reason~ such as religious faith, claim to give us 
the absolute certai'nties, even science cannot prevent us 
from believincr. Bv lessening our trust in science, 
aguosticism is "'prepa;ing the return of the religions. 

5. How we must refute these arguments 
We have seen that, to proYe their assertions, the 

materialists avail themselves not only of science, but 
also of experience which permits the sciences to be 
controlled. Thanks to the "criterion of practice" one 
can know, one can get fully acquainted with things. 

·The aanostics tell us that it is impossible to assert 
either tl;at the external world exists or that it does 
not exist. 
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Now, through practice, ~ve know that 1.he world and 
things exist. \Ve know that the ideas which -vve form 
of things are correct, that the relations that we have 
cstablisbed between things and us are real. 

"From the moment that we submit th.ese objects to' our 
use, conformably to the qualities that we perceive in 
ther~1, we submit to an infallible test, the correctness or 
falsity. of our sen~ory perceptions. If these perceptions 
were ~alse, our estimate of the use that can be made of 
an obiect _ought to be equally so, and our attempt should 
far!. But rf we succeed in attaining our ends, if we see 
that. the obJ ect is in accordance with the idea that ~ve had 
of ·rt and corresponds to the ·design into ·which we made 
rt _enter, it is .a positive proof tbat our perceptions of the 
obi ects and_ of rts qualities are _in accord with a reality 
external to ourselves; and each time that we meet a check 
w: generally take little time to discover the cause of our 
·failure; we ourselves see that the perception on ·which 
wt'. had based _our ac!ion was either incomplete and super
ficial, or combmed wrth the results of other perceptions in 
such a man_ner that they did not guarantee what we call 
true reasonmg. So long as we care to train and use our 
senses properly and to keep· our action within the limits 
prescribed by perceptions properly obtained and. properly 
used, wt'. perceive that the _result of our action proves the 
conformity of our perceptrons with the objective nature 
of the thing perceived. In any case, we have not yet been 
l~d to the conclusion that our sensory perceptions scien· 
trfically controlled produce in our minds ideas about the 
e~ternal world which may be by their verv nature in 
d1saccord with reality, or that there may be- an inherent 
inco'.11patibility between the world and. the sensory per
ceptrons that we have of it." (Engels.) 

Using _Eng:eis_' example, we -vvill say "the proof of 
the pudd111g is 111 the eating." If it did not exist or 
if it_ was only an idea, after eating it our hunger would 
be 111 no way appeased. Thus it is perfectly possible 
for us _to know_ things, to see if our ideas correspond 
to reality. It 1s possible for us to control the con
clu~ions of_ sc~ence by experiment and by industry, 
which carries mto practical application the theoretical 
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results of the sciences. That we can make synthetic 
rubber means that science knows the "thing in itself" 
which is rubber. 

We see, therefore, that it is not without value to seek 
to know who is right, since despite the theoretical 
errors which science can make, experience every time 
gives us the proof that it is science indeed which is 
right. 

6. Conclusion 
Since the 18th century, with the various thinkers 

who have borrowed more or less largely from a,,,onosti
cism, \Ve see that this philosophy is under fire some
times from idealism, sometimes from materialism. 
Under cover of new words, as Lenin says, claiming 
even to avail themselves of the sciences to prop up 
their arguments, they do nothing but create confusion 
between the two theories, thus allowing some to have 
a comfortable philosophy which gives them the chance 
to declare that they are not idealist because they avail 
themselves of science, but that they are not materialists 
either because they do not dare to carry their argu
ments to their conclusion, because they are not con
sistent. 

"What then is Agnosticism," said Engels, "if not a shame
faced materialism? The agnostic conception of nature is 
entirely materialistic. The natural world, in its entirety, 
is ruled by laws and excludes all external interference 
absolutely. But, it adds, we have no means of asserting 
or denying the existence of some supreme being beyond 
the known universe." 

This philosophy, then, plays the game of idealism 
and in the final reckoning, because they are inconsistent 
in their arguments, the agnostics finish in idealism. 
"Scratch the agnostic," said Lenin, "and you will find 
an idealist." 
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\Ve have seen that one can ascertain which is right, 
materialism or idealism . 
. Now we see that the theories which claim to recon

~d1le ~hese two philosophies can in fact onlv support 
1 eabsrn ; that thev do not bn"ng a ti · d ' I · . · 11r answer to 
tr b~sic que:5tJon of philosophy and consequently 
t zere 1s no thzrd philosophy. ' ' 

QUESTIONS 

INT~on~-cnoN: ( 1) \~/hat importance has the stud 
01 philosophy ~o tl~e militant worker? (2) What i~ 
the m?r~ special m1portance to him of Diale t" 1 
Matenahsm? c ica 

CH~PTE:R I. : ( 1) What is the fundamental problem 
ot phil_osophy? . (2) Explain and correct the current 
~onfu~10n t_o which the words materialism and ideal
ism give nse. 

CHAPTER II : What are the main idealist arguments? 
CHAPTER !II: . What are the points of opposition 

between idealism and materialism ? 
CHAPTER IV . Wh t . · · a must you answer to those who 

claim that the world exists only in our thinking? 
CHAPTER V. : Between materialism and idealism . 

there room for a third philosophy? ' is 
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PART II. 

PHILOSOPHICAL MATERIALISM 



CHAPTER I. 

MATTER AND THE MATERIALISTS 

1. ·what is matter ? 
2. Successive theories of matter. 

3. What matter is for the materialists. 

4. Materialist definitions on the concept of matter. 

5. Conclusion. 

After having defined, in the first place, the ideas 
common to all materialists; next, the arguments of all 
the materialists against the idealist philosophers, and 
lastly, demonstrated the error of agnosticism, we are 
going to draw conclusions from this teaching and 
strengthen our materialist arguments by giving our 
answers to the two following questions:-

1. What is matter? 

2. \Vhat does being materialist mean? 

1. What is Matter? 
Importance of the Question: Every time that we 

_have a problem to solve we must pose the question very 
dearly. In fact, in this case it is not so simple to 
give a satisfactory answer. In order to achieve such 
an answer, we have to form a theory of matter. 

In general, people think that matter is what one 
can touch, and is hard and resistant. In . ancient 
Greece, that was how matter was defined. . 
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To-clay, thanks to the sciences we know that to be 

inexact. 

2. Successive Theories of Matter 

(Our aim is to review as simply ~s possible ~he 
,·arious theories relating to matter without entering 
into scientific explanation.) 

In Greece, it \vas thought that matter was son'.e
thinu hare! which could not be divided to an infimte 
exte~1t. A moment comes. it \\·as said, \Yhen the pieces 
are no longer cfo·isible; and these particles were called 
atoms. It was also thought that thes·e atoms were 
different from each other; that there we're smooth and 
round atoms such as those of oil: and others tough 
and hooked, like those of vinegar. 

It was Democritus, a materialist of ancient times, 
who set up this theory; it was he who first attempted 
to give a materialist explanation of the world. . He 
thought, for example, that the human body was com
posed of coarse atoms, that the so~1l was a c.ongfoc 
merate of finer atoms and, as he achrnttecl the existence 
of Gods and yet wanted to explain everything in 
accordance with this materialist standpoint, he asserted 
that the Gods themselves ·were composed of .extra fine 

atoms. 
From antiquity, then, men have tried to explain what 

matter was. The middle ages added nothing very new 
to the theory of atoms elaborated by the Greeks. It 
was only in the 19th century that this theory was 

profoundly modified. . . . 
· It vvas thought that matter \Vas cltv1cled mto atoms, 

that these latter \Vere very hard particles which attrac
ted each other. The Greek theory had been abandoned, 
and the atoms were no longer hooked or smooth, 'but 
p.eople continued to maintain that they were hard, in-
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divisible, and underwent a movement of attraction 
each to th~ other. Subsequently, progress has permit~ 
~ed the sCiences. to be more specific and to go further 
111 the explanat10n of matter. Today, it is demon
strated t~at the atom is a centre around which gravi
tates a tmy system of planets carrying tiny electric 
charges. The centre, or nucleus of the atom, is itself 
complex and of very varied structure. Matter is a 
conglomerate . of ~hese atoms and if our hand placed 
on a ~able e:i:'penences a resistance, it is because the 
hand is rcce1vmg art incalculable number of electric 
ch~rges, of shocks, coming from these tiny svstems 
which are the atoms. ' 

To this new modern theory in explanation of matter 
~ theory confirmed by scientific experiments, the ideal~ 
1sts have retorted, "\\That, no more hard matter t Con
~equently, there is no longer any matter t The material
ists who base their philosophy on the resistance of 
mat~er, have no longer any proofs. Matter has 
vamshed." 

It must indeed be s~id that this style of argument 
has had some success smce even certain Marxists who 
are ~h~refore materialists, have been shaken in' their 
convictions. However it is merely clouding the question 
to spe~k. of. the suppression of matter, because its 
compos1t~on. 1s specified more exactly. 

What 1s important .. what is necessary, t 1s o see 

3. What Matter is for the Materialists 
On this subject, it is indispensable that a distinction 

is made. We must see first 
1. What is matter? then 
2. What is matter like? 
The answer which the materialists give to the first 

is an external reality, indepen-question is that matter 
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d of mind to exist. 
dent of mind, which ~1as no nee 

· h. b ect · Lenin said on t lS su J . othing more than 
f tter expresses n . ,, (L · n "The concept o ma . · s in sensation. em • 

the obi_ective reality w~~~~1-~~ifi~';;~1.~ p. 323.) . ,, 
Materialism.- and EmP . "What is matter like? • 

Now to the second qu~st10n,f s to answer, it is for 
1. "It is not or u · d 

the mate.ria Ists sa1,' The first answer has not vane 
science to do so. .· l nt day. The second 
from antiquity down to t 1e pr:se because it depends 

lw · d and must -vary It · s 
answer s vane f human knowledge. 1 
on the sciences, on the state o 
not a final answ~r.. lutel indispensable t? pose 

We see that It IS abs~ ~ llow the idealists to 
the problem prop~rly an Th~o n~ust be separated, a~d 
mix· the two questions.. . t~ first which is the roam 
it must be shown that it IS e t it has always been 

t. and that our answer o ques Ion 
exactly the same. .th whose recogn1t1on 

, ty' of matter w1 rt of 
"For the sole prope: is bound up is the prope ! " 

philosophical. m~tenahs{!; f existing outside our mmd. 
being an ob1·ec'.W~ rea :]' ;mpirio-criticism, P· 317.) 
(Lenin, Materialism m 

on the concept of 
4. Materialist definitions 

Matter 
b l·t, that matter b we o serve If we assert, ecause . f lso. 

exists outside of us, we s~ecI. y a . d space 
1 That matter exists in ~ime an . 
· h tt is in 1notion. 

2. T at ma er . . . think that space and 
On these poi;its. the 1~e~1st(sit was Kant who first 

time are ideas m our mm Fs thern space is a form 
h. ent) or ' · · d supported t is argun:i . . - born from the mm 

which we give to thmgs? space is 
of man. Sim~la~ly for Time.~ the contrary, that space 

The matenahsts assert, o . pace They assert 
is not iri US; but it is we who are m s . 
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also that Time is an indispensable condition for the 
unfolding of our life, and that, in consequence, matter 
is what exists in time and space, outside our thinking. 

"The basic forms of all being are space and time, and 
existence out of time is just as gross an absurdity as 
existence out of space." (Engels, Anti-Duhring, p. 52.) 

\i\1 e think that there is a reality independent of the 
consciousness. \Ve all believe that the ·world existed 
before us and that it will continue to exist after us. 
We are persuaded that Paris existed before our birth 
and that unless it is finally razed to the ground it will 
exist after our death. \Ve are certain that Paris exists, 
even when we are not thinking of it, similarly that 
there are tens of thousands of towns that we have 
never visited, of which vve do not know even the 
name and which exist nevertheless. Such is the general 
conviction of mankind. The sciences have enabled us 
to give this argument a precision and solidity which 
reduce to nothing all the hair-splitting of the idealists. 

"Natural science positively asserts that the earth once 
existed in such a state that no man or any other creature 
existed or could have existed on it. Organic matter is 
a later phenomenon, the fruit of a long evolution.'" (Lenin, 
Materialism and Empirio-criticism, p. 140.) 

The sciences furnish us with the proof that matter 
exists in time and space and at the same time they 
inform us that matter is in motion. This latter piece of 
exact knovvledge, which is supplied by modern science, 
is exceedingly important, because it destroys the old 
theory according to which matter is incapable of 
motion. 

"111 otion is the mode of e.ristence, the manner of living 
of matter-matter without motion is just as unthinkable 
as motion without matter." (Engels, Anti-Duhring, p. 70.) 

We know that the world in its present state is the 
result, in all its parts. of a long evolution and, conse
quently, the result of a slow but continuous motion. 
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We specify, then, after having demonstrated the exist
ence of matter, that-

"There is nothing in the world but matter in motion, and 
matter in motion cannot move otherwise than in space and 
time." (Lenin, l\1aterialis111 and Empiria-criticisin, p. 236.) 

5. Conclusion 

It results from these observations that the idea of 
God, the idea of a ''pure spirit," creator of the uni
verse, is impossible, for a God outside space and time 
is something that cannot e:i:ist. One must share idealist 
mysticism, and in consequence disallow any scientific 
checking up, to believe in a God existing outside time. 
that is to say, existing at no moment, and existing 
outside space, that is to say existing nowhere. 

The materialists, fortified by the conclusions of 
science, assert that matter exists in space and at a 
certain moment (in time). Consequently, the universe 
could not have been created, for God, to be able to 
create the world, would have needed a moment which 
was at no moment (since time for God does not exist), 
and it would have been necessary also that the world 
came out of nothing. In order to admit the Creation, 
it is necessary then to admit, first, that there was a 
moment in which the universe did not exist, and next 
that out of nothing something came, and science 
cannot admit this. · 

We see that the idealist arguments confronted with 
science cannot be sustained, while those of the material
ist philosophers are one with science itself So we 
emphasise, once again, the intimate relation between 
materialism and science. 
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I. 
2. 

CHAPTER II. 

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO 
A MATERIALIST ? 

Union of Theor-., and p . _, ' ract1ce 

BE 

YVhat does it mean to be a t .. 
1·11 th d · par isan of :.\Iater· 1· e omam of thought ? - 1a ism 
Hovv· is one a M t · 1. . ( ) p· - . a ena ist in practice) 

3. 

(~) c; irst aspect of the question. . 
-econd aspect of the question. 

4. Conclusion. 

I. Union of T11eory and p . . ractice 
The aim of the studv that . . . 

secure . .recognition of ,;hat l\1~;e. are .Pursumg Is to 
the philosophy· of mat . 1. . x1s111 is, to see how 
b ena ism 111 J e · . 

ecomes identified with Mar :. 1 co;11mg chalectical, 
that one of the bases f th.x1sm: \\ e already know 
tie between theory and o t:s philosophy is the dose 
· · prac ice Th t · 
it is useful to point out th . . a is. why we feel 
successive studies . at ir.i carrymg on these 

. · .. we are apply·ma th research known a' d. 1 . "' at method of 
::i 1a ectics 

After having seen what m~tt . 
then wlzat matter is rk . ' . .er :s for the materialists 
two theoretical questto:~ I~ is md1spen~able, after thes~ 
materialist that i·s t ' ho s. ee what it means to be a 
Th ' ·O say ow d th 

at is the practical sid~ of 1 oes e ~aterialist act? 
The basis of mat . 1. · . t 1ese quest10ns. 

h · ena ism IS the r . . . . 
as t e creator of. thou ht : .ecogmt1.on of being 

g . But is it suffic1~nt t . · .. o con, 
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tinually repeat that? To be a real supporter of con
sistent materialism, one must be so: ( 1) In the realm 
of thought; (2) In the realm of action. 

2. What does it mean to be a supporter of 
Materialism in the Realm of Thought? 

To be a supporter of materialism in the domain of 
thought means to know the basic formula of material
ism: being produces thought. and to k:1m\· hO\v thi,; 

formula can be applied. 
When we say "Being produces thought," we have 

there an abstract formula, because the v.rords being and 
thought are abstract words. "Being" means being in 
general; "Thought," means thought in general. Being, 
like thought irz general, is a subjective reality (see 
First Section, Chapter IV .. the explanation of sub
jective reality and of objective reality); it does not 
exist; it is what is termed an abstraction. To say 
"Being produces thought" is therefore an abstract for
mula, because it is composed of abstractions. 

Thus for example: \Ve knO\V horses. but if we 
speak of the horse. it is of horses in ge11cral that we 
want to speak; well, the horse in general. that is an 
abstraction. If we put in place of the horse man or 
being in general, there again we have abstractions. 

Now if the horse in general does not exist, what 
does exist? Ans•ver, horses in particular. particular 
horses. The veterinary who said. ''I tend the horse 
in general but not any particular horse." would be 
ridiculous; similarly, the doctor ,vlw ~aid the same 

with regard to man. Vie know, then, that being in general does not exist, 
but that particular beings exist who have particular 
qualities. It is the same with thought. We say then, 
that as to -being in general, it is something abstract 
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1 aridas·to · 1 a partlcu ar being that . . 
and similarly of th h . is somethmg concrete . 
thought. oug. t 111 general and particula; 

. The materialist is he who . 
circu111stances who cai . k ~an recogmse under all 
being and wl;ere is th i Jtilza e lit concrete, n1here is the 

e ioug 1t. 

Example: The brain and our ideas 
We must knovv how to a I . f~rmula as a concret f pp y the abstract general 

will, therefore, identify ~~mu~a. . The materialist 
~nd_ our ideas as thou ht. e H ram, as the being, 
it is the brain (bein g) h e "ill reason thus : 
(thought). y OU have ; . t rt produces our ideas 
!et us take human societv :1~~ e example there. Now 
ist will reason. , ' n et us see how a material-

Th l'f · e 1 e of human societ . · 
of an economic life and o/ 1s cf.n~pose? on the whole 
the relations between th a po_ 1tJ~al hfe. \Vhat are 
life? \Vhat is th e. economic hfe and the political 
formula of vvhich w: ~nmt ary factor of this abstract 

F wan to make a . . f 
or the materialist th . ~oncrete ormula? 

say being, that which' o-i,~sPf.1;11a1:y ~actor, that is to 
T~e secondary factor, ilie . 

1 
:· is t '.e e~onomic life. 

bemg and which can t f thou~ht which JS created by 
life. no n-e without it, is the political 

The materialist then . ·u explains politicai' l"f ' w_1 say that the economic lire 
product of the econ1oen,. s1~lcfe the political life is a 

h 
. 11c I e Thi b . we ave JUSt made . . s o servat10n that 

t d · · 111 a summarv fa h" · erme Historical !\,ff t . z· , s JOn IS what is 

M 
. 1 a ena zsm and . fi ~x an? Engels. \vas rst made by 

. ere is a somewhat . 
poet. It is certain that m~r~re delicate example-the 
mto account to "ex I . " h y elements must be taken 
to d P am t e poet · h emonstrate one aspect f th'. ' o~·ever, we want 

0 is quest10n here. 
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It is generally said that the poet writes because he 
is impelled to do so by inspiration. Does that sufficiently 
explain why the poet writes this rather than that? 
No; the poet certainly has ideas in his head, but he 
is also a being who lives in society. V./e will see that 
the primary factor, that which gives to the poet his 
own life, is the. society, then, the secondary factor 
is the ideas which the poet has in his brain. Conse
quently, one of the eleinents, the fundamental element, 
which "explains" the poet, will be the society, that is to 
say the milieu in which he lives in this society. (We 
will )neet the poet again, when we study dialectics, for 
we will then have all the elements for a proper study 

of the. question.) 
We see, by these· exaniples, that the materialist is 

he who knows hovv to apply everywhere and always, 
at every moment and in every case, the formula of 
materialism. To act thus is the only way to be con-

sistent. 

3. How is one a Materialist m practice? 

1. First aspect of the question. 
We have seen that there is no third philosophy and 

that, if one is not consistent in the application of 
materialism, either one is idealist, or else one gets a 
mixture of idealism and materialism. 

The bourgeois scientist, in his studies and experi-
ments; is always materialist. To make advances. in 
science, it is necessary to work on matter : and if the 
scientist really thought that matter exists only in 
the mind, he would deem it useless to make experi" 

men ts. There are then several varieties of scientists-
1. Scientists who are conscious and consistent mat

erialists as in the U.S.S.R. (those, for example. who 
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J were co-authors of th b Marxism.) . ,e two ooks, In the Light of 

2. . The scientists who ar . . . knowmg it: that . t e matenahsts without 
impossible to do s~~ent~fi say n~arl~ all, because it is 
existence of matter B \ wor . without accepting the 
must be distinguish~d : u amongst these latter there 

. (a) Those who be in f 1 who stop because the g d to o low materialism; but 
materialists . these are ~h o not ~are to call themselves 
termed "sh~mefaced maet a~nl?sti~s, those whom Engels 

ena ists.' 

. (b) Next, the scientists wh . 
mc;onsistent materialists Tl o are unc~n~c10us and 
laboratory. away f · Jey are matenahsts in the 

b 1
. · ' rom work they ·d 1. · 

e 1evers, religious. are 1 ea 1sts, 

In fact these last have not kno . . 
not desired to put their . d . . wn how to, or have 
perpetual contradiction wi~he~~ m order. They are in 
their materialist work from th:1~se~~s. T~ey separate 
They are "scientists" and . r p I o~oph1c concepts. 
expressly deny the existe yet even if they do not 
(which is hardly scientific)ceth of ~na~ter, they think 
know the real nature of th" at it is of no use to 

d 
· . mgs They ar " · · 

an yet without any roof th· . e .sc1ent1sts," 
are. impossible (S Ph ey believe thmgs wh.ich · · ee t e cases of p · 
?thers who were believers rh"l asteu~, B~anly and 
is consistent, must abandon l1i~\ \~a.the sc:ent1st, if he 
and belief are abs. olutely red ito10us faith). Science oppose . 

2. Second aspect of the question. 
lvl aterialisin and action . If . . 

materialist is he who a . r It ~S true that the veritable 
the base of this hilo;~ ies t e formula which is at 
cases, he must p P'.1Y, everywhere and in all 
and well. pay attent10n to applying it properly 
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As we have just seen, it is n~ce?sar.y t? be consistent; 

d to be a consistent matenahst, it is necessary to an . . 
can:v materialism into act10n. . 

B~ing materialist in practice me~ns to act m. con-
formity with the philosophy. by ~akmg as th~ pnmar~ 
and most important factor, realzty, and as t e secon 

darv factor, thought. . . t ken 
\\re are now going to s.ee what posit10ns are a the 

bv those "-ho, unsuspectmgly. take thought .:s lists 
!'J~imary factor a?d so are at the moment 1 ea 
without knowing it. . 

1. \Vhat do we call a man who fr: es. a~ if ~e were 
alone in the world? He is called an mdimdualist. He 
lives turned inwards on himself ; the. external w~.rld 
exists solely for him. For him the impo:-tant t mg 
is him.self, that is his thought. Th~re_ you have a 
pure idealist, or wbat is ~ermed ~ sohpsis~. (See the 
explanation of this word m the First Sect10n. Chapter 

II.) · · · t 
The individualist is an egotist, and egotism is no 

a materialist attitude. The egotist. takes the world for 
himself and limits the world to himself. 

2. He who learns for the p~ea~ure of learning, as a 
dilettante, for himself, who ass;milates knowledg~ well, 
has no difficulties, but keeps lus knowledge to l:imself 
alone. He accords primary importance to himself, 
to his thought. - r . 

The idealist is closed to the external :-vorld, to :ea ity. 
The materialist is always open to .reality; that is why 
those who take courses in Marxism and who learn 
easilv must try to trans1nit what they have learnt. 

3.- He who reasons on all t~ings in relation to him-
self suffers an idealist distortion. . . . 
. He will say, for example, of a meetmg where thmgs 
disagreeable have been said, "That was a bad meet-
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i11g." That is not the way things must be analysed; 
the meeting should be judged in reference to the organi
sation, to its aims, and not in reference to himself. 

4. Sectarianism is not a materialist attitude either. 
Because the sectarian has understood the problems, 
because he is in accord with himself, he claims that 
the others should be like him. This again is giving 
primary importance to oneself or to a sect. 

5. The doctrinaire who has studied the texts, has 
gathered definitions from them, again is an idealist 
when he quotes from materialist texts, if he lives only 
with his texts, for then the real world disappears. He 
repeats these formulas without applying them in action 
to reality. He gives primary importance to texts, to 
ideas. Life unfolds in his consciousness in the shape 
of texts, and in general, one observes that the doctri
naire is also sectarian. 

Believing that the revolution is a question of educa
tion, saying that explaining its necessity to the workers 
"once and for all" should make them understand and 
that if they do not want to understand it, it is not worth 
the trouble to attempt to achieve the revolution, there 
you have sectarianism and not a materialist attitude. 

\Ve must take notice of the cases in which the 
people do not understand, we must investigate why it 
is so, observe the repression. the propaganda of the 
bourgeois newspapers, radio, cinema, etc., and seek all 
possible means to spread an understanding of what we 
want, by leaflets, pamphlets, newspapers, schools, etc. 

To be without a sense of reality, to live in the 
moori, and, in practice, to form projects without taking 
any account of the circumstances, of realities, is an 
idealist attitude, which accords primary importance to 
fine projects without seeing if they are realisable or 
not. Those who criticise continually, but who do 
nothing that things may go better, not proposing any 
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l 1 ·l· a critical attitude towards remedy. those w 10 ac" . . r t 
themselves, all these are not consistent matena 1s s. 

4. Conclusion. h d tects which 
B)' these examples, we see that t e e1 'd 1. t 

1 · h of us are 1 ea 1s an be observed more or ess m eac ' -
~efects \Ve suffer from them because ~v~ sep~rate 
practic~ from theory' because the bourg~01_s1e $ehg~~: 
in our. not attaching m1p?rtar~ce to reaht:y. or . 
bour eoisie. who support idealism,_ theory and practICe 
are t~vo totally different things, qmte unrela~edh ~~ese 
defects, then, are harmful and we mus~ ~ t to ~~~ 
for in the final reckoning they are pro ta : h 
bour()'eoisie. In short, we must take note t_ at t ese 

"' b d · bv society· b)· the theoretical bases defects re 111 us , ' . d · 
of ou; education. of our culture, n~1J?lante m our 
childhood. are the work of the bourgeo1s1e and we must 
rid ourselves of them. 
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CHAPTER III. 

HISTORY OF MATERIALISM 

l. The necessity of studying this History. 

2. Pre-Marxist Materialism. 
(i) Grecian antiquity. 

(ii) English materialism. 
(iii) Materialism in France. 
(iv) 18th century materialism. 

3. Where does Idealism come from? 

4. Where does Religion come from? 

5. The merits of materialism. 

6. The defects of pre-Marxist materialism. 

Up to this point we have studied what materialism 
is in general, and \\:hat ideas are common to all mat
erialists. Now we are going to see how it evolved since 
antiquity, to result in modern materialism. In short 
we will cover rapidly the history of nwterialism. We 
do not claim in so few pages to explain the 2,000 year? 
of materialism's history; we want merely to give some 
general indications which will guide your reading. 

To study this history well, even if in summary 
fashion, it is indispensable to see at each moment why 
things have unfolded as they did. It would be better 
not to cite certain historic names, than leave this 
method unapplied. However, while we do not want 
to overburden the minds of our readers, we consider 
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that it is necessary to name in their historic order 
the principal materialist philosophers who_ ar~ more 
or less known to them. That is why, to simplify the 
work, we are going to devote the first pages to the 
purely historic side, then, in the s~cond part o_f _the 
chapter, \Ve will see why the evolution of mater:ahsm 
had to undergo the form of development that 1t has 
known. 

1. The necessity of studying this History 

The bourgeoisie does not like the history of r~1aterial
ism, and that is why this history, as taught m bour
geois books, is quite incomplete and always false. 
Various methods of falsification are used: 
· l. Unable to ignore the great materialist thin_kers, 
they Harne them and speak of all that they have wntten, 
except their materialist studies, and they forget to 
say that they are materialist philosopl~_;r~ .. The~e are 
many of these cases of "forg_etfulnes~ 111 the history 
of philosophy as it is taught. 111 the high schools. or at 
the university, and we will cite as an example Diderot 
who was the greatest material thinker before Marx 
and Engels. 

2. There have been, in the course of history, 
numerous thinkers who ,,·ere unconscious or incon
sistent materialists; that is to say, who were materialists 
in certain writings, but in others, idealists: Descartes, 
for example. . . . 

Now history written by the bourgeo1s1e leaves 111 

the dark everythiqg in the works of these thinkers 
which had not only influenced materialism, but also 
given birth to an entire current of this philosophy. 

3. Then, if these two methods of falsification do 
not succeed in camouflaging certain authors, they 
purely and simply make away with them. 
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Thus it is that the history of the literature and 
philosophy of the 18th century is taught, and d'Holbach 
and Helvetius, great thinkers of that epoch, simi;ily 
ignored. 

Why is it so? Because the history of materialism is 
particularly instructive if you want to know and under
stand the problems of the world, and also because the 
de''.elopment of materialism is deadly to the ideologies 
vvh1ch support the privileges of the ruling classes. 
These are the reasons why the bourgeoisie presents 
materialism as a doctrine that has not changed, that 
was fi_xe_d twenty centuries ago, while, on the contrary, 
matenahsm has always been a living, moving thing. 

"But just as idealism underwent a series of stages of 
of development so also did materialism. ·with each epoch
making discovery even in the sphere of natural science 
it has to change its form." (Engels, Feiierbach.) 

Now we un_derstand better the necessity. for studying, 
even summanly, the history of materialism. To do 
this, we will have to distinguish two periods : 

1. From the origin (Grecian antiquity) up to Marx 
and Engels. 

2. From the materialism of Marx and Engels to 
our day. (We will study this second part along with 
dialectical materialism.) 

\i\T e call the first period "pre-Marxist materialism," 
and the second "Marxist materialism" or "Dialectical 
materialism." 

2. Pre-Marxist Materialism 
1. Grecian Antiquity. 

Remember that materialism is a doctrine which has 
always been bound up with the sciences. Which has 
evolved and advanced with the sciences. ·when in 
ancient Greece, in the 6th and 5th centuries before 
our era, 2,500 years ago, science began to show itself 
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with the "physicians," there formed at that m?ment 
a materialist current ,vhich attracted the best thmkers 
and philosophers of . that age (Thales, Anaximenes, 
Heraclitus). These first philosophers were, as Engels 
said, "Naturally dialecticians." They were struck by 
the fact that movement and change are to be found 
everywhere, and that things are not isolated but inti
mately bound up with one another. 

Heraclitus, who is called the "father of dialectics," 

said: 
''Nothino- is motionless, everything flows; one never 

bathes tw~e in the same stream, for it is never, for two 
sticceedino- instants, the same. From one instant to the 
other it has changed; it has become different.". . 

Heraclitus was the first who sought to explam mot10n 
and change and to see in contradictions the reason for 
the evolution of things. The concepts of these first 
philosophers ·were correct, and yet they were aban
doned because they had the ill-fortune to be formu
lated a priori, that is to say that the state of the 
sciences of that age did not allow what they advanced 
to be proved. 
. It was only much later, in the l~th century: that 
social and intellectual conditions pernutted the sciences 
to prove the correctness of dialectics. . . 

Some other Greek thinkers had matenahst concep
tions: Leucippus ( Sth century B.C.), who was the 
teacher of Democritus, had already discussed the prob
lem of the atoms, the theory of which we have already 
seen to have been established by Democritus. 

Epicurus ( 341-270 B.C.), a disciple of Demo_criti:s, 
has been completely misrepresented by bourge01s his
tory, which pictures him as a vulgar "philosophic pig," 
for to be an Epicurean, according to the official history, 
means to be a bon vivant, while, on the contrary, Epi
curus was an ascetic in his life. His bad reputation 
is simply due to the fact that he was a materialist. 
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1:-ucretius (the 1st century B.C.), a disciple of 
Epicurus, wrote a long poem on Nature. In it he 
says that humanity is wretched because religion has 
taught men that after death the soul still lives and 
that it may suffer eternally. It is, then, this fear that 
prevents men being happy on earth. This terror must 
?e rem~ved, ~nd the only theory capable of succeeding 
m that 1s Epicurean materialism. 

All these philosophers were conscious that this theory 
was bound up with the fate of humanity and we 
observe already on their part opposition to the official 
theory; opposition between materialism and idealism. 

Bi.:t on~ great thinker dominates Grecian antiquity; 
~hat 1s Anstotle, w'.10 was an idealist philosopher. His 
11!fl.ue~ce was. considerable; and that is why we must 
cite him part1cularl~. He made an inventory of all 
human knowledge ot that epoch, filled the gaps created 
by the new sciences. A universal mind, he wrote 
nume~ous bo?ks on all subjects. Through the uni
versality of his knowledge, he had a considerable influ
ence on philosophic ideas till the end of the middle 
ages, t.hat is to say for twenty centuries. 

Dunng the whole of this period, the ancient tradition 
wa? followed and no one thought except through 
Aristotle. A s~vage repression raged against all who 
thoug~t otherwise. Despite it all, towards the end of 
the middle ages, a struggle began between the idealists 
who denied the existence of matter and those who 
thought that a material reality did exist. In the 11th 
and 12th centuries this dispute went on both in France 
~nd above all in England. At the beginning it was 
m the l~tter country that materialism developed. Marx 
ha~ ~aid, ''Materialism is the true son of Great 
Bntan~." (Marx, "The Holy Family.") 

A little later, it was in France that materialism 
blossomed. In any case we see two trends manifest 
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themselves in the 15th and 16th centuries: one, Eng!i,~h 
materialism the other French materialism, and the 
meeting of' these contributed to the prodigious blos
soming of materialism in the 18th century. 

2. English Materialism. 
"The true aFJ.cestor oi English materialism and of all 

modern e:x;perimental science is Bacon. In his _eyes the 
physical and natural scienc~s constit1:1te_ the true ~c1ence and 
of this, concrete physics ts the pnnc1pal part. (Marx, 
The Holy Family.) 

Bacon is famous as the founder of the experimental 
method in the study of science. For him, the main 
thing is to study science in the ''.great _book of nature" 
and that is particularly extraordinary m. an age where 
science \vas studied in the books that Aristotle had left 
many centuries before. 

To study physics, for example, this is how they 
used to proceed: On the particular subject, they took 
the passages written by Aristotle; next they took the 
books of St. Thomas Aquinas, who was a great theo
logian, and read what he had written on Aristotle's 
passages. The professor made no personal comme?
tary, still less did he say what . he thought about it, 
but referred to a third work which was a mere repe
tition of Aristotle and Aquinas. There you have t~e 
science of the middle ages, which is termed :cholastic; 
it was a bookish science for they only studied books. 

It is against this that Bacon reacted and advocated 
study in the "great book of nature." 

At this time a question arose: Where do our ideas 
' f ? come from? \iVhere does our knowledge come rom. 

Each of us has ideas, the idea of houses, for example. 
This idea comes to us because there are houses, say 
the materialists. The idealists think that it is God 
who gives us the idea of houses. Bacon himself said 
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indeed that the idea only existed because one touches 
and sees things, but he could not yet prove it. 

It was Locke ( 1632-1704) who undertook to demon
strate h?w ideas arise· from experience. He showed 
that al! ideas ~ome from· experience, and only experi
ence gives us ideas. The idea of the first table came 
to man before a table existed, because bv experience 
he was already using the trunk of a tre~ or a stone 
as a table. 

With the ideas of Locke, English materialism. passes 
into Franc: in t_he fir~t half of the 18th century be
caus:, while !hrs philosophy was developing in a 
special mode 111 England, a materialist current was 
forming in France. 

3. Materialisni in France. 

_B~ginning with Descartes (1596-1650) a clearly rnat
~nahst trend aro~e in _France. Descartes had a great 
mfluence over this philosophy, but in general this is 
not mentioned. 

_At this ~ime whe_n feudal ideology was very much 
alive even m the sciences, when people studied in the 
way we have already described, Descartes beaan a 
struggle against this state of affairs. · "" 

Feudal· ideology implies that there are two kinds of 
people, to wit, the nobility and the others. 

The nobles possess all rights, the others none. 
The sai:1e wit_h ~cience, that is to say, only those 

who, by nght ot birth, occupied a privileged position, 
had the right to busy themselves with science. They 
alone were capable of understanding its problems. 

Descartes fought against this assumption and said 
on this subject, "Intelligence is the most widelv shared 
thing i~ the \~orld." Consequently, everyone. has tbe 
same n~h_ts with regard to science. He ably criticised 
the medicme of his tir'ne (the "Imaginary Invalid" of 
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~foliere is an echo of Descartes' criticisms) .. He 
>vanted to build a science that would be really so~nce, 
based on the study of nature, and rejecting th~t science 
previously taught in which Aristotle and Aqmnas were 
the only "arguments." 

Desc~rtes lived at the beginning of the 17th century; 
the next century saw· the Revolution, and that is why 
one can say of him that he arose from a world about 
to disappear, to enter into a new. world, one abo_nt to 
be born. This position resulted 111 Desca_rt~s bei?g a 
conciliator; be wanted to create a matenahst science 
and at the same time he was an idealist, for he wanted 
to save religion. 

vVhen. in his time, it was asked: !"'Why are there 
animals vvho live?'' the ready made answ~rs . of 
theology were given: "Because there is a pnnc1ple 
which makes them live." Descartes, on the contrary, 
maintained that if animals live, it is because they are 
matter. Moreover, he believed and asserted that ani~als 
are but machines of flesh and sinews, as other mac~mes 
are of iron and wood. He even thought that neither 
machine had feeling; and when at the Abb~y P_ort 
Royal, during weeks of stud_Y, adherents of his phi~o
sophy were sticking needles mto some dogs, t~ey said, 
"How well nature is made. You would thmk they 
are suffering!" . 

For Descartes then, the animals were machmes. 
"But man is different because he has a soul," said 
Descartes. From ideas developed and defended by 
Descartes were born on the one hand a frankly mat
erialist philosophic trend, and on the other an idealist 
trend. 

Among those who continue the cart~sian materialist 
branch we must remember La Mettne (1709-1751). 
Resum'ino- the thesis of the "animal-machine," he 

b h" ? extends it to man. Vlhy should he not be a mac me· 
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The human soul itself, he sees too as a mechanism 
in which the ideas are mechanical movements. 

It is at this time that English materialism penetrates 
into France, with the ideas of Locke. From the union 
of these trends a more developed materialism will be 
born. That is: 

4. 18th Century N!aterialis111. 

This materialism >vas defended by philosophers who 
also knew how to be fighters and admirable writers · 
continually criticising social institutions and religion'. 
app!ying theory to practice and always in struggle 
agamst the powers-that-be, they were sometimes jailed 
in the Bastille. 

It was they who vvorked together on the great 
Encyclopedia, in which they set out the new orien
tation of materialism. Moreover, they had great in
fluence, since this philosophy was, as Engels said, 
"firmly held by all cultivated youth." 

This. was the only period in the history of philo
sophy m France in which a definitely French philo
sophy became truly popular. 

Diderot, born at Langres in 1713, who died in 
Paris in 1784, dominates this whole movement. What 
bourgeois history does not say, is that he was, before 
Marx and Engels, the greatest materialist thinker. 
Diderot, Lenin said, almost arrives at the conclusions 
of contemporary (dialectical) materialism. 

He was a real fighter; always in battle ao-ainst the 
Church, against the state of society; he got'° to know 
what it was ~ike in jail. Bourgeois history has largely 
overlooked him. But the Conversations of Diderot and 
D' Alembert, the N eph:ew of Rameau, Jacques the 
Fatalist, must be read if you wish to understand 
Diderot's enormous influence on materialism. 
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In the first half of the 19th century, because of 
events, materialism suffered a setback. The bourgeoisie 
of every country produced a lot of propaganda in 
favour of idealism and of religion. 

It was then that Feuerbach in Germany proclaimed 
amidst all the idealist philosophers his materialist con
victions, "by again replacing materialism squarely on 
the throne." (Engels, Feuerbach.) 

It was not that he brought something new to mat
erialism, but that he restated in a sane and modern 
fashion the bases of materialism which had been for
gotten, and so influenced the philosophers of his time. 

Now we come to that period of the 19th century 
in which there is seen a tremendous advance in the 
sciences, particularly to three great discoveries-the 
cell, the transformation of energy and evolution (of 
Darwin), which were to permit Marx and Engels, 
influenced by Feuerbach, to develop materialism and 
give us modern or dialectical materialism. 

We have just seen, very briefly, the history of 
materialism before Marx and Engels. We know that 
they, while they agreed with the materialists who 
preceded them on many points common to all, came 
to the conclusion that the work of their predecessors 
on the other hand had many faults and omissions. 

To understand the transformation they brought to 
pre-Marxist materialism, it is absolutely necessary to 
find out what these faults and omission were, and the 
reasons for them. Consequently, it is indispensable 
to study materialism as it existed before Marx and 

Engels. ·::-

In other words, the study of the history of mat
erialism would be incomplete if, after having enumera
ted the various thinkers who contributed to the progress 
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?f materi~lism, we did not seek to find outi ho d 
111 what dire f th' w an . c wn rs progress was made and . h . 
evolved ~n the way it did. w y it 

\Ve_ w.111 devote special attention to the 18th centur 
maten~hsm, because it was the culmination of . y 
trends 111 this philosophy. o vanous 

of "Y~s are f oi~1? then, to study what were the errors 
. ma ena ism, ~hat were its omissions but as 

\\ e must never see thmgs in a one-sided ma~ 
?n the . contrary as a whole, we will also e:pehr, ~ut 
its ments. as1se 

Materialism, which was dialectical in the b . . 
coul~ i:ot continue to develop on that basis D~~~~ntgi 
~=~gs~n~1;d ton baccobuntd of the lack of scie~tific k~~~-

' o e a an oned It wa fi 
create and develop the s : ~'!necessary rst to 

fi 
c1ences. t was n 

rst to examine thin s before . . . ecessary 
Jllrocesses" (E 1 g F It was possible to examine 

I · nge s, euerbach.) 

andt s~~~c:h:~ic~hew~ery close .unit~ . of materialism 

~:~fo~e aga!n, o:i mores s~~i/~:~1~~~~s s~~i~~f~~hfuu~~ 
s, Dialectical materialism that f M Engels. ' o arx and 

We find again therefore th b' h 
beside that of science If h e irt o~ materialism 
where materialism co~es fro~wev_er we dtscove.r again 
whence comes idealis ' we must establish also 

111. 

3. Where does Idealism come from? 
If, in the course of the hist . . . 

idealism was able to . t b . o~ o~ this pbtlosophy, 
is because it was borne~~d y t ef side of. ~eligion, it 

On thi b · L . arose rom reltg10n. 
s su J ect en111 wrote f 1 . 

should study "Id 1- . a ormu a which we . ea ism is a refined d . 1 
of religion." What d b . an s1mp e form 
idealism knows how to oes t a.t mean? This-that 

present its concepts in a much 
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niore subtle manner than religion. To claim that the 
universe was created by a spirit which :floated above 
the darkness, that God is not material, then declare 
that he speaks, speak to us of his body, there you have 
a series of ideas presented crudely. Idealism, declaring 
that the world exists only in our thinking, in our 
mind, presents itself in a more hidden ma~ner. ~t 
bottom, as we know, it comes to the same thmg, but it 
is less crude, more elegant in form. That is why 
idealism is a refined form of religion. 

It is also subtle because idealist philosophers in 
debate know how to foresee questions, to set traps, 
as Philonous did to poor Hylas in Berkeley's dialogues. 
But saying that idealism arises from religion is merely 
evading the problem, and we must consider 

4. Where does Religion come from? 
On this subject Engels gave a very clear answer. 

"Religion is born from man's narrow ideas." (Narrow 
is taken here in the sense of limited.) 

For primitive men, this ignorance was twofold; 
ignorance of nature, ignorance of themselves. This 
twofold ignorance must be constantly kept in mind 
when the history of primitive man is studied. 

In ancient Greece, which we nevertheless deem a 
civilisation already quite advanced, this ignorance 
appears childish to us, for example when we see that 
Aristotle thought that the earth was immobile, that 
it was the centre of the universe, and the planets 
revolved round it. (These latter, of which he saw 
forty-six, were fixed like nails on a ceiling, and it 
was the whole set-up that turned round the earth.) 

The Greeks also thought that there were four 
elements: water, earth, air and fire, which could not 
be broken up into other elements. We now know that 
all that is vvrong, since we do now break up water, 
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earth and air into other elements, and we do not con
sider fire as a thing of the same order. 
. On man h_imself, the Greeks were also very ignorant 

smce they did not knovv the functions of our organs ; 
for example, they ·considered that the brain plavecl 
a part in digestion ! ' 

If the ignorance of the Greek scholars was so oTeat 
b , 

scholars whom we cleeni already very advanced, what 
must have been the ignorance then of the men who 
lived thousands of years before them? The ideas 
that the primitive men had of nature and of them
selves were limited by ignorance. These men however 
attempted in spite of everything to explain things. Ali 
the documents that we have on primitive man tell 
us that he was very preoccupied with dreams. We have 
al~eady s~en, in the first chapter, how they solved 
this quest10n of dreams by belief in the existence of 
a ''.double" of . the man. At the beginning; they 
attnbuted t~ this doub~e a sort of transparent, light 
body, but still of matenal substance. It is only much 
!ater that there was to be born in their minds the 
1~e~ that n:an has within him ~n. immaterial principle 
w h1ch survives afte_r _death~ a ~pmtual principle ( spiri
tual comes from spmt, which 111 Latin signifies breath 
the breath that clep~rts with the last sigh, at th~ 
moment when one gives up the soul ai1d when on1v 
the "_double" surYives.) It is, then~ the soul whi~h 
explams thought and dream. 

In the middle ages. there were bizarre ideas about 
the ~oul. It was thought that in a fat body there was 
a thm_ soul, and in a thin body a large soul; that is 
why, :n that age. ascetics made long and numerous 
fasts ~n order _to have a big soul, in order to make 
a spacious lodgmg for the soul. 

Having ad~itted, in the shape of the transparent 
double, then 111 the shape of the soul, the spiritual 
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principle, the survival of man after death, primitive 
man created the gods. 

Believing at first in beings i~1ore powerful than men, 
existing in a form still i~naten~l, they gradually came 
to the belief in gods existing m the form_ of a soul 
superior to ours. And so it is that after ha:rmg cre~ted 
a multitude of gods, each having a defimte funct_10n, 
as in ancient Greece, they came from that to the ~d~a 
of one God only. Then the presen~ monotheistic 
religion was created. So we se~ th.at ignorance was 
at the origin of religion, even 111 its pr~se_nt form. 

Idealism therefore is born from t~e hmite~ ~on
epts of man from his ignorance; while matenahsm, 
~n the contra~, is born from the pushing back of these 

limits. · · h 
In the course of the history of phi.loso~ y, we 

witness this continual struggle between idealism and 
materialism. The latter wants to . make t~e boun
daries of ignorance recede, and that is and will be one 
of its glories and its merits. 

5. The merits of Materialism 
We have seen materialism born with the Gre~ks 

as soon as an embryo of science existed. Foll?w.mg 
the principle that when science develops_, matenahsm 
develops, we observe in the course of history: 

1. In the middle ages, a weak development of the 
sciences, a setback to materialism. 

2. In the 17th and 18th centuries, to a very great 
development of science corresponds a great 
development of materialism. The French mat
erialism of the 18th century is the direct result 
of the development of the sciences. 

3. In the 19th century, we see many and great 
discoveries, and materialism undergoes a great 
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transformation at the hands of Marx and Engels. 
4. To-day the sciences progress enormously and 

at the same time, so does materialism. One sees 
the best scientists apply dialectical materialism in 
their studies. 

Idealism and materialism have therefore quite oppo
site origins and we observe, in the course of the cen
turies, a struggle behveen the two philosophies, a 
struggle which still endures in our days, and which 
was not merely academic. 

This struggle, which runs through mankind's his
tory, is the struggle between science and ignorance, 
it is a battle between two trends. One draws humanity 
towards ignorance and keeps it in that ignorance; the 
other, on the eontrary, works for. the liberation of 
man through replacing ignorance by science. 

This struggle has taken grave forms sometimes, as 
in the time of the Inquisition \vhen we can take the 
example, amongst others, of Galileo. ·He asserted 
that the world revolves. You have there a new piece 
of knowledge which is in contradiction with the Bible 
and also with Aristotle; if the earth revolves, it 
means that it is not the centre of the universe, but 
simply a point in the universe, and hence we must 
\viden the bounds of our thoughts. · 

What then was done in the face of this discovery of 
Galileo's? To keep mankind in ignorance, a religious 
tribunal was set up, and Galileo condemned to torture 
and to recant. There you have an example of the 
struggle betvveen ignorance and science. 

We must therefore judge the philosophers and the 
scientists of that age by finding where they stood in 
this battle of ignorance against science, and we will 
observe that in defending science, they defend mat
erialism unknowingly. Thus Descartes by his reason-
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mg furnished ideas which were able to make material
ism advance. 

It must indeed be seen also that this struggle in the 
course of history is not simply a theoretica~ battle, 
but also a social and political contest. In this battle 
the rulino- classes are always on the side of ignorance. 
Science {;, revolutionary and contributes to the libera
tion of mankind. 

The case of the bourgeoisie is typical. In the 18th 
century, the bourgeoisie was dominated by t~e. feudal 
class; at that particular moment, the bo:irge~isie were 
for science, and waged the struggle agamst ignorance 
which a-ave us the Encyclopedia. In the 20th century, 
the bo~rgeoisie is the dominant. class, and in this 
struggle between ignorance and science, they ·were for 
ignorance with a much greater savagery than was ever 
c:een before. (As with Hitlerism.) 
- \Ve see the~ that pre-Marxist materialism played 
a considerable role and had very great historical im
portance. In the course of the struggle between ignor
ance and science it was able to develop a general con
ception of the world which could be opposed to religion 
and accordingly to ignorance. It is thank~ also to the 
evolution of materialism, to its successive labours. 
that the conditions· indispensable for the flowering of 
dialectical materialism were established. 

6. The defects of pre-Marxist Materialism 
In order to understand the evolution of materialism, 

to appreciate its defects and omissions, it must never 
be forgotten that science and materialism are bound 
up together. 

At the beginning, materialism was ahead of science, 
and that is why this philosophy was unable to assert 
itself from the outset. It was necessarv to create and 
develop the sciences before dialecti;al materialism 
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could be proved to be right, but that required more 
than 2,000 years. During this lengthy period, material
ism has undergone the influence of the sciences and 
particularly the influence of the spirit of science; as 
also that of the particular sciences that were most 
developed. 

That is why . 
"The materialism of the last century (18th) was pre

dominantly mechanical, because at that time, of all natural 
sciences, only mechanics, and indeed only the mechanics of 
solid bodies-celestial and terrestial-in short, the mech
anics of gravity, had come to any definite close. Chemistry 
at that time existed only in its infantile, phlogistic form. 
Biology still lay in its swaddling clothes; vegetable and 
animal organisms had only been roughly examined and 
were explained as the result of purely mechanical causes. 
\Vhat the animal was to Descartes, man was to the 
materialists of the eighteenth centurv - a machine." 
(F. Engels, Feuerbach.) · 

There then you have materialism as· it was when 
it emerged from a long and slow development of the 
sciences after "hibernati-on m · the Christian Middle 
Ages." 

The great mistake made in the 18th century was 
that of deeming the world to be a o-reat machine 
judging everything according to the "'rules of tha~ 
science which is termed mechanics. Considering evo
lution as a simple mechanical movement, it was esti
mated that the same events should be continually repro
duced. They saw the machine side of things but thev 
did not see the living side. Therefore this materialis~ 
is called mechanical. 

Let us have an example: How did these materialists 
explain thought? In this way: "The brain secretes 
thought as the liver secretes bile." Marxist materialism, 
on the contrary, gives a series of specifications. Our 
thoughts do not arise solely from the brain. It is 
necessa1·y to know why we have certain thoughts, 
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certain ideas, rather than oth·r thoughts and ideas, 
and it is found that societv, em·ironment, etc., make 
the selection. Mechanical 

0 

materialism looks on the 
brain as a mere mechanical phenomenon. But "this 
exclusive application of the standards of mechanics to 
processes of a chemical and organic nature-in which 
processes the laws of mechanics are, indeed, also valid, 
but are pushed into the background by other higher 
laws-constitutes the first specific, but at that time 
inevitable limitation of classical French materialism." 

That vvas the first great fault of 18th century 
materialism. 

The results of this error were that materialism was 
ignorant of history in general, that is, of the idea of 
historical development, of the process. This materialism 
considered that the world does not evolve and that it 
returns to similar states; neither did it conceive of any 
evolution in man or in animals. 

"This materialism in its inability to comprehend the 
universe as a process, as mat.ter undergoing uninterrupted 
historical development . . . was in accordance with the 
level of the natural science of that time, and with the 
metaphvsical, i.e., anti-dialectical manner of philosophising 
connected with it. Nature, it \\"as known. was in eternal 
motion. But, according to the ideas of that time, this 
motion turned, also eternally, in a circle and therefore never 
moved from the spot; it produced the same results over 
and over again." (F. Engels, Feu.erbach.) 

That is the second fault of this materialism. 
Its third error is that it was too contemplative: it 

did not sufficiently appreciate the role of human action 
in the world and in society. 

Marxist materialism teaches that we must not only 
explain the world, we must change it. Historically, 
man is an active element who can bring changes to 
the world. The actions of the Russian Communists 
are living examples of actions capable not only of 
preparing, carrying out, and winning the re,·olution, 
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but also since 1918 of building socialism in the midst 
of enormous difficulties. 

Pre-Marxist materialism was not conscious of this 
concept of. man's activity. In that age they thought 
that man 1s a product of his environment. Marx 
teaches us th~t the environment is produced by man 
and t?at. man is therefore a product of himself. While 
man 1s . mfluenced by the environment, he can change 
the env1romnent, the social order · consequentlv he can 
change himself. ' • 

The ma~erialism .of the 18th century was then too 
contemplative bec~use it ignored the historical develop
m~nt . of everythmg, and that was inevitable since 
sc1ent:fic knowledge was not sufficiently advanced to 
conceive the world and things otherwise than through 
the old method of thought: "Metaphysics." 

READING 
Marx and Engels: The Holy Family. 
Engels: Ludwig Feuerbach. 
Lenin: Materialism and Empirio-o'iticis111. Chapter 6. 

QUESTIONS 
CHAPTER I. : How could Pasteur be at once a scientist 

and a believer ? 
CHAPTER II.: Show bow the study of books is both 

necessary and insufficient. 
CHAPTER III. : ( 1) 'Why did dialectical materialism 

not arise !n .ancient times? (2) Indicate the princi
pal matenahst trends from ancient Greece down to 
18th century. (3) \Vhat are the merits and the 
errors of the 18th century materialists? 

WRITTEN EXERCISE 
1. ·write a dialogue on God between an idealist and 

a materialist. 
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PART III. 

STUDY OF METAPHYSICS 



CHAPTER I. 

OF WHAT DOES THE 
''METAPHYSICAL METHOD" 

CONSIST? 

1. The characteristics of this method : 

(a) First characteristic: The principle of identity. 
(b) Second characteristic: Isolation of things. 
(c) Third characteristic: Eternal and insurmount

able divisions. 
(cl) F~urth characteristic: Opposition of Con-

traries. 

2. Summing up. 

3. The metaphysical conception of Nature. 
4. The meraphysical conception of Society. 

5. The metaphysical conception of Thought. 
6. What is logic? 

7. The explanation of the word .. Metaphysics." 

\;\Te know that the defects of the 18th century mat
erialists arose from their form of reasoning, from 
their particular method of research which we have 
termed "metaphysical method." The metaphysical 
method, then, reveals a particular conception of the 
vvorld and we should note that if to the pre-Marxist 
materialism we oppose Marxist materialism, in the 
same way to metaphysical materialism we oppose 
d~alectical materialism. 
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That is why, unaware as yet of what v.;e mean by 
metaphysics, we are going to find out by studying the 
method itself in order to examine next what, on the 
contrary, the dialectical method is. 

1. The <;J:iaracteristics of this method . 

What we are going to study now is "that old 
method of investigation and thought. which Hegel 
calls metaphysical." (F: Engels, Ludu'.ig F euerba~h.) 

Let us begin immediately by notmg one thmg. 
Which seems more natural to the majority of people, 
motion or immobility? ·which is, for them, the normal 
state of things, rest or movement? 

It is generally thought that rest existed before 
motion, and that, for anything to begin to move, it 
would at first have to be in a state of rest. Also 
the Bible says that before the world which was 
created by God, there existed motionless eternity, that 

is to say, rest. 
These words. rest and immobility, we will often use: 

as also, motio~ and change. N otc that these last two 
words are not synonyms. Motion, in the strict sense 
of the word. means changing place. For example, a 
falling ston~, a train proceeding from one station to 
another, are in motion. Change, in the proper sense 
of the word, means the passing from one farm to 
another. For example: The tree which loses its 
leaves, has changed its. form; but it means also pas
sing from one state to another. For example: the 
air has become unbreathable-that is a change. 

•. Motion, then, signifies changing place, and change 
means changing form or .state. 'vVe will try to respect 
this distinction in order to avoid confusion, but when 
we study dialectics we. ,,,-ill have. to review the mean-
ing of these words. 
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W.,e have just seen 'that, speakina -o·enerally it is 
considered that motiow and chanae b a;e Jess :wrm.al 
than rest, and it is certain that ~Ye have a kind of 
prefe~ence for thinking -of things at rest and not 
changmg. 

For ~xa~1ple: We buy a pa1r of tan shoes, and after 
a certam time, after many repairs, several new soles 
~ncl heels: even perhaps some patching, we still say, 

I am gomg to put on my tan shoes", without taking 
account that they are no longer the same. For us they 
are ~!ways the tan_ shoes we bought on a certain 
occas10n and for which we paid a certain price. vVe 
~o not consider t~e. change that has taken place in our 
~hoes, they are still the same, they are identical. \Ve 
ne_glec~ the change to see only the identity, as if no
thmg important had happened. There vou have the , . 

First characteristic: The principle of ideniity. 

. It _consists in preferring immobility to motion and 
identity to

1 

cha~ge, with :espect to events. Fron~ this 
prefe:ence, which constitutes the primary character 
of this method, the~e flows a complete conception of 
the worlcl. The urnverse is considered as if it were 
fixe?, as Engels says. It is the same for Nature 
Soo~ty and Man. Thus it is often said, "There i~ 
n_othmg new _un~er the sun," which means to say that 
smce the begmmng ?f time there has been 110 chang·e ; 
the. world has remamecl motionless. Often also th· 
say n . cl' ' is 
.. 1 g means a peno 1cal return to the same happ.en~ 
mgs. Goel created the world, the fish birds mammals 
etc. _And not~ing since has change~!, the' world ha~ 
not_ stirred. It is also said, "Men are ahvavs the same" 
as 1£ men from all time bad not altered . · ' 
. These current. sayi1'.g? reflect this '~o~ception which 
is deeply r?otecl 111 us, m our minds; and the bouraeoisie 
exploits this error to the limit. b 
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\Vhen Socialism is criticised. one of the favourite 
arguments is that man is selfi'sh and that it 1s neces
sary there should be a force to restrain him. or 
disorder 'vould reign. There you have the result of 
the metaphysical conception which will have it. that 
man has forever a set nature that cannot change. 

It is indeed certain that if we were suddenly to 
have the chance of living in a Communist regime, that 
is to say, that if immediately goods could be distributed 
to each according to his needs and not according to his 
\York, there would be a w·ild rush to satisfy capricious 
desires. and such a societv could not stand. And vet 
that is wbat Communist -society is like. and· that- is 
the rational thing. But it is because there is a meta
physical conception deeply rooted within us, that we 
picture the future man. ,,·ho will live in a distant future, 
as similar to the man of to-day. Consequently, ".-hen 
it is asserted that a socialist or communist scicietv 
vvould not be viable because man is .selfish. it is fo;_ 
gotten that if society changes, man also will clnnge. 

Every dav one hears criti~isms about the So,·iet 
Union ~vhicl; demonstrate the diffi.cultv of their formu
lators in really understanding. owing to a metaphysical 
conception of the world and things in general. 

From the numerous examples that \Ve could cite, 
let us take onlv this: It is said, "In the Soviet Union 
a worker receives a wage \Vhich does not equal the 
total value of his product, there is therefore surplus 
value, that is to say. a deduction from his wage. There
fore he is robbed. In France it is the same, the 
workers are exploited. There is therefore no difference 
between a Soviet and a French \vorker. .. 

In this example, \vhere is the metaphysical con
ception? It consists in not considering that there are. 
in this case. two types of society and in not taking 
account of the differences between the two societies; 
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in believjng that if there is surplus value here and 
~.ond~r, it am~unts to the same thing, without con
.. 1denng the c11anges that haYe been made in the 
U.S.S.R., wh_ere man and machine no lonoer bear th, 
~ame eco1wrn1c and social meaning as in F~ance. Nov~ 
m our country, the machine exists to produce and 
the i:1an_ to be exploited_ In the U.S.S.R., both' exist 
m o1 cle1 to produce. The surplus value in France 
goes. to the employer; in the U.S.S.R. to the State
that ,1s to say, to the classless collectivity. 

. Vv e see t~1e_n, fr~m this example. that defects in 
Judgment_ ongmate In those who are sincere, from a 
metaphysical !ne~hod of thought, and particularlv 
:r?:11 the appli~at10'.1 of the primary characteristic o.f 
.his . ,111et!10d. its t~111da?1ental characteristic, which 
consists ~n :111c~erestm.1~tmg ch~nge, and considering 
\or _pref:1ence, immob1hty; or. in a word, that whic~1, 
< ur~ng change, tends to perpetuate identitv. 
, _\ow what is. this i_dentity? For exam1;le, we have 
se~n a ~ouse ~mlt wluch ''."a~ fi.!1ishecl January 1, 1935. 
\i\_hen shall "e sav that it is ident1-cal, 0 J ]' 19 · • : n anuary 
, ~t, 36, and all the subsequent years, because it stll fhas two storeys. twenty windows, two doors on 
t 1e ront, etc., etc., because it always stays the same 
does not alter. and is -no different. Being identical'. 
t
1
J:::1. means to remam the same, not to become 

c itterent. 

... _::ow what . a1:e t~1e practical consequences of the 
111 st_ characte1~1st1c ot the metaphysical method? 
sa~'\s. ,,-~ pret~r t~ see. i_dentity in things. that is to 
- : , to . ~.e _the:i1 : emammg themselves, we say. for 

.exa1111?le, L1f~ is 1_1fe, and death is dearh_'' \Ve assert 
'!1at life ~emams life and cl ea th remains itself death 
<me! that 1s all. ' · 

B . 
',. ecommg used to considering things in their identitv. 

\H separate them from each other. To sav, "A chair 
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is a chair" is a natural obserntion; still, it implies 
putting the emphasis on identity,_ an~ that mean~. t.~ 
say at the same time: "That wluch 1s not a chair i:, 

something else." . . . 
- It is so natural to say that, ~hat 1t appears ch1lchsh 

to draw attention specially to it. In the same order 

f 
.d e sav: "The horse is the horse and iyhat Js 

o 1 eas w , · .. S l t 
not the horse is something else. · o t 1en we separa e 
the chair on one side, on the other the hor~e ;. an~l so 
we do for everything. Thus we draw chstmct10ns, 
separating things .strictly, t~e .one from tl:e other, an~ 

re are led to transformmg the world mto a collec 
~f01~ of separate things, arid thei-c yon han: the: 

S ecoizd characteristic: Isolation of things. 
·what we have just said seems so. ordin~ry that it 

can be asked "Why say it?'' We are . gomg to see 
that in spite of everything, that was nece~sary, for 
this system of reasoning leads us to see thmgs frotl1 

a certain angle. 
Once more it is by its practical conseque:1c~s that ,~e 

are going to judge the second charactenst1c of this 

method. · 1 and 
In ordinary life;· if \Ve consider the. arnma s, . . 

i'e~son with regard to them by separatmg them, w~ 
do not see \vhat there is in common be~ween those of 
different species and genera. ~\ horse JS a horse and 
;i cow a cow. There is no relat10n behve_en them. . . 

That is the point of. view of old-fash10ned ~oology, 
,vhich classed the animals, sharpl_Y separatmg one 
from the other, and seeing no relation between th~n1. 
That is one of the results of the use of the metaphysical 

method. 1 . h 
As another example, we could cite the fact ~mt t c 

bourgeoisie want science to be sci:~ce: want p~1losophy 
to remain itself ; the same for politics; and be it nnder-
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stood there is nothing in common, absolutely no relation 
between the three. · 
. The practical conclusion drawn from such reason

ing is that a scientist should remain a scientist and 
must not mix his science with philosophy and politics. 
It is the same for a philosopher and for the member 
of a political party. 

\i\7hen a man of good faith reasons thus, one can 
say that he reasons as a metaphysician. The author, 
H. G. We'.ls, w~~t to the Soviet Union some years 
ago and paid a visit to =vfaxim Gorky the great writer, 
now dead. He proposed to him the formation of a 
literary club in which politics would not be dealt with· 
for. ~n his mind, literature is literature and politics'. 
politics. Gorky and his friends, it seems, began to 
laugh, and \V ells was vexed. You see, vVells saw and 
conceived aut_hors. as living outside of society, whilst 
Gorky and his fnends knew well that it is not so in 
life. 
. In ord!nary practice, we endeavour to classify, to 
isolate thmgs, to see them and to study them purely 
for themselves. Those who are not Marxists see the 
State, in general, in isolation from Society, as inde
pei:dent of the form of Society. Reasoning thus, iso
Iatmg the State from reality, means to isolate it from 
its relation with Society. 
. Th~re is the same error when man is spoken of in 
isolat10n from other men, from his environment, from 
society. If one also thinks of the machine for itself 
isolati?g it _from the society in which it produces, on~ 
commits this error in thinking, "Machine in Paris 
machine in Moscow ; surplus value here and there'. 
there is no difference. It is absolutely the same thing.'; 

\Ne read this sort of thi'.1g continually and accept 
it because the general, habitual point of view is to 
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isolate, to separate things. That 1s a characteristic 
habit of metaphysical method. 

Cl. · t · E-te1·1·1al a'·zd 1·11sur1nountable Third 1arar! ens ic: - , -
divisions. 

After having given our pref_erence to conside:ing 
things as immobile and unchangmg: we have classified 
and catalogued them, thus creatmg ~etween them 
divisi'ons ·which make us forget the relat10ns that they 
may have one \vith anot_her. . _ . . 

This fashion of seemg and Judgmg bnngs us to 
believe that these divisions exist once for ~11 (a horse 
IS A HORSE) and that they are a?solute, insur!n~unt
able and eternal. There is the third charactenstlc of 
the metaphysical method. . . 

But vve must be careful \vhen we sp~ak of_ t~1s 
method; for when vve Marxists say that :1: cap1tahst 
societv there are two classes, the bourge01s1e and the 
proletariat, we also ma~e divi~ions th~t seem to b_e 
related to the metaphysical pomt of view. OnlY'., it 
is not merely by introducing divisions that on~ is . a 
metaphysici~n: it is by th_e. manner, the fash101'. m 
,vhich one establishes the differences and the relations 
b~tvveen the divisions. 

For example, the bourgeoisie, whe1: we say there 
are two classes in society, think immediately that there 
are rich and poor. And, of course, they will tell us 
"There have always been rich and poor." "There have 
always been'' and "There will always_ be." T~ere you 
have a metaphysical style of reasonmg. Thmgs are 
for ever divided into classes independent of each other 
and impassable walls are established betweei: them. 

Thev divide societv into rich and poor mstead of 
observina the existe;1Ce of the Bourgeoisie and the 
Proletariat, and even if they admit_ the latter divi_sion. 
they consider them apart from then- mutual relat10ns; 
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that is to say, outside the class struggle. What are the 
practical consequences .of this third characteristic which 
establishes definite barriers between things? It is 
that bet\veen a horse and a cow there can be no bond 
of relationship. It is the same for all the sciences 
and for all things that surround us. Further on we 
will see whether that is correct, but now it remains for 
us to examine the result of the three different charac
teristics that we have just described, and that is the 

F 01ath Characteristic: 0 pposition of Contraries 

It follows from ,,,,·hat we have just seen, that when 
we say, "Life is life; and death is death," we assert 
that life and death have nothing in common. We class 
them well apart, seeing life and death each in itself, 
without seeing the relations that can exist between 
them. Under these conditions a man who has just 
lost his life must be considered a dead thing, for it is 
impossible that he should be living and dead at the 
same time, since life and death are mutually exclusive: 

By considering things in isolation, different from 
one another, we come to oppose them one to another. 
Here '"'·e are at the fourth characteristic of meta
physical method, which opposes contraries, one to 
the other. and asserts that two contrary things can.not 
exist at the same time. In effect, in the example of 
life and death, there could not be a third possibility. 
\!\f e must choose one or other of the classifications 
that we have made. vVe consider that a third possi
bility would be a contradiction, that this contradiction 
is an absurdity, and consequently, an impossibility. 

The fourth characteristic of the metaphysical method 
is the horror of contradiction. 

The practical consequence of this reasoning is that 
when one, for example, speaks of democracy and dic
tatorship, well, the metaphysical point of Yiew demands 
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that societv choose between the two;- because demo..: 
cracy is democracy and dictatorship is dictatorship. 
Democracy is not dictatorship; atid dictatorship is not 
democracy. We must choose, or we are faced. \\'ith a 
contradiction. an absurdity, an impossibility. 

Th11 Marxist Attitude is Quite Different. 
'Ne Marxists, consider, on the contrary, that the 

dictatorship of the proletariat is at. one and the same 
time the dictatorship by the mass, and democracy for 
the masses of the exploited .. 

We think that the life of living things is only 
possible because there is a perpetual struggle between 
the cells, and that continually some are dying, to be 
replaced by others. Thus life contains something ot 
death in itself. \Ve think that death is not as total 
and separated from iife as metaphysics consider, be~ 
cause in a corpse all life has not completely disappeared 
since certain cells continue to live for a certain time, 
and even from the corpse other lives will be horn. 

2. Summing up 
As we see, the various characteristics of the meta

physical method oblige us to consider things from a 
eertairi angle and lead us to reason in a certain manner. 
vVe observe that this mode of analysis possesses a 
certain "logic" which we will study later, and we also 
observe that it corresponds very closely to a way of 
thinking, seeing, studying and analysing that is gene
rally tnet with. 

People begin-and this enumeration allows us to 
suminarise the above-by :-

1. Seeing things in their immobility, in1 their 
identity. 

2. Separating things, the ones from the others; de
taching them from their mutual relations. 
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3. Establishing between things eternal divisions· 
and impassable walls. 

4. Opposing contraries by asserting that two con-
trary things cannot exist at the same time. · 

\\Te have also seen, after 'examining the practical 
consequences of each characteristic, that this does not 
correspond to realit}·. 

Does the world conform to this conception? In' 
nature, are things immobile and unchanging? Of 
tours~ not; we see everything moving, everything 
changmg. Therefore this conception is not in accord 
with things themselves. Evidently it is nature that is 
correct and it is this conception that is mistaken. 
Fr~m the fir~t we defined philosophy as wishing to 

explam the universe, man, nature, etc. The sciences 
study particular problems; philosophy is, we said, the 
st?dy of the most general problems, in conjunction 
with and as an extension of the sciences. 

That is why the old metaphysical method of think
ing, _which is a~plied to all problems, is also a philo
sophical concept10n vvhich considers the universe, man 
and nature in a quite special manner:-

. "To the _metaphysician, things and their mental images, 
ideas, are isolated, to be considered one after the other 
al?art from each other; rigid, fixed objects of investigation 
g1v~n once fc:r all. He thinks in absolutely unrelated 
antitheses. His communication is 'Yea, yea; nay, nay, for 
w~atsoe".er is i:iore than these cometh of evil.' For him a 
thml? exists or _It does not exist; it is equally impossible for 
a t~u:1g to be itself and at the same time something else. 
Positive and negative absolutely exclude one another· 
cause and effect stand in an equally rigid antithesis on~ 
to the other." (Anti-Duhring-F. Engels.) 

The metaphysical conception, then, considers "the 
umverse as an assembly of fixed things." In order to 
get a ~borough grasp of this method of thinking, we 
are gomg to study how it conceives Nature, Society, 
and Thought. · 
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3. The Metaphysical Conception of Nature 

Metaphysics considers Nature as a \vi1ole composed 
of things that are definitely fixed. N O\v there are two 
modes of thus considering things. The first mode con
siders that the world is absolutely immobile, motion 
beina onlv an illusion of our senses; if we take away 
this t>appe~rance of motion, Nature does not ~tir. This 
theory was defended by a school of Greek philosophers 
called Eleaties. This simplifying conception is in such 
violent contradiction with reality that it is no longer 
supported in our days. 

The second 1node of considering Nature as a con
glomeration of fixed things is much more subtle. They 
do not say that Nature is motionless, but that .it moves 
with a mechanical motion. Here the first mode dis
appears; motion is no longer denied, and the conception 
in appearance is not metaphysical. This conception is 
termed "mechanist" or "mechanism." 

This is an error which is very often made, and we 
meet it again in the materialists of the 17th and 18th 
centuries. We saw that they did not consider Nature 
as immobile, but in motion; only for them this motion 
is simply a mechanical change, a change of place. 

They accept the whole solar system (that the Earth 
moves round the Sun), but they consider that this 
movement is purely mechanical, that is to say, a pure 
change of place, and they consider this movement only 
under that aspect. 

However, things are not so simple. If the earth 
merely revolves, that is certainly a mechanical move
ment, but while revolving, it can undergo certain in
fluences-grow colder, for example. 

So there is not merely a change of place; there are 
also other changes produced. 

llO 

\Vhat, then, characterises this conception termed 
"mechanist., is that only the mechanical movement is 
congiderecl. 

If. the Earth goes round the sun unceasingly and 
nothmg els~ happens to it, the Earth changes place, but 
the Earth If self does not change; it remains identical 
with itself. It does nothing but continue, before we 
were and after we have gone, to revolve for ever and 
ever. Tims, _everything goes on as if nothing had 
f:.appened. \i\! e see, then, that to admit motion but 
to make it purely mechanical movement, is a ~eta
physical conc~ption, for this movement has no history. 

A -:1atch with perfect works, made of non-wearing 
materials, \Voulcl go eternally without changing in any 
vvay, and _the watch would have no history. It is such 
a . con_cept10n of the Universe that is constantly met 
with m J?esc~rtes. He sought to reduce all physical 
and phys10log1cal laws to mechanics. He has no idea 
of chemistry (see his explanation of the circulation 
of the blood), and his mechanical conception of things 
vva~ later on adopte~l by the 18~h century materialists. 
(\\' e must except Diderot. who 1s less purelv mechanist 
and in some of his writino-s attains the dialectical • b 
concept10n.) 

What characterises the 18th century materialists is 
that they made Nature a watch-works mechanism and 
ir: ~heir writings they constantly repeat this conce~tion. 
It 1t were really_ thus,. things wo1:1ld return continually 
to the same pomt without leavmg a mark; Nature 
would remain id~nt~cal with itself, which is, indeed, 
the first characteristic of the metaphysical method. 

4. The Metaphysical Conception of Society 

The ~etaph:ysical idea will have it that nothing 
changes m Society. But, generally, they do not claim 
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exactly that. · They recognise some changes; as, for 
example,·. in production, \Vhen, commencing with raw 
materials, finished goods are produced, in politics 
when governments succeed each other. People recog
nise all that. but they deem the capitalist regime defi
nitive and ~ternal, and . even compare it sometimes to 
a .. machine. So it happens that they speak of the 
economic. machine going off the rails at .times, and 
haying to be repaired in order to. preserve it. This 
economic machine they desire to be able to continue 
distributing, like an automatic machine, dividends to 
some, poverty to the others. 

They talk also of the political machine, by which 
they hieari 'the bourgeois parliamentary regime, of 
which they ask only one thing; that is, to function, 
sometir'nes towards the right, sometimes towards the 
left, in order to pi·eserve their privileges for the 
capitalists. 

There you see, in this mode of considering Society, 
a mechanist, metaphysical conception. 

If it were possible that this society, all its cogs 
working, should continue to work thus continually, it 
would leave no mark, and in consequence have no 
successor in history. 

Also there exists a very important mechanist concept 
which applies to the whole universe, but above all to 
society, which consists of disseminating the idea of a 
regular march and a periodic return of the same events, 
under the formula "History continually repeats itself." 

It must be observed that these ideas are very wide
spread. People do not deny motion and change, which 
do exist and are observable in Society, but they falsify 
the movement itself by transforming it into a simple 
mechanism. . . 
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5. The Metaphysical Conception of Thought· 
\ Vh'at is the conception of Thought that prevails 

around us? In general, our people believe that human 
thought was and is eternal. \i\T e believe that even if 
things have changed, our mode of reasoning is the 
same as that of the man who lived a century ago. As 
to our sentiments, they are generally deemed to be the 
same as those of the Greeks, kindness and love having 
always existed; thus it is that one speaks of "eternal 
love." The belief that human sentiments have not 
changed is very current. 

That is why it is said, and written, for example, that 
Society can exist on no other basis than individual 
and selfish enrichtnent. That is why, also, one often 
hears it said that "the desires of men are ever the 
sa1ne." 

We often think thus. Into the motion of thought 
as into all others, we allow the metaphysical conception 
to penetrate. That is because· this method is to be 
found at the root of our education. 

"At first sight, this mode of thought seems to us extremely 
plausible, because it is the mode of thought of so-called sound 
common sense." (F. Engels. Anti-D11hri11g.) 

The consequence of this point of view, this meta
physical mode of thought, is that it becomes not only 
a conception of the world, but also a mode of procedure 
in thinking. 

Now, if it is relatively easy to reject metaphysical 
reasoning, it is, on the other hand, mol"e difficult to 
rid oneself of the metaphysical way of thinking. Now 
we must try and be a little more precise on this ques
tion. \Ne term the manner in which we regard the 
Universe, a conception; and the way in which we look 
for explanations, a method. 

Examples : (a) The changes that we see in Society 
are only appearance, they merely renew what has 
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previously existed. There you have a . "concep~ion." 
(b) ·when one investigates past events 111 the_ history 
of Society, in order to conclude "there is nothmg new 
under the sun"-tbere you see the method. 

And v,:e observe that the conception inspires-deter
mines the method. 

We haYe now seen what the metaphysical con
ception is; next vve vvill have a look at its method of 
inYestigation. It is called Logic. 

6. What is Logic? 
It is said of Logic that it is the art of thinking cor

rectly. To think in conformity with the truth means 
to think according to the rules of logic, they say. 

\\'hat are these rules? There are three great and 
principal rules. . 

1. The principle of identity. This ~s, a_s :ve h~tve 
seen the rule that will have it that a thmg 1s 1dent1cal 
wit!; itself and does not change. (The horse is the 
horse.) . . . 

2. The principle of non-contradiction. A thmg can-
not be at the same time itself and its opposite. One 
must choose (Life cannot be life and death). 

3. The principle of the excluded niiddle. Or ex
clusion of the third case, which means to say: Between 
t,·wo contradictory possibilities there is no place for a 
third. One must choose between life and death. There 
is no third possibility. 

So being logical means to think correctly. If you 
\\·ant to think correctly, you must not forget to apply 
the three rules. We immediately rec@gnise here prin
ciples we haYe studied and ·which arise from the meta
physical conception. 

In consequence, Logic and Metaphysics a.re clos~ly 
united. Louie is a tool, a method of reasonmg which 
proceeds b; classing everything in a very definite 
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fashion a11<l which consequently obliges things to be 
seen as identical with themselves, and next compels 
us to choose, to say yes or no and finally excludes 
between two cases, for example, life and death a third 
possibility. 

\Vhen one says, "All men are mortal; this comrade 
is a man, therefore this comrade is mortal," we have 
what is termed a s51llogis111, the typical form of logical 
reasoning. Reasoning thus, we have placed the com
rade, we have made a classification. Our mental ten
dency, when we meet a man or a thing. is to say to 
.;mrselves, "To what class does he or it belong?" Our 
mind poses to itself this problem only. \"Ale see things 
as circles or boxes of different dimensions and our 
concern is to put the circles or boxes inside each other 
and in a certain order. 

In the example given, we first determine a large 
circle which contains all mortals; next, a smaller circle 
\vhich contains all men; and the next, still smaller, 
which contains only this comrade. 

If we want to class them, we next, following a 
certain "Logic," put the circles one within the other. 

You see, the metaphysical conception is built with 
logic and syllogism. A syllogism is a group of three 
phrases; the two first are called premises, which means 
to say "sent before"; and the third phrase is the con
clusion. Another example: "In the Soviet Union, 
before the last constitution, there existed the dictator
ship of the proletariat. Dictatorship is dictatorship. 
In the U.S.S.R. there is dictatorship. Therefore there 
was no .difference between the U.S.S.R., Italy and 
Germany, dictatorship countries." 

No regard is taken here for whom is the dictatorship 
exercised; just as when they boast of bourgeois 
democracy, they do not say for the profit of whom · 

'that democracy is exercised. 
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It is tht1s that people come to pose problems, to see 
things and the social world.as maki?gyart of separated 
circles and to insert the circles with111 each other. 
. You have here questions that are certainly theoreti
cal. but that entail a mode of practical action. So ~e 
co,_;ld quote that unfortunate example o_f Germany 111 
1919 when Social-Democracy, to reta111 democracy, 
killed the dictatorship of the proletariat wi~ho~1t rea~is
ing that by acting thus it :was keeping capitahsm ahve 
and leaving room . for Nazism. 

Seeing and studying things s~parately is. what Zoo
logy arid Biology did till the time whe? it was. seen 
and understood that there was an evolu.twn of ammals 
and plants. Before that, people classified all beings, 
thinkina that for all time things had been as they are. 

"And in fact till the encl of the last century, natural 
science ~vas pretlominantly a collecting science, a science 
of finished things." (F. Engels, Feuerbach.) 

Now, finally, we must give: 

7. The explanation of the word "Metaphysics" 
In Philosophy there is an imp_ort~nt part . which is 

called Metaphysics. However, it is only import~nt 
in bourgeois philosophy, since it is concerned w1~h 
Goel and the Soul. Everything in it is eternal. God 1s 
eternal unchanging, always identical with himself ; 
the so~l also. It is the same with Good, Evil, etc., all 
that being clearly defined, final and _etema_l. In this 
part of philosophy, termed metaphysics, th111gs ther~
fore are seen wholly as permanently fixed, and 111 
reasoning upon them, one procee~s by oppositi?n; mind 
is opposed to matter, good to evil, etc.; that is to say, 
one reasons by opposing the contrarie_s a~ong t~em. 

This manner of reasoning, of th111kmg, this con
ception, is called "metaphysics" because i~ treat~ of 
things and ideas which are outside the physical ; th111gs 
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such as God, Goodness, Sotil, Evil, etc. Metaphysics 
is derived from the Greek meta, which means beyond, 
and from physics, the science of the phenomena of the 
universe. Therefore, metaphysics is that which deals 
>vith things beyond the world. 

It is also because of an accident of history that this 
philosophic conception is called "metaphysics." 
Aristotle, who produced the first Treatise on Logic 
(which is still used), wrote a great deal. After his 
death, his disciples classified his writings; they made a 
catalogue, and after a work with the title of "Physics" 
they found one without a title, which treated of the 
things of the mind. They classified it by giving it the 
title "After Physics," in Greek, "Metaphysics." 

Let us insist, in conclusion, on the bond that exists 
between the three terms we have studied, viz., _meta
physics, mechanism and logic. These three always 
appear together and summon each other. They form 
a system ancl can only be tinderstood one with the 
other. 

CONTROL QUESTIONS 
1. Show, with examples, that we are accustomed to 

consider things in their immobility. 
2. Give some examples of the metaphysical conception 

of the world. 
3. What is mechanism, and why is it metaphysical? 
4. What is Logic. 
5. What are the characteristics of the metaphysical 

conception and method ? 
6. Can one be a metaphysician and a revolutionary? 
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PART IV. 

STUDY OF DIALECTICS 



CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
OF DIALECTICS 

1. Preliminary· cautions. 
2, · ·whence arose the dialectical method? 
3. v\ihv has dialectics . been dominated for so long 

by the metaphysical conception? 
4: · Why was the materialisrrt of the 18th century 

·metaphysical ? 
5. · How Dialectical Materialism came 

Hegel and Marx. 

1. Preliminary cautions 

into being-
_) . 

vVhen people talk about dialectics, they do so some" 
times w\th an air of mystery as if it were something 
extremely complicated. With a very poor knowledge 
of it, their talk is all at cross purposes. All this is 
very regrettable and causes mistakes that should be 
avoided. Etymologically, the word dialectics tnearts 
merely the art of discussion, and so it is often heard 
said of a man who argues at length, and even, by an 
extension of meaning, of one who speaks well: there 
is a dialectician ! 

It is not in this sense that we are going to sfody 
dialectics. From the philosophic point of view, it 
has assumed a special significance. Dialectics, in its 
philosophical sense, contrary to what is thoi1ght, is 
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within the reach of everybody, for it is a thing that 
is clear and without mystery. Still, although dialectics 
may be understood by all, it has its difficulties; and 
here is how we must understand them. 

Amongst handicrafts, some are simple, others a1:e 
more difficult. Making packing cases, for example, 1s 
a simple job. Constructing a radio set, on the other 
hand, is a job demanding much skill, precision and 
dexterity in the fingers. 

Our hands and fingers are working tools. But 
thought is also a working tool. And if our fingers 
are not always capable of exact work, it is the same 
for our brain. The history of human labour tells us 
that man at the beginning only knew how to do coarse 
work. Advance in knowledge has enabled him to do 
much finer and more precise work. It is exactly the 
same in the history of thought. Metaphysics is the 
method of thinking whicl1 is capable, like our fingers, 
only of coarse movements (such as nailing the cases 
or pulling open the drawers of metaphysics). 

Dialectics differs from metaphysics in that it is 
capable of greater precision. It is nothing else than 
an extremely exact method of thinking. 

The development of thought has been the same as 
that of manual work. It has the same history, and 
there· is no mystery, all is transparent in its evolution. 

The difficulties that we find arise from the fact that 
perhaps for twenty-five years we nail cases and sud-. 
denly we are put to the building of radio apparatus. 
It is certain that we will have great difficulties. that 
our bands will be heavy. our fingers clumsy. It is 
only little by little that we v,·ill acquire the necessary 
dexterity for this work. \i\That was very difficult at 
the start, will then seem simple to us. 

As for dialectics, the same is true. \i\T e are ham
pered. bnrdenecl with the ancient metaphysical mode 
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of thought, and we han to acquire the suppleness, the 
precision of the dialectical method. . There again w_e 
see_ there is nothing mysterions, nothmg very comph
cated. 

2. Whence arose the dialectical inethod? 
'vVe know that metaphysics considers the world as 

a collection of fixed things, and that on the contrary, 
if we look at .nature, we see that everything moves, 
everything changes. 'vVe observe the same thing with 
respect to thought. From this observation it .is clear 
that there is a discord between metaphysics and 
reality. That is why, for the sake of simplicity of 
definition and to give the essence of the matter, one 
can say: Who says ''Metaphysics," says "immobility," 
and who says "dialectics" says ''motion." 1Iotion anrl 
change, which are in everything that surrounds us, 
are at the root of dialectics. 

"When \Ve reflect on nature,. or the history of mankind, 
or our own intellectual activity, the first picture presented 
to us is of an endless maze of relations and interactions, 
in which nothing remains what, where, and as it was, but 
everything moves, changes, c0mes into being and passes 
out of existence." (F. Engels. Anti-Duhring.) 

'vVe see, according to this exceedingly lucid statement 
bv Enaels that from the dialectic point of view every-, b ' 

thing chano·es nothine- remains where it is and con-
o ' "--' . 

sequently this point of vie\v is in perfect a.ccorcl w~th 
reality. Nothing remains in the place 1t occupies 
since even that vvhich appears motionless to us, is 
mm·ing; moving with the passage of the earth round 
the sun; and moving vvith the revolution of the earth 
on its own axis. In metaphysics. the principle of 
identity requires that a thing· remain itself. 'vVe see, 
on the contrary, that nothing remains what it is. 

'vVe have the impression that we remain always the 
same and yet, Engels tells us, "the same things are 
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different." 'vVe thi1ik we are identical and ·we have 
already changed. From the child that we were, we have 
become a man; and this man physically never remains 
the same; he ages every day. 

Therefore it is . not motion which is a deceptive 
appearance, as the Eleatics maintained, it is immobility 
that "is deceptive since in fact everything moves and 
changes. 

History also proves to us that things do not remain 
as they we.re. At no moment is society immobile. 
:First there was, in antiquity, the slave society, the11 
the feudal system succeeded it, then the capitalist order. 
The study of these social orders shows us that, con
tinµally, imperceptibly, the elements that will ·enable 
a hew society to be born, have developed within them. 
So it is that capitalist society changes every <lay and 
already in the U.S.S.R. it is transformed. And be
cause no society remains immobile, the socialist society 
that has been built in the U.S.S.R. is also destined to 
disappear. It is changing visibly already, and that is 
why the metaphysicians do not understand what is 
happening over there. They continue to judge a com
pletely transformed society with their sentiments, their 
sentiments of men still under the yoke of capitalist 
oppression. 

Our very sentiments change and we take poor notice 
of it. We see what was sympathy become love, and 
then sometimes degenerate into hate. 

· What we see everywhere, in nature, history and 
thought; is change and motion. Dialectics commences 
with this observation. 

The Greeks were struck hy the .fact that change and 
motion are met everywhere. 'vVe saw that Heraclitus, 
who is called the "father of Dialectics,1' first gave us 
a dialectic conception of the world, that is to say 
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described the world in motion and not fixed. Hera
clitus' mode of seeing could become a method. 

However, this dialectical method was onlv able to 
assert itself much later, and it is necessary "for us to 
see 

3. Why Dialectics was for a long time domi
nated by the Metaphysical Concept 

\Ve have seen that the dialectical conce~t was born 
·very early in history, bu.t that men's insufficient know
ledge allowed the metaphysical concept to develop. 
Here we can draw a parallel between idealism which 
was born of the great ignorance of men and the 
metaphysical concept which was born of the insufficient 
knowledge possessed by dialectics. 

\iVhy and how was that possible? 

Man began the study of nature in a state of. com
plete ignorance. In order to study the phenomena 
they observe, men begin by classifying them. But from 
this method of classification there results a habit of 
mind. · In making categories and in dividing these 
categories from each other, our mind grows accustomed 
to make such divisions, and we find again there the 
primary traits of the metaphysical method, and so it 
was from the undeveloped state of science that meta
physics arose. 150 years ago the sciences were studied 
separately, apart from each other. For example, 
Chemistry, Physics and Biology ·were studied sepa
rately and no connection was seen between them. This 
method was also continually applied iizsid e the sciences; 
physics included sound, heat, magnetism, electricity, 
etc., and it was thought that these different phenomena 
were not related; each was studied in different 
chapters. 
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\,\· e easily recognise there the second characteristic 
of metaphysics, which requires that the relations be
tween things be ignored, and that there is nothing 
common to them. 

Similarly, it is easier to think of things in a state 
of rest than in motion. Take for example photography; 
we see that at first it was sought to fix things in their 
immobility (that is photography) ; then afterwards in 
their motion (that is the cinema). Vlell, the picture of 
photography and tbe cinema is the picture of . the 
development of the sciences and of the human mmd. 
\Ve study things at rest before studying them in 
moti011. And .. dw is that? Because it was i10t lnw<vn. 
In order .to learn: the easiest point of view vY<lS taken; 
now stationary things are more easy to grasp and 
study. 

vVe find this state of things again in hiology. for 
example, in the study of Zoology and Botany. Because 
they did not knmY them well, they first classed the 
animals in races, in species, thinking that they . hacl 
nothing in common and that it had always bern so 
( tbe thircl characteristic of metaphysics). 

It was from that there came the theory which is 
called "fixism." which is, in consequence. a meta
physical theory and arises from the man's ignorance. 

4. Why 18th Century Materialism was Meta
physical 

vVe knO\\" that Mechanics played a gTeat role in 
the materialism of the eighteenth century and that this 
materialism is often called "Metaphysical Materialism." 
\Vhv was it so? Because the materialist concept is 
bou~d up with the development of all the sciences 
and because. amrmg· them, it \Vas mechanics which 
developed fi.r~t. Tn ordinary talk mechanics means 
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the study of machines. In scientific language, it means 
the study of motion in the sense of displacement. And 
mechanics vvas the first science to develop, because 
mechanical motion is the most simple form of motion. 
The study of an apple that the wind sways in an apple 
tree is much easier than the study of the change which 
takes place in the apple when it ripens. One can more 
easily study the effect of the breeze on the apple than 
the maturing of the apple. But the former study is 
"partial" and thus opens the door to metaphysics. 

Though they indeed observed that everything moves, 
the ancient Greeks could not avail themselves of this 
observation, because their knowledge was insufficient. 
\Vhen things and phenomena \Vere observed, they 
were classified, and people were content to study 
displacement, whence mechanics; the lack of know
ledge in the sciences gave birth t.o the metaphysical 
concept. . 

\Ve know that materialism is always based on the 
sciences, and that in the 18th century science was domi
nated by the metaphysical spirit. Of all the sciences, 
the one most developed in this age was mechanics. 
That is why Engels said that 18th century material
ism was inevitably a metaphysical and mechanistic 
materialism, because the sciences were so. 

\Ne will say then that this metaphysical and mechani
cal materialism was materialist because it replied to 
the basic question of philosophy by saying that the 
primary factor was matter, but that it was metaphysical. 
because it considered the· universe as a collection of 
fixed things, and mechanical because it studied and saw 
everything through mechanics. 

Later there came a clay when people. by the accumu
lation of research. came to observe that the sciences 
an: not immobile: it was perceived that transformations 
are produced in them. After having separated Chemi-
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stry from Biology and Physics, people came to realise 
that it was becoming impossible to deal with one with
out having recourse to the others. For example, the 
study of digestion, which is in Biology's domain, be
came impossible without Chemistry. So towards the 
19th century it was seen that the sciences are bound 
up together and there followed an abandonment of 
the metaphysical spirit in the sciences, because a 
deeper knowledge of nature had been won. Till then, 
the physical phenomena were studied separntely; now 
they were obliged to observe that all these phenomena 
Were of the same nature. It is thus that electricity and 
magnetism, which used to be studied separately, are 
united to-day in a single science, Electro-magnetism. 

Studying the phenomena of sotmd and heat, it Was 
similarly observed that both issued from a phenomenon 
of the same nature. By striking with a hammer, both 
sound and heat are produced. It is the motion which 
produces heat. And we kt1ow that sound is vibrations 
in the air; the vibrations are also motion. So there 
we have two phe110meha of the sa1i1e nature. 

In Biology, it has come to pass, in classifying in a 
more and more detailed manner, that species have been 
found that cannot be classed either as vegetable or 
animal. Therefore there is no sharp division between 
vegetables and animals. Continuing ever to push study 
further, the conclusion was reached that animals have 
11ot always been what they are. The facts have con
demned fixism and the metaphysical spirit. 

It is during the 19th century that this transformation, 
which we have just seen, was produced, and this has 
enabled materialism to become dialectical. Dialectics 
is the spirit of the sciences which, in developing them
selves, have abandoned the metaphysical concept. Mat
erialism has been able to transform itself because the 
sciences have changed. To metaphysical science cor-
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responded metaphysical materialism and to the new 
sciences corresponds a new materialism, dialectical 
materialism. 

5. How Dialectical Materialism came into being 
Hegel and Marx ·. ·. 

If it is asked how this transformation of meta
physical materialism into Dialectical Materialism came 
about, the general answer is: . 

( 1) There existed metaphysical materialism, that 
of the 18th centurv. 

(2) The sciences chan"ged. 
( 3) Marx and Engels intervened; thev cut nieta

phys~cal materialism in two. Abandoning meta
physics, they kept materialism and hooked 
dialectics to it. 

. If .we have a tendency to present things in that way, 
it anses from the metaphysical· method which likes to 
simplify things in order to present them diagrammati
~ally.. 'vVe on the contrary ought to always keep it 
m mmd that tlze facts of reality shmdd never be 
schematiscd. The facts are always more complex than 
they appear an? \Ye think. Accordingly, the change 
from metaphysical to dialectical materialism was not 
so simple. 

Dialectics in fact was developed by a German idealist 
philosopher, Hegel ( 1770-1831), who was able to 
:mderstand the change that had occurred in the sciences. 
faking up agai11 the ancient idea of Heraclitus he 
observed, aided by scientific advance, that in the 'uni
verse all is ~not~on. and change, that nothing is isolated, 
but everythmg is mterdependent, so he created Dialec
tics .. It i~ because of Hegel that we speak to-day of 
the d1alect1c movement of the world. What Hegel first 
grasped was the movement of thought, and he naturally 
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termed it dialectic, since it was a matter of progress 
of the mind by the dash of ideas as in discussion. 

Still Hegel was an idealist, that is to say he attri
buted primary importance to the mind, and in conse
quence he formed a special conception of motion and 
change. He thought that it is the changes in the mind 
that cause the changes in matter. 

For example, the inventor has an idea, he carries 
out his idea. It is this idea, materialised, \vhich creates 
changes in matter. 

Hegel therefore is indeed a dialectician, but he sub
orainates Dialectics to Idealism. 

It was then that Marx (1818-1883) and Engels, 
who were disciples of Hegel, but materialist disciples, 
consequently giving first importance to matter, studied 
his dialectics and thought that it gave correct affirm
ations, but inside out. Engels said on this subject that 
with Hegel dialectics was standing on its head ; it had 
to be put back on its feet. Marx and Engels, then, 
transferred to material reality the initial cause of this 
movement cif thought as defined by Hegel and they 
1'1attirally termed it-dialectical, borrowing the term from 
him. · 

They thought that Hegel w,as correct in saying that 
thought and the universe are perpetually changing, but 
he was mistaken in asserting that it is changes in 
ideas which determine i!he changes in things. . It is. 
On the contrary, tlze things· iuhich give /IS ideas, and 
£deas become 1nodified because things are modified. 

Formerly people travelled in coaches. To-day we 
travel on raihvavs. It is not because we have the idea 
iiif :traveUing on.railways that this mode of locomotion 
-exi!sfs ... : Our ideas have .changed he.cat1se things haYe 
changed. · 
'· W'e 'must theFefore avoid saying:. "Marx a11d Engels 
l)ad, on· one side. :ma1erialism which issued fronrthe 
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French materialism of the 18tl . 
the dialectics of Hegel . in con 1 centurr' on the other, 
for them to tie one t~ the otshequ;,nce it only remained 

Tl er. 
1ere you have a too sim I h . 

which forgets the ph,e p eh, sc emat1c conception 
. . nomena t at a 
it ~s a. metaphysical concept. re more complex ; 

Ma1 x and Engels certain! t k H ' . 
lJt~t ~hey transformed it. T?e . ~~d egel s dialectics, 
enalism to o-ive us Dialect· l l\y,'f _as. mttch for mat-

"' tea . '.tatenahsm. 
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CHAPTER.JI. 

THE LAWS OF DIALECTICS 
FIRST LAW: DIALECTIC CHANGE 

1. \Vhat is meant by dialectical movement. 
2. "To dialectics, there is nothing final, nothing abso

lute, nothing sacred~" (Engels.) 

3. The Process. 

I. What is meant by Dialectical Movement? 
The first law of dialectics commences by observing 

"that nothing stays in the same place. nothing remains 
the same." He who says dialectical, says motion, 
change. Consequently, when one speaks of tak~ng 
the dialectical point of view, that means to say, takmg 
the point of view of motion, of change. \\Then we 
wish to study things according to dialectics, we will 
studv them in their motion, in their changes. 

H'ere is an apple. There are two ways of studying 
this apple; on the one band from the metaphysical point 
of view, on the other from the dialectical point of 
view,. 

In the first case, \Ve \vill give a description of this 
fruit its shape its colour. \Ve will enumerate its 
prop,erties, speak of its taste, etc. Then we would be 
able to compare the apple with a pear, see their resem
blances. their differences and finally conclude: an 
apple is an apple and a pear is a pear. Thus it was 
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that things \Vere studied formerly, numerous, books 
temain tb gi\re evidence ·.of this. . . . . · · . ; . 
If we wish to study the. apple from. the. dialectical 

poirtt of view, we will take .the point of view of move-. 
111ent, not of the movement of the apple when .it rolls 
and changes its location, but of the 1n0Yement. of its 
development. Then we will observe that the ripe 
apple has not always been what it is at. the moment. 
Before, it was a green apple; before again a flower and 
before that a bud. And so we will go back to the state 
of the apple tree in spring.· The ~pple, then, has.not 
always been an apple, it has a history; and therefore,. 
it will not remain what it is. If it falls, it will rot, 
decompose; it \Vill let its pips go free;· which, if 
everything goes well, will give rise to a sprout, then 
to a tree. \Vhile the apple has not always been what 
it is, neither will it remain what it is. 

There you have what is termed studying things from 
the point of view of motion. · This is studv from the 
point of view of the past and the future. - Studying 
thus, one sees the actual apple only as a transition 
between what it was, the past, and what it will be, the 
fttture. 
Th~t t!1is mode of seeing things may be clearly 

seen m its proper place, we are giving two more 
exatnples : the Earth and the social order. ·If we 
take the metaphysical point of view, we will describe 
the shape of the earth in all its details. We will 
observe that on its surface there are seas, lands and 
mountains : we will study the nature of the soil, still 
taki1ig the sa;.ne point of view. Then we will be able 
to compar~ the earth to other planets or to the moon, 
and we will finally conclude: the earth is the earth. 

While studying the history of the. earth from the 
dialectical point of view, we will see that. it was not 
always what it is. that it has. undergone transforma-
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tions, and that consequently in future the earth will 
again undergo other tra11sformations. Therefore, we 
must to-day consider that the actual state of the earth 
is' only a transition between past changes and changes 
fo come. A transition in which the changes which are 
being effected are imperceptible although they are on 
a much greater scale than those effected in the 
n1aturing of· an apple. 
· Let us now look at the example of the social order, 
\~ihich is specially interesting to Marxists~. 

Applying again ·our two methods: from the meta
physical . point of vie\V, we will be . told that there 
have always been rich and poor.· It will· be observed 
that there are big banks, enormous factories.. V\T e will 
be give1i a detailed description -of the capitalist social 
order, that will . be compared "·ith the past social 
orders (feudal, slave) by seeking resemblances or 
differences and we will be . told: the caj)italist soeial 
order is what it i:S. ·· 

·From the dialectical point of view. we will learn 
th<i:t the capitalist social order has not always been. 
1:Vhat it is. If i.ve observe that in the past other social 
orders have existed that \\·ill mean deducing: from 
that observation that the capitalist social order. like 
all social orders, is not final, has no untonchaMe basis, 
bnt that it is for us, on the contrar_y, only a provisional 
reality. a transition between the past ancl the future. 
We see by these examples that to consider things from 
the dialectical point of· -\ciew means to consider each 
thing as provisional, as haYirig a histm\· in the p;i,.;t 
a1id necessarily having a history in the futme, having 
a beginning and inevitably an end also. 

2. ''For Dialectics, there is nothing finaL no~ 
tlJ.ing absolute, nothing sacred ... " 

. ·. '''For d.ia)edics ·nothing is final, ab'soh1te, sac<red. It 
'·. re\·eaJs the transitory characteP of c·verytbi11g ·and in ·eYery-
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thing; nothing can endure befor.e..it c;xcept_ the uninterrupted 
P!ocess of becoming and of pas~ing away."· (Engels, 
J•euerbach:) 

. There is ac definition which emphasises what .w~ 
i1ave just seen, and \\'hich we are now going to study. 

''For dialectics, there is nothing final." That means 
to say. that fo~ dialectics, everything that we study has 
~ past and will have a futi:ire; .. that, consequently; '.it 
~s not . !here once for all and that \vhat it ·is t9-day 
1s not final. (Examples are the apple, the earth; this 
social order.) For dialecties there is no power in the 
world, nor beyond the world, vvhich can fix things in 
a final state, therefore "'nothing absolute" ( absolttte 
me.ans : 1Yhich is not subject to arty condition : hence 
umversal, eternal, perfect.) "i'J othing sacred," that 
does not mean to say that dialectics despises evervthina. 
No! -~ sacred things means here a thing th-:.it or:e 
deems immutable, that one should not touch : troi· 
discuss. hut sim~ly Yenerate. The capitilist social 
order is "sacred'" for example. \\'ell ! ·dialectics savs 
that n~thing escapes motion; change and the tra1{s
forn;at1on~ of_ history. Transitory means passing. A. 
p~ssmg. thmg 1s one that must gro\\' old and disappear. 
~ralectics shows us that everything is destined · to 
disappear. \Vhat is young. grows old; what is alive 
to-~ay"'clies to-mo_rrow, and nothing ·endures for dia" 
lectics but the tmmterrupted process of becomino· and 
of passing away." "' · 

Therefore if the dialectical point of view is adopted; 
nothing. i_s deemed eternal except change, This means 
to consider that no particular thing· can be· eternal 
except "becoming.'" 

But what is this· "becoming"' that.· Ei1gels speakS 
of in his definition? 

\i\T e have seen, that the apple ha·s a historv ... Now 
let ·us take for example a: pencil which als~ :. has-it~ 
history. . r •.. 
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This pencil wbich looks somewhat worn to-day was 
new once. The wood of which it is made came from 
a plank, and the plank from a tree. We believe then 
that the apple and the pencil have each a history and 
both have not .;i.lways been what they are. Is there 
any difference between these two hist.or!es? Certainl!·· 
there: is ! The green apple became npe. Could 1t, 
being green, iLall went well, fail to become ripe? No, 
it tnust ripen; just as, falling to the ground, it niust 
rot, decompose and release its pips. . 'While the_ tree 
from which the pencil came, might not become a 
plank, .and the plank might not become pencil. The 
pencil, itself, might remain whole. might not .. be 
sha,rpened. . 

We observe that between these two histories, there 
is a difference. For the apple is the green apple which 
became ripe, if nothing abnormal happened, and it was 
the flower which became the apple. Thus one phase 
being given, the other phases follovv necessarily, inevi-
tably (if nothing arrests the development). . 

In the history of the pencil, on the contrary, the 
tree might not become a plank, the plank might not 
become a pencil, and the pencil migbt not be sharpened. 
Hence, one phase being given, the othet phase might 
not follow. ·If the history of the pencil traverses all 
its phases, it is thanks to alien intervention. In the 
history of the apple, we find phases '.vhich succeed each 
other, flowing from the first to the second phase, etc. 
It does so according to the "becoming" of which 
Engels speaks. . 'With the pencil, the phases are in 
juxtaposition, but do not flow each from the other. 
But the apple follows a natural process. 
3. The Process 

(A word which comes. from Latin and which means : 
forward march or the fact of advancing, of pro
gressing.) 
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Why must the green apple ripen? It is bec~us~ of 
what it contains. It is because of internal lmkmgs 
which impel the apple to ripen; it is because it was 
an apple even before being ripe that it could not fail 
to ripen. 

When one examines the flower which will become 
an apple, then the green apple which will become ripe, 
one observes that these internal linkings which impel 
the apple in its development, acf under the. rule of 
internal forces which are termed Autodynamism, which 
means to sav: force which comes from the being itself. 
When the pencil was still a plank, the intervention of 
man was necessary for it to become a pencil, for the 
plank would never have changed itself into a pencil. 
There were no inner forces, no autodynamism, and no 
process in action. Therefore he who says dialectics, 
means not only movement, but also autodynamism. 

We see, then, that the dialectical movement contains 
in itself the process, the autodynamism, which is· the 
essential thing in it. For every movement or change 
is riot dialectical. If we catch a flea that we are going 
to study from the dialectical point of view; we will 
say that it will not always be what it is; if we crush 
it, certainly, there will be a change for it indeed, but 
will tha:t change be dialectical? No. · Without us, the 
flea would not have been crushed. This change, there
fore, is not dialectical. It is mechanical. 

\Ve must therefore pay careful attention when we 
speak of dialectical change. We think that if the 
earth continues to exist, the capitalist society will be 
replaced by socialist society and then communism. 
That will be a dialectical change. But, if the earth 
should blow up, the capitalist social order will disappear 
not by an autodynamic change, but by a mechanical 
change. 
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-In anoth6r order of ideas, we say· that there is 
111echanical discipline when this discipline is not 
1iatural. But it is autodynamk when it is freely 
agreed to, that is to say when it arises -naturally from 
the environment. A mechanical discipline is imposed 
fro111 outside, it is a discipline coming from leaders 
wt o are different from those they command. We can 
understarid now ho'v .a. non,-mechaniCal discipline,· auto
dynamic discipline, is _not within reach of all. organi
sations. 

:i\'Ve inust then avoid using dialectics in a mechanical: 
manner. That is· a tendencv. ·which arises from our 
ha'eit of thinking metaphysic~lly. We must not repeat 
li·ke a parrot that things have not ahvays been what 
they are. \\'hen a dia:Jectician says that, he must in~ 
v'estigate: the fads and discover what things were 
before. For to say that is not the ehd of the argument, 
but the beginning of studies to observe in detail what 
things were before. 

Marx, Engels, Lenin made long and exact studies 
o.f what the capitalist social order had been before 
them. They took observations of the tiniest details 
in order to note the dialectical· changes. Lenin, in 
order to describe and criticise the changes in the 
capitalist society, to .. analyse the period of: imperialism, 
made· very precise studies and consulted a mass of 
statistics . 

. \iVhen \Ne speak of auto-dynamism, we must never 
make a literary phrase of it, we must use this word 
only i-fl good earnest and for those who_ entirely com
prehend it. 

Finally, after having studied a thing. and having 
seep· what are its autodynamic changes and said what 
c}}ange one has observed, one must study further and 
investigate whence it comes that it is autodynamic. 
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That is why dialectics, investigations and sciences 
are closely boZind up together. . . 

Dialectics is not a means of explammg and under
standing things without. having studied them; it is 
the means of studying well, of observ~ng well by 
seeking_ the beginning and the e?d of thmgs, whence 
they come and where they are gomg. 
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. CHAPTER IIL 

SECOND LAW: RECIPROCAL ACTION 

1. The concatenation of processes. 

2. The great discoveries of the 19th century. 

(i) The discovery of the living cell and its 
development. 

(ii) Tl:e discovery of the trans formation of 
energy. 

(iii) The discovery of the evolution of man and 
the animals. 

3. Historical development or development in a spiral. 

4. Conclusion. 

l. The concatenation of the processes 

We have just seen, apropos of the history of the 
apple, what the process is. Let us take up this example 
again. vVe have investigated where the apple comes 
from, and in our investigations, we had to go back 
to the tree. But this question of investigations in
volves the tree also. Study of the apple leads us to 
the study of the origins and destinies of the tree. 
\i\Thence came the tree? From the apple. It comes 
from an apple which has fallen, which rotted in the 
~arth, gave birth to a sprout, and that leads us to 
study the soil, the conditions under which the pips 
of the apple can produce sprouts, and the influences 
of the air, the sun, etc. Thus beginning with the study 
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of the apple, Y\·e are lecUo the exa1nination of the soil, 
passing from the process of the apple to that of the 
tree, this process in turn is linked with that of the 
soil. We l:ave what is called "concatenation of pro
cesses." That will enable us to enunciate and study the 
second law of dialectics, the law of reciprocal action. 
Let us take another example of the concatenation of 
processes, that of the Workers' University in Paris. 

If we study this school from the dialectical point 
of view, we ·will investigate whence it comes, and the 
first answer will be: in Autumn 1932, an assembly 
of comrades decided to found at Paris a Workers' 
University to study Marxism. But l~ow did this com
mittee get the idea of having Marxism studied? Obvi
ously because Marxism exists. But then where does 
Marxism come from? · 

\Ve see that the investigations of processes conducts 
us to detailed and complete studies. Investigating 
whence Marxism comes, we will be brought to observe 
that this doctrine is the very consciousness of the 
proletariat; we see then (whether one be for or· against 
Marxism) that the proletariat exists, and then we will 
again ask the question: \Vhere does the proletariat 
come from? 

We know that it arises from an economic system, 
capitalism. \Ve also know that the division of society 
into classes and the class struggle are not born, as 
our enemies claim, from Marxism, but on the contrary, 
that Marxism ,in that part of it which deals with social 
matters, notes the existence of the class struggle and 
draws its strength from the proletariat. 

So, from process to process, we come to the exami
nation of the conditions of existence of capitalism. 
Thus we have a concatenation of processes which 
demonstrates that everything influences everything else. 
That is the law of reciprocal action. 
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In finishing with these examples of the apple and 
the Workers' University, let us see how a meta
physician would have proceeded. In the example of 
the apple, he would only have ·.been able to think 
"\rVhere does the apple come from?" And he would 
have been satisfied with the answer: "The apple comes 
from the tree." He would not have looked further. 

.· -~s to the Workers' University, he would have 
satisfied himself by saying on its origin, that it was 
founded by a group of men who \vish "to cor~upt 
the French people." · · 

But the dialectician sees all the concatenation of 
processes which in one case produce the apple; in 
the other; the Workets' University. The dialectician 
connects the particular fact, the detail, to the whole. 
He connects the apple to the tree, and he goes back 
fur~her, back to nature. The apple is not only the 
fnut of the tree, but also the fruit of all nature. 

:·The \rVorkers' University is not only the "fruit" of 
the. proletariat, it is also the "fruit" of capitalist 
society. 

\Ve see. then that, contrarily to the metaphysician 
who conceives the world as a collection of fixed thino-s 
the dialectician will see the world as a collection "'oi 
processes. And if the dialectical point of view is true 
for nature and the sciences, it is also true for society. 

''The old method of investigation and thouo-ht which 
H~gel calls. 'metaphysical' which preferred to ~westigate 
t~mgs. as .g1v~n, a~ fi::ce~ and stable. had a good deal of 
h1stoncal 1ustificat10n 111 its day." (F. Engels, Feuerbach.) 

In c~nsequence, . they used in that epoch to study 
everyth111.g a~~ soc_1ety as a whole made up '.'of given 
fixe~ ob1ects · which not only do not change, but, 
p~rtJcularly 111 the case of society, are not destined to 
disappear. 
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Engels points out this 
"great basic· thought that the 'Norld is not_ to be compre
hended as a complex of ready-made thmgs, but as a 
complex of. 0f'rocesses, in which the. things apparently 
stable ne> Jess than their mind-images in our head, the 
concepts, go through an uninterrupted change of coming 
into being and passing away, in which, in spite of all 
seeming accidents and of all temporary retrogression; a 
progressive development asserts itself in the end." 

.(F. Engels, idem.) . 

Capitalist society also, then, mnst not be considered. 
as a complex of ready-made things, but.on the contrary1 

must also be studied as a complex of processes. 
The metaphysicians admit ;t:hat capitali.st society has 

not always existed, and they say that it has a history, 
but they think that with its appearance society has 
completed its evolution and henceforth will remain 
"fixed." They consider all things as ready-made and 
not as the beginning of a new process. The story of 
the creation of the world by God is an explanation 
of the world as a complex of . ready-m;i.de things. 
Every day God completed a set job. He made plants, 
animals and man, once for all; hence the theory of 
fixism. 

Dialectics judges in the opposite fashion. It con
siders things not as "fixed objects," but in ·their 
"motion." For dialectics, nothing is finished; every
thing is always the end of one process and the begin
ning of another, always changing, always developing. 
That is why we are so sure of the transformation of 
capitalist society into socialist society, for nothing is 
finally completed; there will always be developm<!nt. 

But we must direct attention here to the importance 
of not considering dialectics as something inevitable 
whence one might conclude: "since you are so sure of 
the change you desire, why do you fight?'' For as 
Marx said, "for the birth of socialism, a midwife is 
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necessary," whence the necessity of revolution. .-\gain 
things are not so simple. The role must not be for
gotten of men \Vho can advance or retard this trans
formation (we will return to this question in Chapter 
5 of this section, when we speak of Historical Mat-
erialism). . 
· What we are now observing is the existence in all 

things of a linking of processes which are produced bv 
the internal forces of things ( autodynamism). Fa'r 
dialectics, as we insisted above, nothing is finished. 
The development of things must be considered to have 
no last act. At the erid of one play in the world; the· 
first act of ariother begins. 

2. The great discov.eries of the 19th century 
• \Vhat determined the abandonment of metaphysical 

thinking and which obliged the scientists, then Marx. 
and Engels, to consider things in their clialedical 
motion, is as we know the discoveries made in the 19th. 
century. There are above all three great discoveries 
in this age, in<;licated by Engels in his book, Ludwig 
F euerbach, which advanced dialectics. 

1. The discovery of the living cell and its develojmient. 

Before this discovery fixism had been taken as the 
basis of reasoning. The species were deemed alien 
to each other. Further the animal kinadom was cate
gorically distii;igui~hed from _the veg:table kingdom. 
Then came this discovery which enabled the idea of 
"evolution" that the thinkers and scientists of the 18th 
century had already put forward, to be made specific. 
It enable~ one to understand that life is composed of 
a ~ucc~ss10n of d~at?s and births and that every living 
bemg is an assoc1at10n of cells. This observation left 
no barrier standing between animals and plants and 
so expels the metaphysical concept. · 
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2. Tile discovery of the transformation of energy. 

Formerly science believed that sound, heat and light, 
for example, were completely alien to each other. Now 
it was discovered that all these other phenomena can 
be transformed, one into the other, that there are 
concatenations of processes also indeed in inert matter 
as in living nature. This revelation was another blow 
to metaphysical thinking. 

3. The discover31 of evolution in man and the animalS_. 

Darwin, Engels says, demonstrates that all livincr 
. h 

thmgs are the results of a long process of development 
from little germs which are unicellular at the begin~ 
ning; all is the product of a long process originating in 
the cell. 

And Engels concluded that, thanks to these three 
great discoveries, ,,,.e can follow the linking of all 
natural phenomena not only inside the .various fields 
but also bet<t'een the different fields. 

It was, then, the sciences which made possible the 
em:nciation of this second law, the law of reciprocal 
act10n. 

Between the vegetable, animal and mineral kinadoms 
h 

. b 
t_ ere 1s no gap, but merely processes, everything is 

~ lm~ed toge~her. And that is also true for society. The 
vanous soC1al orders which have existed in the history 
of man must be considered as a procession of concat
enations of processes, in which e;lch has necessarily 
sprung from the one that preceded it. 

IA_Te must then keep it in mind that: Science, Natnre, 
Soctety must be seen as a linking of processes, and the 
motor which drives this development along is auto
d:ynamism. 
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3. Historical development or development in 
spiral 

If we examine a little more closely the process that 
we are beginning to know, we see that the apple is 
the result of a concatenation of processes. vVhere does 
the apple come from? The apple comes from the tree. 
VVhere does the tree come from? · From the apple. Vv e 
could think then that >ve have a vicious circle here in 
which we revolve always to come back to the same 
point. Tree, apple, apple, tree. Similarly, if \Ve take 
the example of the egg and the hen. Whence comes 
the egg? From the hen. \Vhence comes the hen? 
From the egg. 'If we considered things in that way, 
there woi.1ld not be a process there. but a circle; 
moreover this appearance has evoked the idea "eternal 
return." That means to say that \Ve would always 
return to the same point, to the point of departure. 

But let us see exactly how the problem is set. 
( i) Here is an apple. 
(ii) This apple, b,y decomposing. engenders a tree 

or trees. · 
(iii) Each tree yields not an apple but apples. 
Therefore we do not return to the smne point of 

-:leparture; we return to the apple, but on another plane. 
Similarly, if we start from the tree we will get: 

L A tree which yields 
2. Apples, and these apples will produce 
3. Trees. 
Here again, we return to the tree, but on another 

plane. Tl1e point of view is widened. 
We have then not a circle, as appearances tended 

to make us think, but a process of development which 
we shall call an historical development. Histor:~r shows 
that time does not pass without leaving a mark Time 
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passes l~ut it is not the same developments which 
r~tun:- fhe world, nature, and society constitute an 
~11sto~1cal de:elopment, a development which is termed 
111 philosophic language "spiral." 

This image is used to make the idea definite - it is a 
comparison, :1sed to i_llustrate the fact that' things 
evolve accordmg to a circular precess, but they do not 
re_turn to the point of departure, but return somewhat 
above, on another plane; and so on, which means an 
ascending spir~L !herefore, the world, nature, society 
all have _an h1s!oncal development (in a spiral) and 
what dnv~s this deYelopment is, let us not forget, 
autodynamrsm. 

4. Conclusio1:i. 

In these first chapters on dialectics, we have studied 
t_he two ?rst law~, that _of, _change and that of recip-
1 ocal action. This was mmspensable to being able to 
~n~er ui)on the st_udy o_f the law of contrad.iction; for 
it is this l_a\v which will enable us to understand the 
forces· which cause_ "dialectical change," the driving 
force of autodyna1111sm. 

In the fir~t chapter on the study of dialectics, we 
s~w why this theory had been dominated for a long 
tu:1e _by the metaphysical conception, and why the mat
enahsm of the 18th century was metaphysical. Now 
we can better understand, after having rapidly sur
ve~ed the three grea~ ~iscoveries of the 19th century, 
wh1~h enable~ matenahsm to develop and become dia
lec~1cal, why 1t was necessary that the history of this 
philosophy should traverse the three great periods that 
we know : ( 1) The ~1l~terialism of antiquity (theory of 
a'.oms) ; ( 2) Matenahsm of the 18th century ( mecha
n~cal ~nd metaphysical) ; to result at last ( 3) In 
chalect1cal materialism. 
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'vVe asserted that materialism was born of the 
: sciences and bound up with them. After these three 
chapters, .we can see how true that is. We have seen 
in this study of dialectical motion. and. change, then 
of. this law of reciprocal action, that all our reasonings 
are based on the sciences. 

To-day, when scientific studies are extremely special
ised and when the scientists (generally ignorant of 
dialectical materialism) sometimes cannot comprehend 
the importance of their particular discoveries in relation 
• to the sciences as a whole, it is the role of philosophy 
whose mission, as we have said, is to give an explana
tion of the world and of the most general problems; 
it is the particular mission of dialectical materialism 
to assemble all the special discoveries of each science 
in order to make a synthesis of them and thus con
struct a theory which will make us more and more, as 
Descartes used to say, "masters and owners of nature." 
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CHAPTER IV. 

THIRD LAW: CONTRADICTION 

1. Life and Death . 

2. Things transform themselves into their opposites. 

3 .. Affirmation, negation, and negation of the negation. 

4. The essence of the matter. 

5. The unity of opposites. 

6 Errors to avoid. 

7. Practical consequences of dialectics. 

'vVe have seen ~hat dial~ctics considers things to be 
perpetually changmg, contmually evolving in a word 
und_ergoing dialectical movement (1st Law). This dia~ 
lectJcal movement is possible because every thing is 
only the res~lt, at the moment when we study it, of 
a concatenat10n of processes, that is to say a linking 
up o~ phases which emerge one from the other. And, 
~ushmg our study further; we saw that this concatena
t~on ?f processes develops necessarily, inevitably in 
time mto a movement of progress "despite momentarv 
retrogressions." ~ 

We termed this development an historical or spiral 
development, and we know that this development is 
engendered by autodynamism. Now what are the laws 
of autodynamism? What are the laws which make 
the phases emerge one from another? They are what 
are termed the "laws of dialectical motion." 
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Dialectics teaches us that tlungs are not eternal; 
they have a beginning, a maturity, an old age which 
finishes by one end. All things pass through these 
phases; birth, maturity, old age, end. \h/hy is it so? 
Why are not things eternal ? 

There you have an old question which has always 
been of passionate interest to humanity. Why must 
we die? This necessity is not understood and men 
through History have dreamed of eternal life, of ways 
of chano-ino- the state of affairs, for example, in the 
nJiddle. ~ge~, by inventing magic potions (elixirs of 
youth, or of life). Why then is that which is born 
obliged to die? Here is a great dialectical law~. that 
we must confront with metaphysics in order to under
stand it well. 

1. Life and Death 
From the metaphysical point of vievv, things are 

considered in an isolated fashion, taken in themselves 
and, because metaphysics studies things thus, it con
siders them in a one-sided way. Tkat is why it can 
be said of those who see things from one side only 
that they are metaphysicians. In short, when a meta
physician examines the phenomenon that we call life, 
he does it without joining this phenomenon to another. 
He sees life for itself and in itself in a one-sided 
manner. He sees it from only one aspect. If he 
examines death, he will do the same, he will apply his 
unilateral point oE view and will end by saying: Life 
is life, and Death is death. Between the two, nothing 
in common, one cannot be at the same time living and 
dead, for they are two opposite things, quite contrary 
to one another. 

Looking at things in that way means to look at 
them superficially. If one examines them a little more 
dosely, it will at once be seen that one cannot oppose 
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them to each other, since death comes from the living 
thing, and if this is so we cannot separate them so 
comvletely, since experience, reality shows us that 
death continues life. And life, can it arise from death? 
Yes. For the elements of the dead body, for example, 
will be changed to give birth to other lives and to 
serve as manure to the earth, which will then be more 
fertile. Death in many cases will help life, death will 
allow life to be born; and in living bodies themselves, 
life is only possible because. there is a continual· re.plac
ing of the cells which die by those that are born. 
Life and death, then, are changed continually one into 
the other, and, ii1 all things, we see this great law; 
C'Verj,'1.C'here, things change themselves into their opp@
sites*. 

2. Things change themselves into their oppo
site 

If we examine truth and error, we think: between 
them there is nothing in common. Truth is truth and 
error is error. That is the one-sided point of view 
which opposes brutally the two opposites as they would 
oppose life and death. 

And yet, if we say: "Look, it's raining," it happens 
sometimes that we have not finished our sentence 
when already the rain has stopped. The phrase wa~ 
~ruth when we began it, and it has changed into error.· 
(The Greeks had long ago made that observation and 
they used to say that if you did not wish to make 
mistakes, it was necessary to say nothing.) Similarly, 
let us take again the example of the apple. You see 

*The metaphysicians will have it that contrary things are 
absolutely opposed to each other. Reality, however, dem,)n
strates to us that contrary things transform themselves, one 
rnto the other, that things do not remain themselves, bt:< are 
tra-ndormed into their opposites. 
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a· ripe apple· on the ground, and say, "There is a ripe 
apple." Yet it has been on the ground a certain time 
and, already; it has begun to rot, so that truth is 
becoming error. 

The sciences also give us numerous examples of 
·Jaws considered for many years to be "verities" which 
have been revealed to be "errors" at a certain time 
when scientific advances have been. made. We see 
then that truth changes into error. But does error 
change into truth ? 

At_ the _beginning of civilisation, notably in Egypt, 
men _Imagme<l combats between the Gods in order to 
explain the rising and the setting of the sun; that 
was an error to the extent that they said that the gods 
pushed or pulled the sun to make it move. But science 
has now partially justified their reasoning by saying 
that there are really forces which make the sun move. 
So we see that error is not sharply opposed to truth. 

lf then things change into their opposite, how is it 
possible ?~How does life change into death? 

If there wer,e only life, 100 per cent. life, there could 
never be death, and if death were itself. 100 per cent. 
death. it would be impossible that one should chano-e 
into the other. But there is already death in life a1~cl 
therefore life in death. -
. Looking closely, we see that a living being is com
posed of cells, that these cells are beina renewed. that 
t~ey disapp_ear and reappear in the san~e place. They 
live and die continually in a livino- beina in which 
there is then both life and death. "' "' 

In the Soviet Union, under special conditions the 
blood of dead bodies is preserved and used fo; the 
transfusion of blood; so with the blood of the dead a 
living person is renewed. Consequently it can 'be 
said that there is life in the bosom of dea'th. 
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. "L~fe is. therefore also a contradiction which is pi·esent 
m thmgs and phenomena themselves, and which constantly 
asserts and solves itself; and as soon as the contradiction 
ceases, life too comes to an encl, and death steps in:'" 
(F. Engels, Anti-Duhring.) 

Things therefore not only change one into another, 
but ·moreover a thing is not onlv itself but also 
another thing ·which is its opposite. for ~;i.ch thing 
wntains: its opposite. · Each thing at the same tirne 
cni1tain:s itself and its opposite. H a thing is repre
serited by· a circle; we will have one force pushing 
this thing tm-vards life, pushing from the centre to the 
circumference by, for example, expansion, but we 
will also have forces which will be pushing this thing 
in an opposite direction, forces of death. pushina from 
the circumference towards the centre (compre~sion}. 

. Thi,1s in~ide each thing opposed forces exist, antago
msms: What happens between these forces? They 
struggle. In consequence a thing is not merely moved 
by a force acting in one direction; every thing is really 
mbvecl by two forces which act in opposite directions. 
Tc;>wards the aflir111ation and towards the negation of 
thmgs, tmvards life and towards death. 'What does 
the affirmation and negation of thin as mean? 

There are in life forces which m~intain life, which 
tend towards the affirmation of life. Then there are 
also in living organisms forces which tend towards 
negation. In all things. some forces tend towards 
affirmation and others tend towards neo-ation and be:-

ff . . "' ' tween a 1nnat10n and neqation. there is contradiction. 
Dialectics, then, observes change, but why do things 

change? Because things are not in accord with them
selves, because there is struggle between the forces, 
~tween the antagonisms, because there is contra
d1ction. · This is the third law of Dialectics. Things 
change because I hey contain contra-diction ze>ithin 
th c111selves. 
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(If we are obliged sometimes to employ more or 
less complicated words (like dialectical, autodynamism, 
etc.) or terms which seem contrary to traditional logic 
and difficult to understand, it is not that we like to 
complicate things at our pleasure and thus imitate the 
bourgeoisie. But this study, although elementary, 
should be as complete as possible and make it easier to 
read, later on, the philosophical works of Marx, Engels, 
and Lenin, which use these terms. In any case, since 
we must employ a la1~guage which is out of the usual, 
we endeavour in the sphere of this study to make it 
understandable to all.) 1 

3. Affirmation, negation and negation of the 
negation 

Here we must n1ake a distinction between what is 
called verbal contradiction which means that when 
one says "yes" to you, you answer "no," and the 
contradiction that we have just seen and which is 
called dialectical contradiction, that is to say contra-
diction in tlzc facts, in things. · ' 

VVhen we speak of the contradiction \vhich exists in 
the bosom of capitalist society, that does not mean 
1.o say. th<Jt ;some say yes and others no on certain 
theories; it means that there is a contradiction in the 
facts, that there· are real forces which are combating 
each other; first a. force which tends to affirm itself 
that is Jhe bourgeois class which tends to maintai~ 
itself; then ·a second social force which tends to the 
negation of the bourgeois class; that is the proletariat. 
The contradiction then is in the facts, because the 
bourgeoisie _cannot exist without creating its opposi,te-, 
the · proletanat. As Marx says, "above all. the bour
geoisie produces its own grave diggers." . 
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To preYent that, the bourgeoisie would have to 
renounce its own being. which would be absurd. Con
sequently by asserting itself, it creates its own negation. 

Take the example of an egg that has been laid and 
is being hatched by a hen : we observe that, in the 
egg, a germ is found which at a certain temperature 
and under certain conditions, develops. This germ by 
developing gives rise to a chicken : thus this germ 
is already the negation of the egg. We see that there 
are two forces in the egg; that which tends to it re
maining an egg and that which tends to it becoming 
a chicken. The egg, then, is in disaccord with itself 
and . all things arc in disaccord with themselves. 

That may seem difficult to rmderstand, because we 
are accustomed to the metaphysical style of reason
ing, and that is ·why we rnnst make an {'ffort to ac
custom ourselves anew to see tlzinqs in their reality. 
A thing commences by heino- an affir111atio11 which 
emerges from the negation. The chicken is an 'affirma
tion which issued from the negation of the egg. That 
is one phase of the process. But the hen in its turn 
will be the transformation of the chicken, and at the 
core of this transformation, there will be contradic
tion between the forces that fight for the chicken to 
become a hen, and the forces that fight that the 
chicken may remain chicken. The hen, then, will be 
the negatqon of the chicken which came itself from 
the negation of the egg. 

The hen therefore will be the negation of the 
neg<Jtion, And that is the general course of the phases 
of dialectics. 

.1. Affirmation, also called Thesis. 
2. Negation or Antithesis. 
3. Negation of the negation or Synthesis. 
These three worcls sum up dialectical development. 

They are nsed to represent the linking ttp of the 
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phases; -to 'indicate that. each phase ·is the destruction 
of the preceding phase. :' ,, .. 

·Destruction is negation .. The chicken is the nega
tion of the· egg, since in its birth it destroys the· egg. 
The ear of corn ·similarly is the negation: of the grain 
of corn.· The grain germinates· in .. f·he ground, this 
getminatiori is the negation of the grain and produces 
the plant, this ·plant in its turn will blossom and prnc 
duce an ear: that will be. the· negation of the plant or. 
the negation o·f the· negation. 

We see therefore that the negation of ·which dialec
tics speaks, is a. summary way of speaking of destruc, 
tion. There is negation of that which disappears, of 
that ·which is destroyed. 

l. Feudalis111 was the neg·ation of chattel slavery. 
2. Capitalism is the negation of Feudalism. · 
3. Socialism will be the negation of Capitalism. 

Just as with regard to contradiction, where we 
made a distinction between . verbal and logical contra
diction, we must understand what is the verbal nega
t_ion . which says "no" and the dialectical negation 
which .means to say "destruction." 

However· if negation means destruction, it is not a 
triatter of any kind of destruction, but of a dialectical 
destruction. Thus when v;c crush a flea, it does not 
perish through internal destruction, by dialectical nega
tion. Its destruction is not the result of autodynamic 
phases, it is the result of a purely mechanical change. 

. ~estruction is a negation only if it is a product of 
affoin1ation, if it emerges from the latter. Thus the 
hatched egg being the affirmation of what the 'egg is, 
enzenclers its negation; it becomes a chicken and the 
chicken symbolises the destruction. or negation _·of the 
egg for it perforates and ·destroys the shell. 

Tn· the· chicken, we see two forces, hostile to each 
0ther: "@hicken'' and "hen," in the course of the 
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development of the process, the hen will lay eggs, 
wliehte a new rtegation of the negation.· From these 
eggs· there will then·· start· a· new ci:mcatenatiorl of pro-. 
cesses~ ··In the corn. we also see an affirmation, then 
a negation and a negation of the negation. 

·For another exami)le, lef us take that of materialist 
philosophy. · · 

At the beginning, we find primitive, spcmtaneou:s 
materialism, which, because it is ignorant, creates its 
own negation, idealism. However the idealism which 
denies ancie.nt materialism will itself lJe denied Lv 
modern or dialectical materialisni, because philosoph Z· 
develops, and with the sciences provokes the destrnc -
tion of idealism. There also. then, we have ~1 ffirmation. 
negation and negation of the negation. 

'vVe observe thi.s cycle also in the evolution of 
society. 

\Ve see at the beginning of history a . society of 
primitive communism, a society without classes, based 
on the common ownership of the soil. But this form 
of property becomes an obstacle to the development 
of production, and by that very fact, creates its own 
negation : society with classes. based on private pro
perty and on the exploitation of man by man. How
ever this society also bears within itself its own nega
tion, because a higher development of the means of 
production brings ,the necessity of negating the divi
sion of society into classes, of negating private pm~ 
perty .. and so we return to the point of departure; 
the necessity of a communist society, but on another 
plane; at the beginning of history, we had a scarcity 
of products; to-clay 'ivc have a. very high 1)toduct;ive 
capacity. · 

Note that in all the cxaniples we have given, we 
return indeed to the point of departure, but oi1 an
otht"r plane (spiral deYe1opment). 
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We see then that contradiction is a great la\Y of 
dialectics. That evolution is a struggle of antagonistic 
forces. That not only do things transform themselves 
one into another, but also that each thing transforms 
itself into its opposite. That things are not in accord 
with themselves because there is within them a struggle 
between opposed forces, because there is in them an 
internal contradiction. 

NOTE: vVe must pay constant attention to the 
following, viz., that affirmation, negation and ?egat_ion 
of the negation are only a summary of chalect1cal 
evolution that one must not nm round the world 
finding e~erywhere these three phases. For we will 
not always find all of them; but sometimes only the 
first or the second the evolution not being completed. 
We must not then' want to see such changes mechani
cally in all things. Remember .abciv~ all ,that c~:mtra
diction· is the great lavv of chalect1cs. fhat 1s the 
essential point. 

4. The essence of the matter. 
Already we know that dialectics is a method o E 

thinking, of reasoning, of analysing which helps us 
to observe well and to study well, for it obliges us 
to seek the origin of everything and to describe its 
history. 

Certainly the old method of thinking. as :ve b3:ve 
seen -vvas necessarv in its time. But studymg with 
the dialectical methbd is to observe, let us repeat, that 
all thip.gs, in appearance immobile, are only a l~nk!ng 
up of processes in which everything has a begmmng 
and an end, where in everything : 

"in spite of all seeming accidents and of all temporary 
retrogression. a progressive development asserts itself in 
the end." (Engels.) 

Dialectics alone enables us to understand the de
velopment, the eYolution of things. it alone permits 
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us to understand the destruction of old things and 
the birth of the new. Dialectics alone makes us under
stand all developments in their transformations by 
recognising them as wholes formed of opposites. For, 
according to the dialectical concept, the natural 
development of things, evolution. is a continual 
struggle of opposing forces and principles. 

So then, for dialectics, the primary law is the 
observation of motion and change. "Nothing remains 
\vhat it is, nothing stays where it is." (Engels) We 
Jrno\v now that the explanation of this law resides in 
this, that things change not merely in transforming 
theniselves one into another, but in transforming them
selves into their opposites. Contradiction, therefore, 
is a great law of dialectics. 

\Ve have studied what contradiction is from the 
dialectical point of vie,v, but \ve must again insist on 
this in order to be more specific and also to signalise 
certain errors that must not· be committed. It i~ in
deed certain that we must primarily familiarise our
selves with this affirmation, which accords \vith reality, 
viz .. the changing of things into their opposites. Cer
tainly it gives our mind a shock. we are astonished. 
because \VC are accustomed to think in the oid meta
physical manner. But we have seen why it is so; '"re 
have seen in detailed fasbion, by means of examples, 
that it is so in reality and 7.t'l1y things change into 
their opposites, 

That is why one can say and. assert that if things 
transform themselves, change, evolve, it is because 
1 hey,. are in. contradiction with themselves,· because .they 
hear within them their own. opposites. that is because 
they contain in .. themselves ·the · 1tnity of opposites. 

5. The Unity o/' Opposites 
. I;.:ach thing is a unity of opposites.· 
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To assert such a thing appears absurd at once. "i\ 
thing and its opposite have nothing in c~mmon,". that 
is what is generally thought. But, accordmg to dialec
tics, everything is at the same time itself and its 
opposite : everything is a unity of opposites, and we 
must explain this thoroughly. . . 

To a metaphysician. the unity of opposites is an 
impossible thing. For him, things are made .in one 
piece, in accord· ·with themselves .. and now you hav(' 
us asserting the contrary. to wit that things are made 
-0£ t\vo pieces-'-themselves and their opposites-and 
that within them there are two forces who fight each 
other because things are not in accord with them
seh'es, because they contradict themselves. 

If \Ve take the example of ignorance and science, 
that is to say knowledge, vve know that from· tlw 
metaplwsical point of Yiew the tvvo are totally opposite. 
and co~trary to each other. He who is ignorant is 
not a scientist and he who is a scientist is not ignor
ant. Yet, if ~ve look at the facts, we s·ee that they 
give no room for such a rigid opposition. 'vVe see 
that at first ignorance reigned, then came science; and 
there \ve verify the fact that a thing changes into its 
opposite; ignorance transforms itself into science. 

There is no ignorance without science, 100% 
ignorance does not exist. However ignorant an indivi
dual may be, he at least kno\,ys enough to recognise 
objects such, e.g., as his food; there never is absolute 
ig11orance, there is always a piece of knmvledge in the 
ignorance. Science is already in germ in the ignor
ance; it is, therefore, correct to state that the opposite 
of a thing is inside the thing itself. 

Now let tis look at science. Can there be sCJence 
to the extent of 100%? No. Something is always 
unknown. Lenin said, ·"The object of knowledge is 
inexhaustible," whi:ch means to say that there is al-
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ways something to learn. Absolute knowledge- does 
not exist. All knowledge, all science contains a share 
of ignorance. ·what really exists is relative ignorance 
and relative knowledge, a mixture of science and 
ignorance. 

Therefore it is not the transf or ma ti on of things 
into their opposites that we observe in this example; 
i~ is the existence in one and the same thing of oppo
sites, or the 1mit31 of opposites. 

\;\le could bring again the examples that we have 
odreacly seen; life and death, truth and error, and we 
would observe that in both cases as in all things, there 
exists a unity of opposites, that is to say that each 
thing contains at once itself and its opposite. That is 
why Engels said: 

"If investigation always proceeds from this standpoint, 
the demand for final solutions and eternal truth ceases once 
for all; one is always conscious of the necessary limitation 
of ·JI acquired knowledge, of the fact that it is con
di( ned by the circumstances in which it was acquired. On 
the other hand, one no longer permits oneself to be 
imposed upon by the antitheses, insuperable for the still 
common old metaphysics, between true and false O'Ood and 
bad, identical and different, necessary and ar:cid~ntal. Ol1e 
knows that these antitheses have only a relative validity; 
that that which is recognised now as true has also its 
latent f~lse. side which will later manifest itself, just as 
that which is now regarded as false has also its true side 
by virtue of which it could previouslv be regarded as 
true." (Engels, Feu1erbach.) -

This passage from Engels shows well how dialectics 
must be understood and the true meaning of the unity 
of opposites. 

6. Errors to avoid 
This great law of dialectics, contradiction, must be 

clearly rxplained if misunderstandings are to be 
anJidecL 
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First. it must not be taken in mechanical fashion. 
It must not be thought that in all knowledge. there is 
truth plus error, or the true pl11s the false. 

If one were to apply the law thus, one woulcl 
justifv those who say that in all opinions there is a 
-part ~f truth plus a part of error, and that "Let us 
remove what is false, and there will remain what is 
true, what is good." That is said in certain allegedly 
Marxist circles, where it is thought that Marxism is 
correct in showing that in capitalism there are fac
tories banks trusts which hold the economic life in 
their 'hands,' that it is correct in saying that this 
economic life is going badly; but what is falge in 
Marxism, they add, is the class struggle; leave ti1e 
theory of class struggle on one side, and you will have 
a good doctrine. It is also said that Marxism applied 
to the study of society is correct and true, but why 
mix dialectics with it? That is the false side. take 
dialectics away and let us keep as true the rest of 
Marxism. 

There you have mechanical interpretations of the 
unity of opposites. Here is another example. Proud
hon, after having read this theory of opposites, thought 
that in everything there was a good and a bad side 
so, observing that in society there is the bourgeoisie 
and the proletariat, he said: let us remove that which 
is bad, viz., the proletariat. And it is thus that he 
propounded his system of credits which was to create 
parcelled out property, that is to say permit the pro
letarians to become owners; in that way there would 
be nobody besides the bourgeois. and society would 
be in good order. 

However we know very well that there is no pro
letariat vvithout the bourgeoisie, and that the bour
geisie lives only by the proletariat; they are two oppo
sites which are inseparable. This unity of opposites 
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is inner, actual; it is an inseparable unity. Therefore 
it does not suffice, in order to. supp,ress opposites, to 
cut ~ne . from the other. In a soci'ety based on the 
expl01tat10n of man by man, two antaO'onistic classes 
inevitable exist : bourgeoisie and prolet~riat. 

To P1:1t an end to capitalist society, to have a class~ 
less society, both bourgeoisie and proletariat must be 
ended. That alone will permit liberated man to create 
~ society which will be more developed materiallv and 
mtellectually, and to proceed to the higher foi'm of 
socialism, i.e., communism, and not to create as our 
enemies allege, a communism with all "equal m 
poverty." 

-we must therefore be very careful when we ·explain 
or when w~ app~y the unity of opposites to an example 
or . to an mvesttgation. We must not try to find it 
always and everyw?ere and to apply mechanically, for 
example, the negat10n of the negation to find always 
and everywhere the unity of opposites. Remember 
that our knowledge is still in general very limited : and 
we may be led into blind alleys. 

What counts is the princ1ple; ·dialectics and its laws 
oblige us to study things in order to discover their 
evolution and the forces, the opposites which determine 
this e:olutio1~. V! e must therefore study the unity of 
opposites. which rs contained in things, and this unity 
of opposites amounts to saying that an assertion is 
never an absolute assertion, since it holds within itself 
~ s~are of negati?n. And there you have the essential ; 
It is because things conta1:n thez"r own negation that 
they transform the1iiselves. The negation is the 
"sol:ent," if it did not exist, things would not change. 
As 1~ fact .thing:" do t_ra~sform themselves, they must 
conta~n a ~hssol".mg pnnc1ple. We can say in advance 
that it exists. s1'.1ce we .see .things undergo evolution, 
but we cannot d1sc0Yer 1t without a detailed study of 
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the thing in question, for this principle has not the 
same aspect in all things. 

7. The practical results of Dialectics 
In practice, then, dialec~ics obliges us ~o consider 

always not one side of thmgs, but both sides; _never 
to consider truth without error, knowledge without 
ignorance. The great error of. metaph:zsics is p~ecis_ely 
that of considering only one side of thmgs, of J_udgmg 
in a unilateral way and when we make many mi~takes. 
it is always to the extent that we see only ~ne side of 
things; it is because we often reason· one-sidedly. 

While idealist philosophy asserts that the world 
exists only in the ideas of men, we must _recogise ~h~t 
there are in fact things which exist only m our thmk
ing. That is true. But idealisrn is one-sided, _it sees 
only this aspect. It sees only the man who mvents 
things which are not in reality, and it concludes from 
that that nothing exists outside our ideas. Idealism is 
correct in emphasising this faculty of li1an, hut as it 
does not apply the criterion of practice. it sees only 
that faculty. 
.. Metaphysical materialism is also mistaken becaus_e 
it sees only one side of the question. It sees the um
verse as a mechanism. Does mechanism exist? Yes. 
Does it play a big role? Yes. Metaphysical materialism 
is then correct in saying so, hut it is an error to see 
only mechanical motion. . . 

We naturally tend to see only one side of t111ngs 
and people. If we judge a comrade, nearly always we 
are looking only at his good or at his bad side. B_oth 
must be seen, without that it ,\·oulcl not be possible 
to have cadres in our organisations. In political activity. 
the method of one-sided judgment leads to se:::tarian
ism. H we meet an adversary \vho belongs to a Fascist 
organisation, we judge him by his leaders. Ancl yet, he 
is perhaps merely a little clerk who is hitter and dis-
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satified, and we must not judge him as we would a 
big fascist magnate. 
. If we. thin~ Of the unity of opposites, we \VilJ con

sider thmgs 111 their multiple aspects. \Ve will then 
see that the above fascist is a fascist on one side but 
on the other that he is a worker, and that there' is a 
co.ntracliction_ ~n hini. VVe will investigate and . fu~d 
why he has JOmed such an organization ancl also wliv 
he. sh~uld not_ haYe joined .it. And then we will judg~ 
and discuss him 111 a less sectarian fashion. 
. \Ve s'.10uld then, in conformity with dialectics, con

sider thmgs from all possible angles. 
To sum up and as a theorical conclusion we will 

say: Things change because they hold an internal don
t:adiction_ ( them~elves and their opposites). The oppo
sites are m conflict and the changes are born from this 
c<;mflict: thus the change is the solutiru1 0 f the con-
flict. · 

Capitalism contains this internal contradiction, this 
conflict bet'.veen th_e proletar!at and the bourgeoisie; 
rhe change is explamecl by this conflict. an cl· the trans
foFmation of capitalist society into socialist society 
means the end of the conflict. There is change, motion 
~here where there is contradiction. The contradiction 
1s the negation of the affirmation and when the third 
t~rm, negation o"i the negation, is obtairied, the~ solu
t10i1 emerges, for at that moment the reason for the 
contradiction is eliminated. · 
. Oi:e can _therefore say that if !he sciences, Chemistry: 
Pbys1cs. _B10logy. etc., study the laws of change which 
are pec_uhar to them, dialectics studies the most general 
laws ot change. . Engels says: "Dialectics is nothing 
else than !he science of the general laws of motion. 
(Engels, Feuerbach.) 

· .· EEAJ?ING.-En:gels: Anti-Duhring. Chaps. 13 and 
14: Lemn: Karl i11ar.r and His Teaching. 
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CHAPTER V; 

FOURTH LAW: TRANSFORMATION 
OF QUANTITY INTO QUALITY, OR 
THE ·LAW OF PROGRESS BY LEAPS 

L Reforms or Revolution. 
1. The Political Argument. 
2. The Historical Argument. 
3. The Scientific Arg11111e11t. · 

2.- Historical Materialism. 
1: - How is Hisiory to be explained? 

2. History is the work of men: 

It r~mains . for us i~ow bef~re e~1te~ing '.1,pon. the 
roblem of the application of dialectics LO. Ht:;tory' . to 

;tudy the last law of dialectics. That will .be easier 
for us because of the studies that w_e have JUst_ com
pleted, in which we have ~een what is the negat.10~ o~ 
the negation and \vhat is meant by the urnt) o 
opposites. 

As always, let us proceed 'vith examples. 

I . ? 1. Reforms or Revo ut1on. 

Speaking of the social order,_ i~ is_aske~: Must o?e 
proceed by reforms Qt_. by revolut1011: It is much d1s-
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cussed whether, in order to transform capitalist society 
into socialist society, this goal will be reached by snc~ 
cessive reforms or bv a sudden transformation, the 
revolution. , · 

Facing this problem, recall what we have already 
studied. Everv transformation is the result of a 
struggle betwe~n opposite forces. If a thing evolves, 
it does so because it contains its opposite, each thing 
being a union of opposites. One observes the dispute 
of the opposites and the change of the thing into its 
opposite. H o·w is this transformation carried out! 
That is the new problem before us. 

It may be thought that this transformation is effected 
little by little, by a series of small changes; that the 
green apple is changed into a ripe apple by a series of 
tiny changes. 

Many people in ihe same \vay think that society 
transforms itself little bv little and that the result of 
a series of these little changes will be the change of 
capitalist :;;ociety into socialist society. These little 
changes are reforms, and it will be their total, the sum 
of these gradual slight changes which will give us a 
ne\v society. · 

This is the theory that is called Reformism. Those 
who are supporters of this theory are callee! reformists 
not because they demand reforms, but because they 
think that reforms are enough, that by their accumula
tion, the reforms must almost imperceptibly transform 
society. Let us examine if this is true: 

1. Tlze Political Argume11t. 

If we look at the facts, that is to say what has hap
pened in other countries, we see that where this system 
has been tried it has not succeeded. The transforma
tion of the capitalist social order-its destruction, has 
succeeded in only one country, the U.S.S.R., and we 
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·observe that this was not by a senes of reforms but 
by revolution. 

2. The Philosophical Argument. ls it true, generally 
speakino- that things are transformed b.y small changes, 

b' . l " If by reforms? Let us always look at t 1e 1acts. we 
examine changes, we will see that they are not pro
duced· in an indefinite way, that they ar_e not con~ 
tinuous. There comes a moment when 111 place ot 
small changes, the change is made by an abrup~ leap. 

Let us take· the earth as an example. \Ve will note 
that periodically there have been sudde:1 changes, catas
trophes. In the period we call pre-history. \ve_ k??w 
the age of the reindeer hunters. They ?ad a prnmt:ve 
culture thev made clothes from the skms of the rem
deer tl;ev h~nted and lived on their flesh. 

Gradt;ally, ch;nges took place in the earth andd on~ 
day there occurred what the Bible call.s the _Floo , C\n. · 
science calls the period of torrential rams, \vh1ch 
destroyed the civilisation of the reindeer hunters. 
Those who survived lived in caves and completely 
changed their way of living. . . . . 

There we see that the earth and civ1hsat1on under
went a sudden change, as a result of the geological 
catastrophe. . . 
· In the historv of societies also we observe abrupt 

changes, revolutions. . . . . . 
Even those who are ignorant ot d1alect1c~ k1:ow m 

our days that violent changes have occurred 111 history; 
vet, till the 17th century, it was believed that .. 1_iature 
does not make a jump,'' does not. leap; peupl~· d_1d no! 
want to see the sharp changes 111 the contmu:ty ot 
chano-e but science intervened and demonstrated 111 fact 
that ~udden changes do take place. · 

To-day, those whci do not deny these .sharp ch.ange~ 
allege that they are · affide;iis, _an. ac~1dent hemg. <t 
thing. which happens·. and wl11ch nnght not have 
happened. 
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Tims they .explain. the revolutions recorded in the 
history of societies, ''They arc accidents.'' 

They explain, for example. in reference to the his
tory of om country that the fall of Louis XVI and the 
French Revolution came because Louis XVI was a 
weak. soft man: "If he had been a vio·orons man we 
1~·ould not have had the Revolution." One even r~ads 
ihat if he had not prolonged his meal at Varennes. he 
would not have been arrested and the course .of history 
would have changed. Therefore, the French Revol"ution 
is an accident, they say. . 
. Dialectics, on the contrary, recognises that revolu

t10ns are rn:;cessi.tit>s. · There are indeed continuous 
changes, but in accumulating they encl by producing 
sharp changes. 

3. The Scientific .'iryument. 

_Take the example of water. Begin at 0 degrees and 
raise the temperature of the water by 1°, 2°, 3°, up to 
98 deg., the change is continuous. But can it continue 
so indefinitely? \ \ ·e go on still to 99 deg., but at 100 
deg. \\"e haye a sharp change, the water turns to steam. 
If, inwrsel.y, we cool the water to 1°, again we will 
have a contmuous change, but we cannot continue this 
indefinitely, for at 0 deg,, the water is transformed 
into ice. 

From l 0 to 99" the water still remains water it is 
only. its temperature that changes. That is wl1at is 
c_allecl a quantitat ivc change, which answers the ques
~i01~, .. How much?"' That is to say ''How much heat 
is m the water? \i'v'hen the water d1anges into ice 
or s~eam. w~ haw a qualitative change, a change of 
quality. It 1s no longer water, it has .become ice or 
steam. 

\Vhen_ th~ thing does not change in nature, we hav~ 
a quant1tatwe ~hange (in the example of water, we 
have a change m degree of heat, but not of nature). 
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\Vhen it changes in nature, when the thing becomes 
another thing, the change is qualitative. 

\;Ve see, therefore, that the evolution of things can
not be indefinitely quantitative; in the end, the changing 
things undergo a qualitative change. Quantity is trans
formed into quality. That is a general law. But, as 
always, one must not stick solely to this abstract 
formula. 

You will find in Engels' book, Anti~Dwhring, in- the 
chapter "Dialectics, Quantity and Quality" a great 
number of examples 1vhich l'Vill enable you to under
stand that in everything, as in the natural sciences, is 
verified the exactness of the law according to which: 

"quantitative change suddenly produces, at certain points, 
a qualitative difference." (Engels, Anti-Duhring.) 

Here is a new example, given by H. \Vallon in Vol. 
8 of the French Encyclopedia (in which he refers the 
reader to Engels) ; nerYous energy accumulating in a 
child provokes laughter. but if it continues to grow, 
laughter changes to tears ; so when children get excited 
11nd laugh too much they finish by weeping. 

Vv e will give a final example that everyone knows; 
that of the man who is a candidate for Parliament. If 
4,500 votes are necessary for a majority, the candidate 
is not elected ·with 4,499 votes, he remains a candidate. 
\;\iith one rnte more, the quantitative change cleter
miii.es a qualitative change, for the candidate that was 
becomes a member of Parliament. 

This law brings ·us the solution of the problem; 
reform or revolution. 

The reformists say ·to us, "you want impossibilities 
which happen only by accident; you are utopians." 
However we see clearly with this law who are those 
who dream of impossible things! The study of natural 
phenornena and of · science demonstrates to us that 
changes are not- indefinitely continuous, hut at a certain 
ii10ment the change becomes abrupt. 
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It may then be asked, what :role do we play in these 
abrupt transformations? · . 

_W c are going to answer this question and develop 
this problem by applying dialectics to History. So now 
we h~v~ com~ to .. a very famous part of dialectical 
matenalisrn. h1stoncal materialism. 

2. Hist0rical Materialism 

\i\fhat is Historical Materialism? It is simply, now 
th~t you knovv what dialectics is, the application of 
this method to the history of human societies. For 
?etter. understanding, we must specify what History 
is. Hist?ry means change, change in society. Society 
has a history and this changes continually; we see 
g.reat ~ven~s occur in it. And so the problem is set; 
smce 111 history, societies chang·e, what is it that ex
plains these changes? ' 

1. How is History explained? 

Thus we wonder "Why do wars keep returning? 
Men should live in peace." 

To such questions, we are going to supply materialist 
ans~ers. War, as explained by a cardinal, is a 
pumshrnent of God; there you have an idealist answer 
f~r it explains e".'ents by G~d: that means explainin~ 
history by the mmd. Here 1t is the mind that creates 
and makes history. 

To speak of P~ovidence is also an idealist reply. It 
:vas Hitler \Vho, 111 .Mein Kanz.pf, told us that history 
ts the work of Prov1clence, and he thanked Providence 
for having placed his birthplace on the Austrian 
frontier. 
_ To make .God, or Providence, responsible for histQ.ry, 
1s a convement theory; men can do nothing, and, con
sequently, we can do nothing against war; it must 
be allowed to happen. 
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Can we irom the scientific point of view. s:.istain 
sud~ a theory? Can we find justification for rt m the 
facts? No. 

The first materialist assertion, in this discussio:i, ~s 
that historv is not the work of God, but .that 1t Is 
the work ;/ men. Then men can act on b1story and 
they can prevent war. 

2. History is the H"orl.: of i.Hen. 

"Men make their own history, whatever its ou~come 
mav be, in that each person follows his own consc10usly 
des.ired end, and it is precisely the r~sultant of the~e 
mam· wills operating in different direct10ns and of _th;ir 
manifold effects upon the outer world that constitu,es 
historv. Thus it is also a question <?f what the. many 
individuals desire. The will is determmed by passion. or 
deliberation. But the levers which immediately _determme 
passion or deliberat;on arc of very. different kmds · . · · 
The further question arises ... \\!hat are the hi~tonc~l 
causes which transform themselves into these motffCS m 
the brains of the actors?" (Engels, Feuerbach.) 

This text of Engels tells us then tha~ men act 
according to their wills, b'.1t t~at thes; w1l~s ~o not 
always go in the same· duect10n. \i\• hat 1s rt that 
determines, what is it then that causes the actions of 
men? Why do their wills differ? 

-Some idealists will agree that it is the actions of 
n~en that make History and that this action results 
from their will ; it is the will that determines the 
action and it is our . thoughts or our feelings that 
detern~ine our will. vV e will then have the following 
Proeess: idea ->- will + action, and to explain the 
actio~ · we \\·ill follow the reverse path, to seek the 

' idea,. the determining cause. 
Now. we imrn.ediately state definitely that the action 

of great men and of doctrines is undeniable,. but it 
needs must be explained. And it .is ·not explamecl by 
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the process action ->- will + idea. It is thus that some 
allege that in the 18th century Diderot and the Encyclo
paeclists by disseminating the theory of the Rights of 
l\ilan, by these ideas seduced ancl gained the will of 
men who in consequence carried out the Revolution; 
similarly that in the U.S.S.R. the ideas of Lenin were 
disseminated and the people acted in conformity with 
those ideas. And they conclude that if there were no 
revolutionary ideas, there wQuld be no revolution.' It 
is this point of view that makes it said that the motive 
forces of History are the ideas of the great leaders ; 
that it is these leaders who make History. You know 
the formula of the Action Francaise: "40 Kings have 
made France." One could add "Kings who still did 
llot ki.ve many ideas.'' 

\Vhat is the materialist point of view in the question? 

\Ve have seen that between the Materialism of the 
18th century and modern materialism, there are many 
points in common, but that the old materialism had 
an idealist theory of history. 

"The old materialism," Engels says, "judges everything 
according to the motives of the action, it divides men in 
their historical activity into noble and ignoble and then 
finds that as a rule the noble are defrauded and the 
ignoble are victorious Hence it follows for the old 
materialism that nothi11g very edifying is to be got from 
the study of history, and for us that in the realm of history 
the old materialism becomes untrue to itself because it 
takes the ideal driving forces which operate there as 
ultimate causes, instead of investigating what is behind 
them." (Feiterbach.) 

So, whether openly idealist, or hidden under the 
mask of inconsistent materialism, the idealist theory 
which we have just examined, and which a]i>pears to 
explain history, does not explain everything. For what 
arouses action? Some people claim it is the will and 
ideas. 
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But why did the philosophers of the 18th century 
have. precisely these ideas? If. tl-iey had attempted to 
expound Marxism, no one would have listened, for in 
that age the people would not have understood. The 
fact that one gives ideas does not count by itself, it 
is also necessary that they should be understood; con
sequently there are set periods for accepting ideas 
and also for forging them. 

'vVe have always said that ideas have great import
ance, but we must see where they come from. 

We must then investigate what are the causes which 
give us ideas, what are, in the last analysis, the motive 
forces of History. 

QUESTIONS 

CHAPTER I. 

l. \Vhere does the metaphysical method come from? 

2. ¥/here does the dialectical method come from ? 
3. \Vhy and how was metaphysical materialism 

transformed into dialectical materialism? 

4. \Vhat are the philosophical relations between Hegel 
and Marx? 

CHAPTER II. 

1. \Vhat is a mechanical change? 

2. Hovv does dialectics conceive change? 

CHAPTER III. 

1. Hov,; does dialectics .conceive change? (Compare 
the answer of the preceding lesson to this.) 

2. What is an historical development? 

3. \Vhy and how do things transform themselvesr 
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CHAPTER IV. 

1. How must dialectics not be understood? 

CHAPTER v. 
1. What is dialectics? 

2. \Vhat are its laws? 



PART V. 

HISTORICAL MATERIALISM 



CHAPTER I. 

THE MOTIVE FORCES OF HISTORY 

l. An error to avoid. 
2. "Social Existence'' and Consciousness. 

3. Idealist Theories. 
4. The "Social Existence" and the conditions of exist

ence. 
5. The Class Struggle, History's Motive Force. 

Immediately the question is asked, "Where do our 
ideas come from?", it can be seen that we must go 
further in our investigations. If we were to reason 
as did the materialists of the 18th century, who thought 
that "the brain secretes thought as the liver secretes 
bile," we would reply to this question that it is nature 
which produces the mind and that, consequently, our 
ideas are the product of nature, that they are produced 
by the brain. One would say therefore that History 
is made by the action of men impelled by their wills 
which are the expression of their ideas, these corning 
from their brain. But attention ! 

1. An error to avoid 
If we explain that the Great Revolution was the 

result of the application of the ideas born in the brains 
of the philosophers, you will have a limited, insufficient 
explanation and a bad application of materialism. For 
what must be seen, is why these ideas, which were 
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launched by the thinkers of that epoch, were taken up 
by ·~he masses. \Vl:y was Diderot not alone in pro
ducmg them, and tor vvhat reason, since the 16th 
century. were a great majority of brains elaborating 
the same ideas? 

Is it because brains are all of the same weiofa of 
~he same convolutions? No. There are cha;ge~ in 
ideas and these are not produced bv chano-es inside 
the skull. " "' 

This explanation of ideas by the brain appears to 
be .a mat~rialist. e?'plana~ion. But to speak of the 
bram o~ Diderot JS m reality to speak of the ideas from 
the bram of Diderot; it is therefore a falsified. im
proper materialist theory in which we see the id~alist 
tendency reborn ; with the ideas. 

Let us return to the linking: History-action-\1 ill
ideas. Ideas have a meaning, a content; the working 
cla~s .. for example, struggle for the overthrow of 
capJtahsrn. This is thought by the workers in the 
straggle. They think because they have a brain it's 
true, ~nd_ the brain is therefore a necessar}' condition 
for thmkmg, but not a sufficient condition. The brain 
explains t_he material fact of having ideas, but it does 
not explam \Vl'y one has such and such ideas rather 
than other idea,;. 

"Everything which sets men in motion must o-o 
tbroug_h thei_r minds; but what form it will take in 
the nm;;I .'~111 depend very much upon the circum
stances. ( F. Engels, F euerbach.) 

Ho:\· then can we explain the content of our ideas, 
that JS to say how does the idea of overthrowing 
capitalism come to us? 

2. "S . I E · " d ocia x1stence an Consciousness 
\Ve_ know that our ideas are the reflection of things; 

the am1s that loom through our ideas are also the 
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reflection of things, but of what things? 
To answer this question, one must see where men 

live and wlz ere their ideas manifest themselves. 'Ne 
obs-crve that men live in a capitalist society and that 
their ideas manifest themselves in that society and 
come to them from it. 

"It is not the consciousness of men that determines their 
existence, but on the contrary, their social existence deter
mines their consciousness." (Karl Marx, Preface to 
Critique of Political Econom)i.) 

In this definition, what Marx calls "their existence" 
is the men, is what we are; consciousness is what we 
think, what we desire. We struggle for an ideal that 
is deep-rooted in us, it is generally said, and the result 
is that it is our consciousness which determines our 
existence; we act the way \Ve do .because we think that 
way, our desires are in that direction. 

It is a great mistake to speak thus, for it is in truth 
our social existence which determines our conscio11s-
11ess. 

A proletarian "being" thinks in a proletarian way, 
and a bourgeois "being" thinks in a bourgeois way 
(we will see later on why it is not always so). Still, 
generally speaking: 

"A man thinks cliffercntly in a palace and in a hut." 
(Engels, Frnerbach.) 

3. Idealist theories 
The idealists say that a proletarian or a bourgeois 

are the one or the other because they think like the 
on« or the other. 

We say, on the contrary, that if they think like a 
proletarian or like a bourgeois, it is because they an>: 
the one or the other. A proletarian has a conscious
ness which is of the proletarian variety because .he 
is a proletarian. 
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_ \!~hat we mu~t clearly note is that the idealist theory 
imph~s . a practical resul~. I~ one is bourgeois, they 
say, 1~ is because one thmks hke a bourgeois. There
fore, m order to be no longer bourgeois, it is sufficient 
to change the. fashio~ o~ thinking in question, and 
t? get bourgeois explo1tat10n ended, it would be suffi
cient to have a campaign to convince the employers. 
The_re_ you_ have a theory defended by Christian 
Socia_hsts; it_ was also the theory of the founders of 
Utopian Socialism. 

~ut _it is also the theory of the fascists who "combat" 
capitalism not to end it but to make it more "reason
able.". When the bosses come to understand that they 
exrI0_1t the workers, they say, they will do it no longer. 
It is 111 ~act a completely idealist theory whose dangers 
are obv10us. · 

4. Th"" ·1. "dh e socia existence an t e conditions of 
existence 

Marx speaks to us of the "social existence." vVhat 
does. he understand by that? 

. !he "social ~xistei:ce" is _determined by the con
d1ti~:ms of matenal existence 111 which men live in the 
social order. 

I_t is not the consciousness of men that determines 
their !naterial. ~onditions of existence, but it is these 
matenal cond1t10ns which determine their conscious
ness. 

yYhat is it that is termed material conditions of 
ex1~tence? In ?oc~ety . the:e are rich and poor, and 
their way of thmkmg 1s different, their ideas on one 
and the s~me -subject are different. To take a trip 
on the railway, for. a poor man, an unemployed, is 
'.1 l'.1xury, but for a nch man who has had a motor car 
it is a downfall. ' 
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Does the poor man have these ideas about the rail
way because he is poor, or is it because he travels 
in the raihvay that he has them? It is because he 
is poor. Being poor is his condition of existence. 

Then it must be ascertained why there are rich and 
poor if we are to explain the conditions of existence 
of men. 

A group of men whose material conditions of exist-
ence are the same f onn a class, but the notion of class 
is not reducible to. that of vvealth or of poverty. A 
proletarian may make more money than a bourgeois ; 
he is none the less proletarian, because he depends on 
an employer and because his living is neither secure 
nor independent. The material conditions of existence 
are not constituted solely by the money gained, but 
by the social function, and so we have the following 
linking up: Men make their history by their action 
following their will, which is the expression of their 
ideas. Their ideas come from the conditions of material 
existence. that is to say from their belonging to a class. 

5. Class struggle, the motive force of History 
Men act because they have certain ideas. They owe 

these ideas to their conditions of material existence, 
because they belong to one or other class. That does 
not mean to say that there are only two classes in 
society; there are a number of classes, of whom the 
two principal are in combat, bourgeoisie and proletariat: 

Therefore, 11nder ideas the classes are to be found. 
Society is divided into classes, which struggle one 

against another. So, if one examines the ideas men 
have in society, one observes that these ideas are in 
conflict. and that under these ideas we find the classes 
which themselves also are in conflict. Consequently, 
the motive force of History, that is to say. 1«hat 
explains History is the class strnggle. 
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If we take as example the permanent deficit in the 
Bufilget, we see that there are two solutions; one which 
consists in continuing what is called orthodox finance; 
economies, loans, ne\v taxes, etc.; and the other solu
tion which consists in making the rich pay. 

\Ve observe a political struggle around these ideas, 
and generally there is "regret" that agreement cannot 
be reached on this subject; but the Marxist wants to 
understand and investigates what is behind the political 
struggle; then he discovers the social struggle, that is 
to say the class struggle. A struggle between those 
who are partisans of the first solution (the capitalists) 
and those who want to make the rich pay (the middle 
class and the proletariat.) 

"In modern history at least it is therefore proved that 
all political struggles are class struggles, and all class 
c•truggles for emancipation, despite their necessarily 
political form--for every class struggle . is a political 
struggle-turn nltimately on the -question of economic 
emancipation.'" (F. Engels, Feuerbach.) 

Thus we have a link to acid to the chain that we 
know, to explain history, we have action, will, ideas, 
behind which 1'.he classes are found and behind the 
classes the economic conditions are to ·be found. It 
is then indeed the class struggles which explain History, 
but it is the economic conditions zeihich determine the 
classes. 

If we wish to explain an historical fact, we must 
examine what ideas are in conflict, seek the classes 
behind the ideas and lastly define the economic mode 
which characterises the classes. One may wonder next 
where the classes and the economic mode come from 
(and the dialecticians are not afraid of asking all these 
successive questions because they know that it is 
necessary to find the source of everything). This is 
what we will study 111 the next chapter, but we can 
already say: 
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ln order to know it'here the _classes c?rne. from, the 
history of society must be studied, and it will the~ ~ee 
seen that the classes have not always be~n the s~n : 
In ancient Greece, slaves and the ma_~ters; m the .1m~~l~~ 

tl serfs and the barons; tmally, to s1mp :t) 
ages, '1e . 1 th proletanat. 
this enumerat10n, the bourge01s1e anc e 

We observe in this table that the c~asses chang~~ 
and if we seek why they cha:1~e, we will fin~ that~~ 
is because the economic conditions have chanbec'. ( t . -

. conditions are. the structure of the procluc 
economic · d · tion of 
tion circulation, distribution an consump 
wealth, and, as basic condition of all the rest, the mode 
of production, technique.) 

c E11bo·els : Here now is a text irom 
. . 1 oleariat l'olh arose in consequence "Bouro-co1s1e anc pr ' ' . s · re 

" f f of the economic conu1t1ons, mo 
of a trans orma !On . . d t" The transition. 

. 1 of the mode ot p10 uc ion. f 
~~~~1~~~~1 o-uilcl handicrafts to manufacture, and thet ro~r'. 
m~nu1factu;ertohlaacrlg~~~~~~ i~~usci~~~l:~~~~e~i:ea~ ~~~5~

11

~~'"0 
amca powe , 
classes." 

\Ve see then. in the last analysis, fthlalt t?e n\o!~~~ 
forces of History are given us by the o owmg c 1 . 

(a) Historv is the work of men. 

(b) Actio1:, which makes History, is determined by 

their ·will. 

( c) This will is the expression of their ideas. 

fl t . of the social ( d ) These ideas are the re ec 1011 

conditions in which they live. 

( e) It is the social conditions that determine the 
classes and their struggles. 

1 1 al·e cleterminecl h\· the ( r) The classes t 1emse ves 
economic conditions. 
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· In order to s · f d 
d . . . peer y tm er what forms and 1 

con it10ns tl11s chain unfolds let h l!1 w 1at 
' us say t at· 

L The ideas translat ti I . . 
Poiitical pl n e lemse ves mto life on the atz.c. 

2. The class struggle which is f . 
ideas translates itself on the ?ulndl behmd the 

3 T . socia P ane. 
.h he econ.omic conditions translate th , I . 
t e econonnc plane. .em,,e ves on 
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CHAPTER II. 

WHENCE CAME CLASSES AND 
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS ? 

1. The first ·great division of labour. 
2 The first· division of society into classes. 

3. The second great division of labour. 

4. The second_ division of society into classes. 
5. What determines the economic conditions. 

6. The modes of production. 
7. Remarks. 

VVe have seen that the motive forces of history are, 
in the final analysis, the classes and their struggles 
which are determined by economic conditions. 

That is by the follovving chain of reasoning: Men 
have in their heads ideas which make them act. These 
ideas are born from the material conditions in which 
they live. These conditions of material existence are 
determined by the social position which they occupy 
in society, that is to say by the class to which they 
belong, and the classes are themselves determined by 
the economic conditions in which the society is develop
ing. So then it is necessary to see what determines 
the economic conditions and the classes which thev 
create. . This is what we will now study. 

0 
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1. The First Great Division of Labour 

When we study the evolution of society and become 
aware of the facts of the past ages, \Ve observe im
mediately that the division of society into classes has 
not always existed. Dialectics requires that we investi
gate the origins of things; now vve observe that iu 
the very distant past, there were no classes: In The 
Origin of the Family, Private Proper/31 and the State, 
Engels tells us : 

·'In all the earlier stages of society, production was 
essentially in common; tbere was not a class, a category 
of workers, and anotber class. Tbe consumption of the 
goods produced by men was also in common. That is 
priinitii·e· Co1m1wnis111." 

All the men take part in production, the individual 
tools are private prope1iy, but those used in common 
belong to the cornrnui1ity. At this early stage the 
division of labour exists only between the sexes. The 
man hunts, fishes, etc.; the woman looks after the 
house. There are no particular or private interests 
at stake. 

Bu/ ;nan. die! not remain in that age and the primary 
fact at the root of the change in the life of men was 
the division of work in the social order. 

"Bi.it the di\·ision of labour slowlv insinuates itseli 
intll this process of production." (Engels, ibid.) 

This comes into play where men 

°'iounci animals ,,·hich could be tamed anci, when once 
tamed, bred. .'\ number of the most advanced tribes ... 
lllade raising cattle their chief work. Pastoral tribes 
separated themselves fro1:1 the mass of other barbarians: 
first great social division of labour." (Engels, ibid.) 

The first mode of production was then hunting and 
fishing; the second mode of production, raising cattle, 
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. . to tribes of shepherds. It is this 
which gave ongm · · _ the root of the: 
first division of labour which i::, at 

2. First Division of Society into Classes 

. . roduction in all branches-cattle 

br:'~f~g. 
1

~~~~~~ftur~~ dd~mestic ha1~~~~~-a~~~e1~:~~~~a;~m~~ labour-power to pro huce mort~me it increased the amount 
· · te ance At t e same i b f it~ mam n d .-1 - £ 11 to the lot of every mem er o 
ot work that ai Y e . or sino·le familv The 
the gens, household. commumt;. became"' desirabl;. This 
addition of more labour P?we made slave< Under 
was furnished by \var.; ca~tnl·es w~~~- tl;e . fi~·st o-reat 
h ·iven o-eneral h1stonca con 1 wns, 'O. • • 

t e. g d. . ·"' f labour by increasmg the productivity 
social 1vis10n o ' 

1 
· . tl- field of 

Of labour that is wealth, and en aqpn~ ie k 0 t 
• ' · · d 1 e - 111 it< wa e. u production, necessarily ~alrnde .. s. av r~f labo~r arose the 

f th first o-reat soc1a iv1s1on _ d 0 

e d. . ."' · 1- societi· into two classes : master, an first great 1vis10n o . J '. 

1 - ploiters and exploited · · · . 
s ~;~l~is e~rino-s us to the threshold of civilisath101~ . . . 

"' d ced onlv for t eir own In the lowest stage, men pro u - d·c cases 
direct needs ; exchange .dwats lf ~1~fib~~f ne~o st~r:h~ middle 

1 e 1 a surplus was acc1 en a ) · 
1 

h d 
w 1 i . b b . . find that the pastoral peop es a 
stage ot ar ansm we . ·h· 1 created the 
in their cattle a form ot proper~~ ... "wl ic :bid ) 
conditions for regular exchange. (En,,,e s, i . 

\Ve have then at that moment tvv.o classes in soci~ty ~ 
masters ancl slaves. After that soClety was to co,mmue 

1. d to ttnder<TO new developments. -"' new to 1ve an °' 
class was to be born and grow. 

3. The Second Great Division of Labour 

. _, . 'dl . b t it· was the wealth of "'\Vealth mcreaS<::u iapi ;» u 
1 

I· o· ond tbe 
. d. .d 1 Vv eavmo· meta wor <m,, '" 

single !1
1 

1vi ua s. ,,,._ , and more special-
other crafts which were bec~m'.ng _more. . roducts. 
ised displayed increa~;ng artist1~ _hm:h 11:1 ~~:i:ls~ oil and 
agriculture now pro\:1ded not c:n . .\'. ce1 ea '{d no lono·er be 

. Such dwerse activities cou "' 
~~1:~~u~ted by any single individual; the second _qreal 
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dh•!sion of labour ·took place; handicrafts separated. from 
agriculture. The continued increase· of production and 
with it the increased productivity of labour enhanced the 
value of human labour-power. Slaverv now became an 
essential part of the social system .. -:. they were now 
d;i~e_n in scores to .work in the fields and workshops. The 
d1v1s10n o~ product10n into two great branches, agriculture 
and handicrafts, gave rise to production for exchan"e 
the productio·n of commodities; with it came trade .. "" .• ; 
(Ibid.) 

4~ The Second Division of Society into Classes 

Thus, the first great division of labour auoments 
the value of human labour, creates an -incre~se of 
wealth, which again augments the value of labour 
and compels a second division of labour; handicrafts 
and agriculture. At this moment, the continual in
crease of production and, parallel with it, of the value 
of human laboi:r-power renders slaves indispensable, 
creates commodity production, and with it, a third class, 
that of the merchants. 

\Ve have then at this time in society a triple division 
of labour and three classes: cultivators, artisans, mer
chants. For the first time we see a class appear which 
does not participate in production, and this class. the 
merchant class, is going to dominate the two othe~s. 

"The upper stage of barbarism introdJced a further 
division of labour between agriculture and handicrafts 
resulting in the production of a continually increasin~ 
portion of commodities especially for exchange so that 
exchan~e between i.n.dividual P.roducers reached the point 
where 1t became a vital necessity for society. Civilisation 
strengthened and increased all the established divisions of 
la·bour, particularly by intensifying the contrast between 
town and country . . . and added a third division of 
labour, peculiar to itself and of decisive importance: it 
create~ a cl~ss that too.k no part in production, but engaged 
exdus1ve-ly m exchangmg the products-the merchants . 
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"This class makes itself the indispensable intermediar;: 
between any two producers. Under ~he pr.etext ... ·. ot 
thus becoming the most useful class m soc!ety It ;ap1~ly 
amasses enormous wealth and correspondmg social . 111-

fluence . . . and gains increasing control ?ver produc~10~, 
until they at last create a product of their own-penod1c 
commercial crises." (Engels, ibid.) 

Now we see the chain which, starting from primitive 
communism, leads us to capitalism. 

1. Primitive Communism. 
2. Division between savage and pastoral tribes. 

(First division of labour, masters an_d slaves.) 
3. Division between cultivators and artisans. (Sec

ond diYision of labour.) 
4. Birth of the class of merchants. (Th~rd division 

of labour) which 
5. Engenders periodical trade crises (Capitalism). 
Now we know \vhere classes come from and it 

remains to us to study : 

5. What determines economic conditions 

We must first very briefly pass in revievv the various 
social systems which have pr_eceded us .. 

Documents are lackino· tor a detatled study of 
societies which preceded ~he ancient societies, but we 
know. for example, that with the ancient Greeks there 
were masters and slaves and that the merchant class 
was already beginning to develop. Next in the middle 
ages, the feudal society with its l?arons . and. serfs, 
permits merchants to assume ever-mcreasmg 1m1~or~
ance. They group themselves near the castles, ,;v1thm 
the "bourgs" (market towns), hence the name bour
geois" : on the other hand, in .the middle ages, before 
capitalist production, there ex1s~~d only petty produc
tion of which the primary cond1t10n was that the pro
ducer was the owner of his tools. The means of 
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production belonged to the indiYidual and were suited 
only to individual use. In consequence they were 
paltry, small and limited. To concentrate and enlarge 
these means of production, to turn them into the 
povverful levers of modern production, was the historic 
role of capitalist production and the bourgeoisie . . . 

"Since the 15th century the bourgeoisie has accomplished 
th;s work through the three historical phases; simple 
co-operation, 111am1facture and large-scale industry. By 
teari1:g the means of production from their isolation, by 
concentrating them .. their very nature is changed and 
from individual they become socwl." (Engels. Socialism, 
Utopian and Scientific.) 

We see therefore that parallel to the evolution of 
the classes (masters and slaves, barons and serfs) there 
evolve the-· conditions of production, of circulation, of 
distribution: that is to say the economic conditions, 
and that this economic. evolution follmvs step by step 
ancl parallel with the evolution . of the modes of pro
duction. These, then, are: 

6. The modes of production 
\iVhich determine the economic conditions. 

"If, formerly, the .forces of an individual or at most, 
of a family were enough to put to work the ancient 
iso!a:ted means of production, it now needed a whole 
battalion of workers to set going these concentrated means 
of production. Steam and the machine tool achieved 
and completed this metamorphosis . . . The individual 
workshop (is replaced by) the factory which demands the 
co-operation of hundreds and thousands of workers. Pro
duction is transformed from the series of individual acts 
that it was. i1:to a social act." (Engels. Social'sm. 
[)topian and Scirntific.) 

There we see that the evolution of the 111odes of pro
duction has utterly transformed the productive forces. 
But if the ·tools of work have become collective. pro
perty has remained individual. Machines which can 
only function by putting to work a collectivity have 
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remained the property o+ one single man. Also '\Ve see 
that 

"the productive forces increasingly compelling the recog
nition of their social character, that of social productive 
forces-they impose on great masses of the means of 
production their _socialisation, which is manifeste.d in 
the form of joint stock companies. This also is becoming 
insufficient. The state must assume the direction of these 
prodi:ctive forces . . . the bourgeoisie has become super
fluous. All the social functions of the capitalists are now 
carried out-by salaried employees." (F. Engels, ibid.) 

Thus do the contradictions of the capitalist regime 
appear before us: 

"On the one hand, perfecting of machinery made' ·com
pulsory . . . by competition and complemented by a 
constantly growing displacement of labourers . . . On 
the other hand, unlimited extension of production is equally 
obligatory. On both sides, unheard of development of the 
productive forces, excess of supply over demand, over
production, crises . . . which brings us to an excess of 
production ... and an excess of· labourers without employ
ment, withemt means of existence." (F. Engels, ibid.) 

There is a contradiction between labour which has 
become social, collective, and property which has re-
mained individual. And so with Marx we say: 

"From forms of development of the forces of production 
these relations turn into their fetters. Then comes the 
period of social revolution" (Karl Marx, Preface to 
Critique of Political Economy.) 

"A second feature of production is that its changes and 
development always begin with changes and development 
of the productive forces, and in the first place, with 
changes and development of the instruments of production. 
Productive forces are therefore the most mobile and 
revolutionary element of production. First the productive 
forces of society change and develop, and then, depending 
on these changes and in conformity with them, men's 
relations of production, their economic relations change. 
This, however, does not mean that the relations of pro
duction ·do not influence the development of the productive 
forces and that the latter are not dependent on the farmer. 
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"\iVhile their development _is dependent on the development 
of the productive forces, the relations of production in 
their turn react upon the development of the productive 
forces, accelerating or retarding it. In this connection 
it should be noted that the relations of production cannot 
for too long a time lag behind and be in a state of 
contradiction to the growth of the productive forces, 
inasmuch as the productive forces can develop in full 
measure only when the relations of production correspond 
to the character, the state of the productive forces and 
allow full scope for their development. Therefore, how
ever much the relations of production may lag behind 
the development of the productive forces, they must. 
sooner or later, come into correspondence with-and 
actually do come into correspondence with-the level of 
development of the productive forces, the character of 
the productive forces. Otherwise we would have a funda
mental violation of the unity of the productive forces 
and the relations of production within the system of 
production. a disruption of production as a whole, a crisis 
of production, a destruction of productive forces. 

''An instance in which the relations of production do 
not correspond to the character of the productive forces, 
conflict with them, is the economic crises in capitalist 
countries, where J'lrivate capitalist ownership of the means 
of production is in glaring incongruity with the social 
character of the process of production, with the character 
of the vroductive forces. This results in economic crises. 
which lead to the destruction of productive forces. 
Furthermore, this incongruity itself constitutes the eco
nomic basis of social revolution, the purpose of which ·is 
to destroy the existing relations of production and to 
create new relations of production corresponding to the 
character of the productive forces. 

"In contrast, an instance in which the relations of 
production completely correspond to the character of the 
productive forces is the Socialist naticnal economy of the 
U.S.S.R., where the social ownership of tbc means of pro
duction fully corresponds to the social character of the 
process of production, and where. because of this, economic 
crises and the destruction of productive forces are 
unknown_ 

"Consequenth·. the productive forces are not only 
the most mobile and revolutionary element in production, 
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J 
but are also the determinin 1 · 
of production. g e ement m the development 

"Whatever are the pr d t" f 
relations of production o uc ive orces such must be the 

"While the state of· the d . 
ans":'er to the question-wh~o. u~tive. forces furnishes an 
duction do men produce th w ~t mstruments of pro
the state of the relation- e ~aten~l v~Iues they need?
answer to another q / 0 hro uction furnishes the 
production (the land, 

11;~r~~~;w 0 owns_ the means of 
raw . materials, instruments , o?'aters, m1!1eral_ resources, 
premises, means of transport t" product10n, production 
etc.), who commands the mea~s1o~f and co~munication, 
the whole of society . d" .d production, whether 
classes which utilize 'th~~ I1o~v\hual pers_ons! groups, or 
persons, groups or classes?" ( .e ex~lo1tat10n of other 
ntunist Part\• of the So ;··t US~ahn),* H1story of the Com-. z1c nion . .. 

7. Remarks 

Before ending this cha . . . 
some remarks and to em p~~~is~t t~s n~cess~ry to make 
find again all the ch P . . . at, m this study, we 
l f h aractenstics and laws of th d. 
ec ics t at we have just t d" d I e ra-

just very rapidly run th s u re . n effect, we have 
systems, of classes and ;oug~ the f history of social 
see how each art of o mo es _o production. We 
others. We observe tl~~:s~hi~tu~:es de~ends on. the 
one of motion and that ti h story rs essentially 
at each staae of the . 1 1t~ c anges which take place 
I · "' ev 0 u 10n of societie iy an mternal strugale t 1 b s are evoked 
vative and th "' ' _a s rugg e etween the conser-
ends in the d:s~;~~~~~~1~~ ele~ents,_ a struggle which 
of a new one Each ~o . t heac society and the birth 

. . · " c1e y as a ch t 
ture which rs markedly other th arac er _and a struc-
that preceded it These . 1· 1 an those ot the societv 
f · I ac 1ca tra f - • a ter an accumulation of f t . n_s or?1at10ns occur 

appear insignificant, but h~chs which 111. themselves 
w rc . at a certam moment, 

*Inserted by Australian Editor. 
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create by their accumulation an actuai situation which 
evokes ; harsh revolutionary change. 

We therefore meet again here the characteristics and 
the great general laws Qf dialectics, to wit: 

The interdependence of things and facts. 
Dialectical motion and change. 
Autodynamism. 
Contradiction. 
Reciprocal action. 
And evolution by leaps (transformation of quantity 

into quality). 

READ:tNG 

Engels: Socialisnz-Utopian and Scientific. 
Engels: Origin of the Family, Private Propert')' and 

the State. 

QUESTIONS 

CHAPTER I. 

i. \Vhat explanation of History do the idealists give? 

2. · What is Historical Materialism? 

3. What was the position of the 18th century mat
erialists in the explanation of history? Show its 
insufficiency. 

CHPTER II. 

1. ·where do classes come from ? 
2. \Vhat are the motive forces of History? 
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PART VI. 

DIALECTICAL MATERIALISM AND 
IDEOLOGIES 



I 

l 

CHAPTER I. 

APPLICATION OF THE DIALECTICAL 
METHOD TO IDEOLOGIES 

l. What is the importance of ideologies to Marxism? 
2. vVhat is an ideology? The ideological factor and 

ideological forms. 
3. Economic structure and ideological strncture. 
4. True and false consciousness. 
5. Action and reaction of the ideological factors. 
6. Method of Dialectical Analysis. 
7. Necessity of ideol0gical struggle. 
8. Conclusion. 

l. What is the importance of ideologies to 
Marxism? 

It is often said that Marxism is a materialist philo
sophy ·which denies the role of ideas in history, which 
denies the role of the ideological factor and \Yants to 
consider economic influences solely. 

That is false. Marxism does not deny the ii11portant 
role that intelligence, art and ideas play in life. Quite 
on the contrary, it attaches particular importance to the 
forms of ideology and we are going to end this study 
of the elementary principles of Marxism by examining 
how the method of Dialectical Materialism is applied to 
the ideologies; \Ve will see what is the role of ideologies 
in history, the action of the ideological factor and ·what 
is 1he ideological form. 
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This part of Marxism that we are about to study is 
the least known part of this philosophy. The rea~on 
for this is that for a long time the part of Marxism 
dealina with Political Economy has been preponde~
antly dealt with and propagated.· By acting thus, this 
subject was arbitrarily severed not onl:y from the 
great whole that Marxism forms; but . 1t was . ~lso 
severed from its bases; for what hasyerm1~ted ~oht~cal 
Economy to be made a veritable science, 1s Hts~on_cal 
Materialism, which is, as we have seen, an application 
of Dialectical Materialism. . 
·· In passing, it may be indicated that t?1s style of 
procedure is derived from the 11:e~aphys1cal way of 
thinking that we know and of which we have to take 
so much trouble to rid ourselves. Let us repeat that 
it is to the extent that we isolate things or that ~t; 
study them. in a ·011e-sided fashion, that we make. mis
takes. 

The bad interpretations of M~r~ism ar_ise ~hen. from 
lack of emphasis on the role ot 1deolog1es m hist?ry 
and in life. They have been separated from M~rxisr:i 
and by doing this, Marxism is separa~ed from Dialecti
cal Materialism, that is to say from itself! 

2. What is an ideology? (The ideological 
factor and forms of ideology) 

We are going to commence this ch~pter, wh~c.h is 
devoted to the role of ideologies, by a ±ew defimt10ns. 

\Vhat is it that we call an ideology? Ide?logy m~ans, 
above all. idea. An ideology is a collect10n of 1_deas 
which forms a w·hole, a theory or even somettmeS: 
simply a state of mind. . 

Marxism is an ideology whtch forms a whole and 
which supplies a method of solution . for all yroblems. 
A 1:epublican ideology is. the collect10n_ of ideas that 
are to be found in the mmd of a n"'pubhcan. 
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. However an ideology is not merely a cciilectioh of 
pure ideas that are supposed to be severed from all 
sentiment (which is a metaphysical conception) ; ·an 
ideology necessarily bears with it sentiments, feelings, 
sympathies, antipathies, hopes, fears, etc. In th~ pro
letarian i<ileology we find the concepts of the class 
struggle, but we also find feelings of solidarity with 
those exploited by capitalism, with those imprisoned 
for their resistance to exploitation, rebellious feelings 
and enthusiasm, etc .... It is all that which makes 
an ideology. 

Let us novv see what is called the ideological factor; 
it is ideology considered as a· cause or force which 
acts, which is capable of influencing people a.nd that 
is why people speak of the action of the ideological 
factor. The religions, for example, are an ideological 
factor of which we must take account; they have a 
moral force which still acts in an important manner. 

What is meant by an ideological form? Thus is 
designated a collection of particular ideas, which form 
an ideology in a specialised domain. Religion and 
morality are forms of ideology, ·the same is true of 
science, philosophy, literature, art, poetry. 

If then we want to examine what is the historical 
role of ideology in general and of all its forms in 
partiwlar, we will conduct this study not by separating 
ideology from history, that is to say from the life 
of s@ciety, but by studying the role of ideology, its 
factors and its forms within and starting from s0ciety. 

3. Economic Structure and Ideological Stru.c~ 
tu re 

We saw when we studied Historical Materialism that 
the history of societies is explained by the following 
linking up: Men make history by their action, the 
expression of their will. Their will is determined 
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by their ideas. We saw that what explains the ideas 
of men, their ideology, is the social environment in 
>vhich men are divided into classes which are in their 
turn determined by the economic factor, that is to 
say, in the final reckoning, by the mode of producti01i. 

V./e have also seen that between the ideological 
factor and the social factor is to be found the political 
factor which manifests itself in the ideological struggle 
as the expression of the social struggle. 

If then we examine the structure of society in the 
light of Historical Materialism, we see that the eco
nomic structure is the foundation, then above this, the 
social structure, which supports the political structure, 
and finally the ideological structure. 

vVe see that, for materialists. the ideological structure 
is the culmination, the summit of the social edifice. 
while, for the idealists. the ideological strnctnre is the 
foundation. 

"In the social production which men carry on they 
enter into definite relations that are indispensable and 
independent of their will, these relations of production 
correspond to a definite stage of development of their , 
material powers of production. The sum total of these 
relations of production constitutes the economic structure 
of society-the real foundation, on which rise legal and 
political superstructures and to which correspond definite 
forms of social consciousness [that is to say forms of 
ideology]. The mode of production in material life 
determines the general character of the social, political 
and spiritual processes of life." (Karl Marx, Preface to 
the Critique of Political Econom3•.) 

Consequently \Ve see that it is the economic structure 
which is the foundation of society. It is also termed 
the infrastructure (which signifies lower structure.) 

Ideology which includes all the forms: morality, 
religion, scienGe, poetry, art, literature, constitutes the 
supra- or superstructure (which signifies: structure 
which is at the top). 
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Knowing, as is demonstrated by the materialist 
theory, that ideas are the reflection of things, that it 
is our social existence which determines our conscious
ness, we will therefoi·e say that the superstructure is 
the reflection of the infrastructure. 

Engels demonstrates this clearly in the following 
example: 

"Calvin's creed \vas one fit for the boldest of the bour
geoisie of his time. His predestination doctrine was the 
religious expression of the fact that in the commercial 
world of competition success or failure does not depend 
upon a man's activity or cleverness, but upon circum
stances uncontrollable by him. It is not of him that willeth 
or of him that runneth, but of the mercy of unknown 
superior economic powers ; and this was especially true 
at a period of economic revolution, when all old commer
cial routes and centres were replaced by new ones, when 
India and America were opened to the world, and when 
even the most sacred economic articles of faith-the value 
of gold and silver-began to totter and to break down." 
(F. Engels, Preface to Socialism, Utopian and Scientific.) 

In reality \vhat happens to- the merchants in economic 
life? They are in competition. The merchants, the 
bourgeois have had full experience of this competition 
where there are conquerors and conquered. Very 
often. the smartest, the most intelligent are beaten in 
the competition, by a crisis which supervenes and 
beats them down. This crisis is for them an unfore
seeable thing; it seems to them a blow from fate, and 
it is this idea that sometimes the least cunning survive 
the crisis, quite without reason. which is carried over 
into the Protestant religion. It is this observation 
that certain people succeed by chance. which supplies 
the idea of predestination according to which men 
must suffer a fate fixed hy God from all eternity. 

W c see in this example of the reflection of economic 
conditions in what manner the superstructure is the 
reflection of the infrastructure. 

Here is still another example: Take the mentality 
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of l wo workers, not members of trade unions, that 
is to say not politically developed. One works in a 
very large factory where the work is rationalised, 
the other works for a small tradesman. It is certain 
each will have a different idea of the employer. For 
one, the employer will be the harsh exploiter, charac
teristic of capitalism; the other will regard his employer 
as a worker, comfortably off certainly, but a worker 
and. not a tyrant. 

It is indeed the reflection of their working conditions 
which will determine their conception of the employing 
class. 

This example, which is important, leads us, in order 
to be precise, to make some remarks. 

4. True Consciousness and False Conscious
ness 

We have just said that the ideologies arc the reflec
tion of the material conditions of society, that it is 
the social existence which determines the social con; 
sciousness. One might !leduce from that that a proc 
letarian must automatically have a proletarian ideology. 
But such a supposition does not correspond to the 
reality, since there are some workers who have not 
a worker's consciousness. 

There is then a distinction to be made; people may 
live in definite conditions but the consciousness that 
they have of it may not correspond to the reality. 
That is what Engels terms "having a false conscious~ 
ness." 

Example : Certain workers are under the influence 
of a doctrine of guilds, which is a reversion towards 
the middle ages, towards the. age of handicraft. In 
this case, there is a consciousness of the poverty of the 
workers, but it is not a correct, true consciousness. 
The ideology here is indeed a reflection of the con-
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ditions of social life but it is not a faithful, an exact 
reflection. 

In people's consciousness, the reflection is very often 
"inside out." To observe the fact of poverty, is a 
reflection of social conditions, but reflection becomes 
false when it is thought that a return to guilds would 
solve the problem. We see then in this case a partly 
true, partly false consciousness. 

The worker who is a monan;:hist also has a conscious
ness at once true and false. True because he wants to 
remove the poYerty that he sees; false because he 
thinks a king can do that. And simply because he has 
reasoned badly, because he has chosen his ideology 
badly, this worker may become for us an enemy of our 
class while be is still a member of our class. So, .to 
have a false consciousness means to deceive oneself 
or to be deceived upon one's real condition. 

Vv e will say, therefore, that ideology is the reflection 
of the conditions of existence, but that it is not a 
preordained reflection. 

It is moreover necessary for us to observe that 
everything possible is clone to give us a false conscious
ness and to strengthen the influence of the ideology of 
the ruling classes on the exploited classes. The very 
first elements of an idea; of life that \ve receive, the 
education, the instruction· given us, graft a false con
sciousness on us. Our connections in life, a rural 
background in some, propaganda, press, radio, etc., 
often make our consciousness false. 

In consequence, ideological work has, therefore, 
extreme importance for us who are Marxists. The 
false consciousness must be destroyed to acquire a true 
consciousness, and without ideological work, this trans
formation cannot be realised. 

Those who deem and sav that Marxism is a fatalist 
doctrine are therefore wron"g, since we in truth consider 
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that the ideologies play a great role in society and 
that it is necessary to teach and to learn this philo
sophy in order that it may be an efficient instrument 
and effective weapon. 

5. Action and Reaction of the Ideological 
Factors 

By the examples of true and false consciousness 
we have seen that we mtist not always want to explain 
ideas solely by the economic facts and so deny that 
ideas have an influence. To do so \Vould be to 
interpret Marxism in a wrong fashion. Ideas certainly 
are explained in the first analysis by the economic 
facts, but they also act in their own way. 

"According to the materialist conception of history the 
ultimat•ely determining element in history is the pro
duction and reproduction of real life. More than this 
neither :Marx nor I have ever asserted. Hence, if some
body twists this into saying that the economic elernent 
is the onl:y determining one, he transforms that propo
sition into a meaningless, abstract and absurd phrase. The 
economic situation is the basis, but the various elements 
of the superstructure ... also exercise their influence upon 
the course of the historical struggles and in many cases 
preponderate in determining their form.· There is an 
interaction of all these elements, in which, amid all the 
endless host of accidents, the economic movement finally 
asserts itself as necessary." (Letter to ]. Bloch by 
F. Engels.) 

\Ve see then that we must examine ever}'thing before 
looking into the economic conditions, and that if these 
in the final analysis are the cause, ·we must always 
remember that they are not the sole cause. 

The ideologies are the reflections and the effects of 
economic conditions, but the relation between the two 
is not simple for we also observe a reciprocal action 
of the ideologies on the infrastructure. 

ZOG 

'l his was well shown in the mass movement that 
developed in France after February 6th, 1934. We 
will now study it under two aspects at le.ast. 

1. Some explain this. surge by saying that its cause 
was the economic crisis. This is a materialist explana
tion, but it is one-sided. This explanation takes account 
of only one factor : economic in this case, the crisis. 

2. This reasoning is then partly correct. But to 
this explanation there must be added another factor, 
viz., what the people a.re thinking: the ideology. Now 
the people in this mass movement were anti-fascists. 
That is the ideological factor. And if the people were 
anti-fascists, it was thanks to the propaganda which gave 
birth to the Popular Front. But for the effectiveness 
of this propaganda, suitablt;· soil was needed, what 
could be clone in 1936 was not possible in 1932. Finally 
we know how, in the outcome, this mass movement in 
its turn, influenced economic conditions by the class 
struggle it unleashed. vV e see then, in this example, 
that an ideology which is the reflection of social con
ditions, in its turn becomes a cause of events. 

"Political. juridical, philosophical. religious, literary, 
artistic, etc., development is based on economic develop
ment. But all these react upon one another and also 
upon the economic base. It is not that the economic 
condition is the cause and alone active, while everything 
else only has a passive effect. There is, rather, interaction 
on the basis of the economic necessity, w·hich ultimately 
always asserts itself." (F. Engels. Letter to H. Starken
burg.) 

It is thus, for example, that 
"The basis of the law of inheritance-assuming that 

the stages reached in the development of the family are 
equal-is an economic one. But it would be difficult to 
prove, for instance, that the absolute liberty of the 
testator in England and the severe restrictions imposed 
upon him in France are only due in every detail to 
economic causes. Both reach back, however, on the 
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economic sphere to a very considerable .extent, because 
they influence the division of property." (F. Engels, 
Letter to Conrad Schmidt.) 

To take a more immediate example, let us take up 
again that of taxes. We all have our opinions on 
taxes. The rich wish to be freed of them, and there
fore support indirect taxes; the workers and the middle 
class on the contrary want a system of taxation based 
on direct and progressive taxation (income tax) . 

So then, the ideas that we have on taxes and which 
are ideological factors, have their source in our eco
nomic situation which is created and imposed on us 
by capitalism. The rich desire to retain their privi
leges and fight for the retention of the present mode 
of taxation, and for the strengthening of the laws for 
that purpose. Now these laws, which come from ideas, 
react on economic conditions, for they kill small retail 
trade and tradesmen and hasten capitalist concentration. 

Consequently, we see that economic conditions en
gender ideas, but that ideas also engender modifications 
in the economic conditions, and it is by taking account 
of this reciprocity of relations that we should examine 
ideologies, all the ideologies; and it is only in the 
final analysis, at the root, that we see economic necessity 
always prevail. 

We know that it is the thinkers and writers who have 
the mission of propagating, if not of defending the 
ideologies. Their thoughts and their writings are not 
always well marked, but, in fact, even in writings 
whicfo have the air of simple stories or novels, an 
analysis will always reveal an underlying ideology. 
This analysis is a very delicate task, and we ~~A 
it with care. We are going to outline a n.cthoCI. of 
dialectical analysis which will be a great help; however, 
care must be taken not to apply it mechanically and 
not to try to explain the inexplicable. 
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6. Method of Dialectical Analysis 

Much knowledge is needed for the proper appli
cation of the dialectical method, and if one does not 
know the subject which is in question, it must be 
given detailed study, lacking this, the inevitable result 
will be an absurd caricature of a judgment. 

For the dialectical analysis of a book or a literary 
narrative we will outline a method which can also 
be applied to other subjects. 

(a) Primary attention must be paid to the content 
of the book or story that is to be analysed. Examine 
it independently of all social questions, for everything 
does not originate in the class struggle and in economic 
conditions. 

There are literarv influences and we must take note 
of these. Try to "see to which "literary school" the 
work belongs. Take into account the internal develop
ment of the ideologies. For practical purposes, it 
would be well to make a summary of the work to be 
analysed, and to note the most striking points. 

(b) Nexf observe the social types which are the 
leading figures in the plot. .Find what class they 
belong to, examine the actions of the characters and 
see if in any way, what happens in the novel can be 
linked up with a social point of view. 

If that is impossible, if it cannot reasonably be 
done, it is better to abandon the analysis than to invent 
it. An explanation must never be invented. 

( c) When one has found what are the classes in 
question, the economic base must be sought, that is 
to say what are the means of production and the 
mode of producing at the periOd when the action in 
the novel takes place. 
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If, for example, the action takes place in our days. 
capitalism is the economic base. At the present time 
many stories and novels appear which criticise and 
combat capitalism. However there are two ways of 
opposing capitalism : 

1. As a revolutionary who marches forward. 

2. As a reactionary, desiring to return to the past, 
and it is often this form that is to be found in 
modern novels: in them former times are re
gretted. 

(cl) Qnce \Ye have the results of the above, we can 
then look for the ideology. that is to say the ideas, 
the sentiments, the author's mode of thought. The 
ideology will be considered then as to the role it plays, 
its influence on the mind of the readers of the book. 

( e) VVe will no\v be able to give the conclusions 
from our analysis, to say 'ix'hy such a talc or novel has 
been written at such a time. 

This method of analysis can only be effective if 
one remembers, in applying it, all that has been said in 
the preceding chapters. It must he remembered that 
Dialectics, if it bring us a new way of conceiving 
things, also requires that we have a good knowledge 
of things which is indispensable if \'Ve are to speak of 
them and analyse them. Consequently, now that we 
have seen what our method consists of, we must try, 
in our studies, in our militant and personal life, to 
see things in their motion, in their changing, and not 
in a stationary, motionless state, and see them ancl 
also study them in all their aspects and not in a 
one-sided fashion. In ·short, apply everywhere and 
always the dialectical spirit. 
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7. The Necessity of Ideological Struggle 

Now we knO\v better what dialectical materialism 
is, the modern form of materialism, founded bv Marx 
and Engels and developed by Lenin. In this ,;·ork \ve 
have made use above all of texts from ]\!Iarx and 
Engels ; we cannot however end this course without 
specially indicating that the philosophic work of Lenin 
is considerable. That is why to-day one speaks of 
Marxism-Leninism. 

.Marxis1n-Leninism and Dialectical Materialism a.re 
indissolubly united, and it is only knowledge of dialecti
cal materialism which will enable us to measure all 
the extent, the whole reach and all the wealth of 
Marxism-Leninism. That is whv we must sav that 
the militant is not truly ideologic~Uy armed 11nl~ss he 
knows this doctrine fully. 
T~e bourgeoisie, who well understand this, use everv 

possible means, every possible effort to introduce the(r 
own ideology into the consciousness of the workers. 
W el_l _knowing that, of all the aspects of Marxism
Lernmsm, it is Dialectical Materialism which is actuallv 
th~ least kno:vn, the bourgeoisie have organised a c01{
spiracy of silence against it. It is painful to think 
that official education neglects and ignores dialectical 
materialism and that in the schools and universities. 
teaching is continued in the same fashion as a lmndred 
years ago. 

If, in former times, the metaphysical method had 
the upper hand of the dialectical method, it ·was, as -
we have seen, by reason of men's ianorance. To-clav 
science has given us the means of demonstratino- th;t 
the diale~tica~ m~tho:J is the one which it is 1~roper 
to apply m scientific mvcstigations and it is sc111clalom 
that our chldren continue to learn. to studv. with a 
method whic-h issued from ignorance. · . 
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Though scientists, in their researches, can no longer 
work on their special sub.ject;without taking account 
of the interpenetration of the sciences, thereby apply
ing unconsciously a part of dialectics, they still too 
often bring to their work a mental attitude in which 
they have been trained and which is metaphysical. 

The great scientists who have already given so much 
to humanity-take for example Pasteur and Branly, 
who were iclealists, believers-what great advances 
would thev not have made or been enabled to make. 
if they had had a dialectical training! . 

But there is a kind of struggle against Marxism 
which is still more dangerous than the campaign of 
silence. It is the falsifications that the bourgeoisie 
attempts to organise precisely within the working class 
movement. At this moment we see numerous "theo
reticians'' flourishing who represent themselves as 
"l\iarxists" and who claim to "renew" to "rejuvenate" 
Marxism. Campaigns of this sort very often chioose 
as ffi,eir fulcrum the less known aspects of Marxism, 
particularly Dialectical Materialism. 

Thus, for example, there are people who declare that 
they accept Marxism as a conception of revolutionary 
action, but not as a general conception of the universe. 
They declare that they can be perfectly Marxist without 
accepting the materialist philosophy. In conformity 
with these attitudes, various attempts are made at 
smuggling in ideas. Some folk, who say they are 
still Marxists, want to introduce into Marxism ideas 
which are incompatible with the very basis of Marxism, 
that is to say vvith the materialist philosophy. Attempts 
of this kind have been known in the past. It was 
against them that Lenin wrote his book, Materialism 
and E1npirio-criticism. At this actual minute, in thi1> 
wide diffusion 0f Marxism there is a rebirth and 
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multiplication of these attempts. How could those 
who attack Marxism precisely on its philosophic aspect, 
be recognised and unmasked, if the true philosophy of 
Marxism is not known? 

'I, i 

8. Conclusion 

Happily, for some years now, a powerful urge to 
study the whole of Marxism has been visible, particu
larly in the working class ; and an increasing interest 
precisely in the study of the materialist philosophy. 
This is a sign that indicates in the present situation 
that the working· class has perfectly felt the justice 
of the reasons which we gave at the beginning, in 
favour of the study of the materialist philosophy. 
The workers have learnt, by their own experience, 
the necessity of uniting theory to practice, and at the 
same time the necessity of pushing theoretical study 
as far as possible. Every militant is in duty bound 
to strengthen this tendency and gi~e it correct guidance 
and content. We are glad to see that thanks to the 
Workers' University at Paris, several thousands of 
men have learnt what Dialectical Materialism is, and, 
if that gives notable honour to our struggle against the 
bourgeoisie by showing on which side science stands, 
it also indicates our duty .. vV e must study. Marxism 
must be known and made known everywhere. Parallel 
to the struggle on the streets and at the workplace, the 
militants must lead the ideological struggle. It is their 
duty to defend our ideology against all attacks, what
ever form they take, and at the same time to lead the 
counter-offensive for the destruction of the bourgeois 
ideology in the minds of the vvorkers. But to master 
aH sides of this struggle, one must be armed. The 
militant can only be truly armed by knowledge of 
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Dialectical Materialism. This is an essential part oi 
our duty till we have built a classless society where 
nothing will hinder the development of the sciences. 

FINIS. 
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QUESTIONS 

1. Is it true that Marxism denies the role of ideas? 

2. \'\"hat are the different factors which condition 
and constitute the strncture of society? 

3. Analyse a ne>vspaper story by the method of 
dialectical materialism. 

WRITTEN EXERCISE 
(General Recapitulation) 

What advantage have you gained for thought and 
action from the study of dialectical materialism? 
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